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PRAYER.

:

:

20,

1880.

“ My God! is any bour sp sweet,

le,
J

¥rom bush of morn toievening star,
AN that which calls me to thy feet—
The hour of prayer?

:

nce.

| aecount of drouths, and an
unsufficient
© ¢ The connection” wag not ge
rain-fall. In the past she has deserved it, "the means of travel were limited. -

Blest is that tranquil hour of mory,

YX;

And blest that hour of solemn eve,

‘When on the wings of pray er upborne

=

» The world I leave! yf
i

Sen,

{But natureis. rapidly bettering this in=

¢ For then a day spring shines on me
Brighter than morn’s ethereal glow,

[

And richer dews descend from thee
- Than earth can know.”

[
a

—Charlotte itiot.
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farm with fair prospectsas far west as

NO 1,

oias

suppose there is no. State in the Union

1

gave

about which such widely divergent views

Be.

are held ty the people of the East as

a:

about

not

one accouft,

2

If we believe

the State of Kansas.

was considered.

foolish.
15 years ago and .it became
universally conceded that men
could

IN

KANSASIANA. wo
BY PROF. G. E. FOSTER.

convenience, and year by year the line
of sufficient rainfall is marching steadily
westward. 25 years ago men thought
the 96th degree of longitude was the western limit for agricultural operations and
he who ventured beyond

elt '.

'

rs he

TE

and the timber stretches. And at lastout really dressedin jail clothes, do not, for
‘peach, pear and ‘apple... SBF... omaont
cornfields everywhere wave in the sweep- of all this blood and disorder and cruel Christ’s sake, let a weak sentimentalism
ing prairie winds, and the golden gleam revenge arosein 1861 the State of Kansas “or an ambitious regard for showy smartcenter ness, induce any one, to receive him as an
of wheat acres gladdens’ ‘the heart. And and planted in the - very
of
the
'
continent
its
young
. ban- ambassador of the Lord.
4
se
all
lie
cosily
nestled
the
log
cabin
;
A suSpicieus spirit is not needed, but a
f e new comer, the frail frame house ner unsoiled ‘with a stain of slavery.
of the older inhabitant
and the’ stable | Then came the. war, and the ‘sons of this cautious one surely is, in order to avoid,
young State responded to the call and in this day of tramps, the ruin of the
habitation of the fortunate old settler.
Coal is abundant especially in the east fought on wider-and more distant fields Master’s vineyard by thieves and robbers.
and south east, is fairly. cheap and when the battle of freedom and equality.
As to abusé of djscipline there is not
worked in better form will ‘supply ‘fuel
0 much’ danger as some make out.
for the rapidly fillng State in abundance.
Nearly all the inmates of our prisons
A DENOMINATIONAL STATE'S
will.tell you they are martyrs, and where
» Salt in spring .and marsh is found in
~ PRISON,
is the subject of religious discipline who
vast quantitiéy, and will: eventually supBY REV. Ca7D.
D. DUDLEY,
ides not’ feel abused? A thoroughly good"
ply the western market
with that useful
commodity.
The time was, in our denominational than will not, by opposition, destroy the
authority
even:
‘Limestone in abundance is found for history, when a minister who had dis- ‘influence of rightful
{ building purposes—easily worked and grated himself in one place.could not, by fthosgh; through jealousy or misunderfairly weather proof.
a journey of a few hours find a new hone stahding, he suffer much injury.
\| When any man opposes the faithfuladMany of my readers will
remember
in the beavis of a people ignorant cf his
ministration of a denominational state's
that Kansas has received a bad name an character.”

A WEEKLY KELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
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it is a veritable

land

of

97 degrees;
within 10 years the limit
has receded until now farmers do well

and have fairly

average

crops as

far

; NO.

¥

$

But we now enjoy (?)
tages.

A

man

can

prisoti, ~he

and

things

to

and

in

pieces to Kis “heart's content,

apd respectable Christians
effective discipline. ¥.

twenty-four hours he resting’ A’ peaceful
security hundreds of miles away.
,Our people are = scattered over a large
territory,

and different

sections

are

|

so

secution, the smasher has full - sway and
goes joyfully at work among his new
victims. Such advantages are not neg-

rain, and was swept with the hot winds,

lected.

believe
Z

in

AND

THE

WEST.

1 ot only preachers, but teachers
frequently’ write “us

per

Si

tel

A

MISSION WORK.

_ ©

py

will in ho wise cast out.”

pel.

Oa every hand, in every zone,

| long closed are Shing

on

their

pardon and peace.

doors’

and

about _sitaations

in

To them, we are obliged to answer that

that there sre abolug sixteen applicants, on
an average, for every school; and, we
are sorry to be compelled to say, unless
‘one has a father, uncle, or special friend,
pn some school board, the chances are

the

unvisited

regions

The remote recesses

willing and mighty Jesus—exceedingly
willing and perfectly able to save all who

come to him.

of the

innermost wilds of Africa and the scattered islands of the sea are being reached by

of

contemplates coming,

sted

vous
;

bes

ded
sof
med

credu

cheris shot hopes -of Hany 4a too
: (nigrant,

r hia
A

Kansas is but a strip ing and has not
: yet donned the toga of its manhood maJority, but from the first hus attracted the

+

fer.
pal.
the

It was born amid
attention of the world.
btful vicissitudes of
the troublous and

pube

bring up the warm moisture of the Gulf;
Ww hich, meeting the agoler ain, condenses
and falls,
So from’ April fo October the
rain-fall mainly is formed. From
Oct.

to May the winds are northerly and in
these months there is very little rain.

Kansas hus more sunny days than

any

convicted.

opinionated

©

moved
Sentence

from the sceme
must

be

Right-

eousness. But there is ¢ much land to be
possessed” yet, and the zeal, energies and
resources of the Christian church will find
no lack of objects for many a year to come.
Vast continents and broad kingdoms are,

‘as yet, only fringed here and there, along
their edges, with the ‘gospel: and much
work must be done to cover the whole

o¥ |

DE

N
i;
-

freaae With
warlike weapons;

of his late trial.

-

the

was

Congress

battle ground .of strong and eager sympa.

kin, .-

thisers who fought vut the bloodless but
no less important battle of constititional
liberty; the dusky slaves Jooked up’ ‘from

«

January and

79 degrees in July.

Kansas has a bonded State debt of only
$1,181,975, and so

prospective

shows

no

generations other

burden for

than

she

may bd easily able to bear, and for what

*debt she has she possesses full equivalent
| the plintations of the South and beheld
" in her rolling prairies the Canaan of tueir valuue.
hopes; and theoruel relentless slave-pow- [————
HISTORY AND PROGRESS.
first disas-

’
=

er metign Yer free soil their
trous Waterloo.

The-centuries

before

1500,

A.

D., lie

religious communities. They have
evil doers who must be dealt with.
Is it reaspnable to suppose that” an

casiénal

trial and cpusure

their
oc-

will restrain

ever, are young mes, or more

young ladies, who have come
their families or: friends;
they get here,

~

F

4

frequently

West

and who,

almost invariably

with:
when

find they

could muse: more cash than they have
available, and so turn to school teaching.

gall other

fears!

It is broad

Their best hold, and frequently-their only

So great an evil has this become that
our legislature passed a law that. no one
should be'employed who is a

relative

unless

by

of
.con-

enough

and is for all the
for you.

venture

it

Oh

for

all

in all

promise.
the: world,

world ; therefore

jyecs,

come

it is

now.

« Just as thou art, without éne>trace

|

Of love, or joy, or inward grace,
Or meetness for the heavenly place,
O guilty sinner comé, oh! come.”

forms of religion.

/

The prejudices of the heathen are ivioz
way ; the yo of old superstitions upon

— Harvester Tract.
——

>

CONFIDENOE IN CHRIST.

"

« The dew of grace is shed upon my
wasting spirit with refreshing consolation. ~My goul™ languishes, but “soon it.
will exult’in thee ; my flesh withereth, bus

important interests, and to. organize and
direct schools and churches for'themseives.

The work gues on slowly but steadily.

Surely you may

confidence on such a glorious

It

after a few

days

it. will

revive.

Jd am

begins to be apparent that converted heath-

compelled to ‘undergo.

en can grow

thou wilt free me from this decay, when

hip into self-sustaining Chris:

tian churches.
More than this: that they
may even bedome active elements in the
work of chridtianizing the world, as they

thou bringest

coming from new and unexpected sources.’
We may have expected;the work to go
on with ever increasing power because it

is the Lord's

me out-of

corruptions,
all

evils.

but
Thou

‘hast newly created me in the image of
God, and how can the work of thy hands.
‘perish? Thou hast redeemed me from all
“my foes, and shall death alone triumph
over me? Thou hast devoted ‘thy body,
thy blood, and thy entire self for my salvation; how then shall’ death hinder
“those benefi's which were bought with se
precious a price? Thou art my righteousness, and my sin shall not prevail over
thee; thou art my life and resurrection,
and my death shall mot overcdime thee ;
thou art my od, and Satan shall noi
have power over thee. Thou hast“given
me the earnest of the Spirit, and in thie or
will I. triumph; and I firmly believe, .

chance, is to have some special “friend” have already done in the Sandwich Islands.
The advantages of Christian missions to
on a school board.
Hence, the squabble
jcommerce and science are being felt and
‘that frequently takes place in the anndat |
appreciated: by business men and scholars.
election of school officers.
Help in the maintainance of missions is

any member of the board,

designing men ?

una~

The great mass of oug applicants, how-

executed as

community that has “suffered from the
crime of any of its citizens must make
such provision that the evil will not be
soon repeated either on themselves or
their neighbors. It is much the same with

almost

about

“Oh, how it oughtto put to flight all your

There is another class
who
come
the people is loosening; the native conhere because they have made a failure in
verts are Dicoming more self-helpful and
the East. . They are simply a little more
trustworthy; native teachers and preachcertain to make another failure bere.
ers are dev loping the ability to care for

far, re-

well as
the ‘State I have seen. ‘The skies are uncloudpronounced.
©
ed
and
the
“atmosphere
extremely
clear,
blood of brave meh fighting for equal freeA man who has permitted even strong
dom baptized aud haliowed its virgin soil ; so that long distances are no impediment
to vision. In 1879 the mean temperature temptation to lead him into a.disregard
abolition New England and slaveholding
of the rights of society must consent to
- Missouri sent in their colonizing squads was 54 degrees, and lowest and highest |
be guarded till he has learned better. A
ith
tig—w
means
for
the
months
were
25-degreesin
brist
rs
wud
d
hamme

conflicts;

Antfslavery

the Pro-and

J.

they

voidably make a failure here. ,

* The mere obloquy of a condemnation’
would have but little constraining power,
especially when the culprit can ina day's
time put himselfin a distant State

to do this,

or talks

orresolves to come at some future time.
But to ‘him that cometh” is the promise
given, that he will not be cast out. Your
.
.
pa
>
.
PE
social, pecuniary, or litérary- standing is
not at all to be taken into account. God
is no respecter of persons. He looks at
the heart; and if he finds true penitence
“and faith there, you are accepted.’
The very heavens will fall before his ~~
word fails. He says, “1 will in no. wise
cast out.” He anticipates your doubts,
and therefore uses such strong language.

“promise, flowing wjth milk and honey, -and covered with short- curly 'buffalo- of many once-prosperous churches, Now
not very flattering...
. blessed with a super-abundance of corn grass has been subjected to the mellow- it would seem as though a practical peo!The fact is, there is a Sl
frais
land
the influenceof the truth.
and wine, rejoicing.in softer than Italian ing influence of plow and harrow. The ple ought to discover: some Femedy for of teachers,” or would-be teachers, out’
The fields are broad ; many of them are
such
an
evil.
- skies and 'balmier breezes than those moisture is retained, the air is less quickwhite for the hatvest. Where are the Teaps
Why not have in the donciaitaton. a West. There is one class of old, experiwhich blow o'er famed Pacific isles. ly rarified or cooled, the storms arg less
ers t !
enced
and
able
teachers,
who
come
West
If we atiach creslit to another narrator violent, the rain-fall is more even; the State's Prison ?
{ ENCOURAGEMENTS.
for their health, or some, other special
we behold in it a delusive myth, palnted } butfalo grass recedes in. time and is. In our civil goveitdinti a a man that is
reason. But such froquedly find some
rom
all
sources we learn of great enin glowing colors by land agents and replanted by the more nourished blue justly tried and gbndemnedas a criminal |
couragements in the Foreign Mission work.
features
of
thelr
experience
actually.
in
railroad monopolies, a preyto the grass- grass, and so every acre reclaimed and /agAinsk Bociety, is confined in secure
The seed sown half a century ago his: takhopper and oft recurting- Ufought, swept tilled" augments the general evenness quagters that the community may’ not the way, and they have something to un- eh root arid 'is bearing fruit, Christianity
learn,
in
order
to
adapt
themselves
to
the
by frequent Hirnadoe 8 and periodical strong und
fertilig.
The prevailing winds suffer from a repetition of his crimes. "It
has had time, in some places, ‘to show italtered circumstances here; and when,
winds, and the sepulcher of the fondly from April to October are southerly and would: be foolish charity.to set the thief as is frequettly the case,” they are too self,” and tg give proof of its superiority to
or incendiary at liberty as soon as he is
lous

min.
ich,
wel :

a

_* Him that cometh,” will be received.
Not him that stays away and broods over
his wretched | condition. Not .him that

of China, the

the advancing light of the Sun

He will, he will.” He

has been tested in innumerable instances,
and he is ever the same, sympathetic,

creaking

hinges. Christianity is gaining entrance
Com‘into lands never opened to science.
merce is both lending a helping. hand to,

world.

also,

These blessed

‘words should dissipate all your doubts
BY REV. G.C. WATERMAN,
:
and fears, and encourage you immediately to hasten to his open arms. His very:
' THE OPENING FIELDS,
Do you only go to him,"
The field is the world anil the world is heart is in them.
fast opening to the civilization of the gos- and he will embrace you, and grant—you—
°
CONDUCTED

earth

the West.

As testimony, look at the wrecks

have place somewhere else, but not here.
YES,” HE MEANS;YOU.
But, if g large portion of those who dre
He does, he does, doubting and disliving by day’s work, or, on small salaries, : couraged one. Yes, Jesus means that
which they eat up and wear out month by even you shall come to, him, Certainly
mqnth, can command’ th requisite pluck he does—you as much as anybody. Had
and persistencéy
and. would come out he not loved you, and died for you, then
here and exercise thet; “as tillers of the you might not come tohim. But having
soil, they would be’ almost ‘immeasurably
done this, you may come, saying-—
better off in the end. “But, if they haven’t
‘I am so glad that Jesus loves me,
these qualities, they better remain where
Jesus loves even me.”
:
they are, to be servants and employees
Bul do you still say, «If I only knew
all their lives, and perhaps their families he meant me, I would make the attempt”?
after them.
:
oo
Most assuredly he means you. He has
+
. Hastings; Neb.
himself said so. Hear his hope- inspiring
invitation : « Him that cometh to me I

and asking the aid of religion in the grand
work of opening the dark corners of the

BY REV:'A. D. WILLIAMS,D. D, :

disagreeable per-

west as the 99th degree of longitude.
The unbroken baked soil ‘which shed the

a position

—
Or.

TEACHERS

slightly acquainted that a bad record, if it
tinds its way at all, is so worn ard’ shabby
by the time it arrives that its réspectability is lost and it can betreated as a tramp.
So, relieved from all

in

ape enemies to our government prisons.
Respectable citizens believe in prisons, .

better advan-

smash

puts.himself

similar to that of the mob of ruffians who

42.0

«

work and he is able to util-

When church and state were one power seit BE three of the board. But this ‘ize in its behalf all the forces of our -comveiled in dim obscurity.
Nature's forces
=.
"
the wire-pulling a little more
plex civilization, and call new allies to the
be incarcerated the same ag, | |
they could
passed in act after act across the stage,
earndst, to get this unani- aid of the church inthe great "work he
were the civil criminals, but as matters vigorousa
and though we do nét kmow how each:
8,
has given her to do.
now stand we can use only religious mous assent, apd the thing is frequently
seene was earried out, we know full well
,
2]
fixed np among them, on the principle of |:
penalties for religious offenses.
appoiaugent or failure can ppsnently the results. What peoples followed her’
©
InP
Thoerefore we need a thoroughly con- dividing the spoils, and taking each one’s
p@=Mrs. D.F. Smith sailed from Bos~ darkeu. ;
:
nothing doubting, that thou wilt permis”
:
1 ‘Tested labors ‘history does not tell, dnd
ton last Saturday in the steamship Parthia,
ducted religious prison. It need not be dgughter, niece, or friend, in turn.
tradition opens but dim glimpses of the
me”
to enter ‘the marriage-supper of the rl
SITUATION AND RE SOURCES.
for
India,
where
she
will
engage
in
indeIt is’But fair to add, however, that a
a place of bodily confinement. It should
Lamb. Thou last clothed ‘me with the
later
Red
Man
pursuing
the
lumbering
HH you take a-tnap of the United States
respectable portion of these teachers pendent missionary work. Persons wish. wedding garment, nor will I stitch: to this
rather be a limitation distinct and effectherds of wild buffalo across her rolling
of America’and fold it’ twice by putting
ive in religious activity. And thé head h prove to be ‘comparatively good ones. ing to Soeshon) with her can do so precious, mest beautiful robe ihe tattered
:
A
successively its nothern and southern and plains. Aboyt 1541 Coronado,and his gal- should be shaved and the striped suit put ‘The very difficulty in securing the posi- through Rev. N. Brooks; of Manchester, rags of my righteousniss. How dare I~
rs.
“lant Spaniards from Mexico,camped upon
spoil
its
beauty
with
'my
‘abominable
tatN,
H.
ik
er,
togeth
rn
edges
weste
n
and
on
so
that
all
may
understand
that
‘the
easter
tion,
with
generally
a
corresponding
dif
its
©
om
ters? In this robe will I appear before
the creases will form very nearly central the prairies of later Kansas; in 1673 old wearer is a jail bird. We refer only . to ficulty in retaining it, spurs them to un4a
At Whose Door Lieth The Sint -~~ ‘thy face, when thou wilt judge the world
Pere.
Marquette
came
down
with
his
the
those ‘who dre cpndemned of serious wonted effort, which fre quently results
- lines through Kansas. It lies then in
ns,
Rev. Mr. Wolf, a mniissionary from Foo in’ ¢f ightéquspess, nd: truth.—Gerhard’s
French attendants from the North; the
middle of the continent half way between
fault.
Let the condemnation have some very fuvorably.” Such teachers. usually
2
Chow,
China, tells a very sad story about a
flag of Spuin alternated with the lilies of
the ‘two great oceans, snd comprising
practical value in stopping the evil.
“Pe
havé more power to adapt themselves to Chigaman, tat oie da about two years since
o
© an elevated rolling prairie country 400 France until Jefferson bought the whole
50
than knocked at his study doa. He asked what he CHANGE or HEART. _THE REMEDY.
We presume the denomination has al- their surrounding circumstatces,
wanted." He said in earnest tones, * I have
ap.
. miles long by 200 broad, with a superfi- wide stretch in 1803 and flung’ above it ways nominally possessed such am’ in- have many of the. better-trained teachers,
a Why -don’t you preach against theaterthe stars and stripes. In 1820 the Mis- cial area of 53,000 000 uores. All of
Orstitution; But so little attention has been coming immediately from the East, as come from such & place [ naming it]and I want going?" somebody asked me, after inti'you to send someérone to my village to teach us
souri compromise drew the veto line to
New England could ibe set down upon
We!
paid to it for years that it is falling fast teachers.
mating that this is an’'open habi: among
about Christ”. The poor missionary was unslavery
along
the
border
of
Kansas
and
for
left
be
Occasionally,
a
man
gets
on
a
school
her broad acres and still space
‘into ruin andis altogether too small for
Bee | 1
able to grant his-request.
Again he entreated,
some professed Christians. ¢¢ Why don’t:
forbade
the
yoke
north
of
86
1-2
degrées
our present needs. “Thre. must be many |, board, Yeho will have no, teacher except a but sad as it was, he had to send him away you preach against Sunday
Maryland: and Delaware. The whole
&
pleasureWatitude, but in 1854 this compromise was of out people who have never heard of its trained one from the East, "If this *train- with * No» for ris “answer. In two weeks,
"population of the United States could be
F
driving
?"
asks
another.
¢
And
why
accommodated with‘an acre of land for broken, Kansas was organized into a ter- existence, who would greatly zijoice to ed” teacher is young, especially if. he or more he came back with three other men, and don't you denounce the sin of Christian
renewed bis petition. His earnestness ani perritory
and
the
question
of
slavery.
was
to
she has a large amount of * faculty” to
see it in efficient operation.
Be
each individual,and yet have left 8,000,000
.
severance touched the heart of the missionary, men selling liquor, or renting their stores
be relegatedto a- vote of the seitlers.
“We, nnderstang- that in the ‘active days ‘adapt himself to unwonted surroundings, and he discussed the matter with his colleagues, for others to se 1 it ?” asks still
acres for prospective . increase. © The
:
a third.
This was the famous. ¢ Squatters’ sev«|: of our denominational fathers this prison the thing ends well. But, more" fre- |
"
large proportion of this land is productive
J.
Well, what is the use to exhort a man
oreignty.”
And
now
came
the
struggle
was faithfully conducted, especially in quently, both the teacher and ‘such school the énd of three weeks, the. man came the third ,| against these things if his spiritual inand fitted for cultivation ‘or grazing.
>
Probably no State has less territory lying’ as to which side could get the most sym- the minister's quarters. Real offenders officers get set aside, as soon as the ma- time, with four or Jive others, and again beg- stincls are not strong enough,to keep him
athizers:
to- emigrate to
the
debat- were quite sure to be sent to it and kept jority can get a whack at them. The fault is ged fur 8 Christinn teacher, and again received
in marsh or mountain. 8,000,000 of her
‘
»
from them? Ygu mdy, by preaching,
able
land.
there so long as they continued Sapper ‘by no-means all with such majority. ‘It the reply, “ We cannot send you one, but we produce agmomentary change of purpose
is
State
The
* acres are under cultivation.
advise you- to go home and pray together”,
The * Sons of the South” poured in ous.”
is as Jmpossible to transplant here Eastern The poor disappointed man gave up in despair, in regard to.them; but a change of hear wel watered,- The broad shallow Misfrom
Missouri;
the
New
England”
emiWe suggest a reform. We ght to school methods intact as itis to trans- - and three days later the tidings came that he is the only permanent remedy.
* souri forms its northeast border, the KanI care
sas with its numerous tributaries drains gration society poured in from the East ‘make our discipline of practical effect for plant Eastern methods of farming, and as had put afiend to his life because the missiona- little to turn a man’s fuce from the theater,
I'S
When con-. unreasonable as it is impossible. .
al ries could send him no teacher to suide him to | if his heart 1s still there, tugging all the
‘the north and east, while the Arkan- its sturdy colonists,” but when the voting our time and circumstances.
oe
Qur Eastern teacher friends will there- Christ |
S48 TOUS for pearly 300 miles along came on, the. squads from the Missouri demnation has been passed, the commit°%
while at'his irresolute will, and begging
Fellow Christians, let us ask ourselves at
bottoms . movin in ‘voting gangs gave ment ' should not be neglected. If a fore see that the fields here are not all
Along © these
part.
‘the ' touthern
ail
for another indulgence.” “A mun must
whose hands will the blood of this poor China-rivers lio the deep-soiled fertile val- a majority for slavery and the cruel ministir is found guilty of unbei poling white, ready for their harvesting. The man be required ? and also the many that to- "inve some enjoyment,” he says, by way cause.’ Free speech was forbidden ib it or immoral conduct, let his sentend
be a overwhelming ‘majority of our teachers day in heathen lands arg borging. for the light, of excy-e. To which I réply, ** Indeed
leys which dety barrenness and promise
;
dared direct itself towards condempiation reasonable term in the prison of disabili= come from the families of actual residents that it is our power to send them.
he must.” And if a Christian can not find
rich return for the laborers toil.
It has been fram the first a land of
Romance and Struggle, the bold brilliancy of whose beginning has given promise.
of u splendid future which no partial dis-

00
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The soil is the sawe fine black loam 80

“comnon in the western States, and has a

iid

peculiar richness

ute

imparted

to it by

the

a0

disintegrating limestone and

me
pe.

whieh prevail in all parts, especially in,
the central portions of thedState. This sojl

sandstone
easily

is from one to 50 feet iu depth,

ue
:

ik

worked, retentive

of moisture,

and

pro-

i

ducing almost every thing except strictly’

10.

tropical Srujts.
Neither flat nor mountainous, the landscape presents a far more

"

ey

plensing aspect to the ey

thé dull

monotosy of Illinois prairie? /“Long fol:
‘ing swells alternate ‘with ‘wide valleys,
and

timber strips in greater

Augion vary the prospect.

or less pro:

“Orchards

of

of the slave holder; a free

press

wus

ty. If gross imunorality. be the verdict there.

outlawed, and the fugitive could be it should be a life tétm. Then his posicaught and dragged back to the’ planta- tion should be made thoroughly public.
‘tions with full approbation of law. ~ »
Not by the insertion in ‘some paper of
But the Free State element was strong, one or two fittle notices that a few acdetermined, possessed a majority of ac- quaintances may see, but by a standing
iual votes and defied the bogus laws. advertiSement that- all who io’ the future
Now came wars’ and rumors of wars. may be concerned, can not fail to notice.
But . the most needed of all improveMen went. armed... Murders , were frequont and dire was the vengeance meted ments is a greater care on the part of’
The Underground Railway ‘w.s‘in churches and committees that they do not
| out.
full running order. The sturdy old forms select their pastors from the prison.
of Jim Line, John Brown, Robinson and’| Find out wheice a man comes and who
Wood stood: for
as leaders and ¢oun- ‘he is, before taking him into your homes
8e1018, “Téurless in
i deba‘e and; ‘terrible in
border contest along the riv er bottoms

Even when some - larger: city or
town gets a notion for teachers from’

abroad, and employs such, the next
the platforph

of émploying home talent—

and, as
bave shown, geverally with
some
son.”
The Wests the great place for plant

a
.

enjoyment in the service of God; in the
holy delight of prayer and praire and la- .
bor for Christ ; if he can. not get pleasure

At the meeting of the

American

Board,

Dr,

Clark spoke of woman’s work as ‘one of the
especial and most hopeful features of the pres-

ent era,

The

Woman's

Board

bas done

a

grand vwork, ‘Dry Hopkins said we need Ruths
‘to glean, and probably some of the men Jet

in the companionship of Christian

breths

ren, in the study and feedingon the Word 4 ©

of
God, what wonder that he should, .
find 'his Pleasure ini the glitter and guiety”
ol the theater, or in the charm and intoxi-

cation of the novel? Preach agains play- going to such yn one!
As well exhort
ing families; on farms, to grow up to ‘be
present thought.the good doctor must have the stone not to fall to the earth When de-'
Arguhealthy, vigorods, stalwart and indepen found the collection of funds easier. than most’ tached from the mountain-side:
dent men and women.” The beginning is ‘people. Dr. Chadbourne, of Williams College, ment can not stand against thy Jap
gravitation.
If the love of Christ is not
“generally alittle difficalt. There is,as in said: ‘“ Ruth not only” gleaned handfuls of strung en: ugh 10 hold a Christing in eom-'
corn
but
she
glenned
Bonz.
She
had
the
ownall good growth, a necessity to labor and.
munion with Chaist, my preaching though .

to wait.

There needs be pluck and

and hearts and” Sanctuaries, .If he has sistence.
He who
made trouble before, if his. character - is the first diffje uly,

#-

elee-

tion is nfore/fhan likely to be carried on

M. M. H. HILLS.

nl

will run away
or the second,

per-

from
my.

fall handiuls
women

to

of Money

gather up.

on

Some

purpese
of

the

for the
women

er of the fivld under her thumb the moment be
put his eyes en her”--an allusion whic h was
received with immense pplsuse; — Congregationalist.
i
;

I were to speak with the tongues : of men

nid ot angels,
can never ho- stron
“enongt 10 hold him away from ihe thea
ter. een. d. J. Yarden DD.

wo

mL
[3
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Gommumcations,

ting them .there,

Notes and Hints.
Jacob dwelt in the land.”
That is,
at-Hebron, where Isaae, his father, died.

Descendant

of Ham

father of the Phanicians.

and

:

“These are the generations of Jacob.”
The Hebrew word for generations means
the family history. That of Isaac is comDleted ; the previous chapter gave the
account of Esau; now we come to the

history of the family of Jacob.!"

¢¢ Joseph.” The best of Jacob’s
dren. His mother was Rachel.

‘ Being

sevemtgen

chil-

yéars old.”

This

chapter probably goes back to a time before the death of lsaac. Here we have

_the starting point for the time that Joseph
“was imprisoned ir Egypt.
“8 Sons of Bilhah and Zilpah.” Of the

-

The

driby

and there nevet has been one on, he earth.
All are not heathen, all gre
ndt vicious,

parents

have a all are not alike evil; but there are none
Sunday-school
that answer the end of their creation, op

part to do; so have
the
teachers ; so also have the pastors. As to
the teachers’ part,
The Sunday-school

conferm to the law of their being.

World says:
;
aed
- Teachers "may do very much, if they

resent divine

The faculties oftire human mind
ideas

entirely

Their nature is good.

will, to induce their Sunday-school
scholars to attend the regular church ol
vices. Three questions should be often
thought of and answered by each teacher:
Do my scholars attend the regular;church
services? If not, have they any goed:
reason for ‘staying away?
"Whatcan I

on

rep-

Our

=

:

some, who

It is the

doings, but the

if we will
days were

our

Though we believe the spirit

‘constitutes
the depravity of the human

to induce

these

them’to attend? Some

*

Lin.

pos

As to the responsibility of pastors,
Westminster Teacher says:

The

a

him

away

wards

the

material,

from the

spiritual

moving

him

to-

ty, and it is but a question of God's

from his proper fank and degree in the
order of creation; defeating the divine
purpose. of holiness in the creation of

master in heaven)that

their

been better.

;

coatof many

colors.” Made

pieces of different ¢olors.

of

* children’s hymn,” and urge them
take part in singing it.
:

all to

| travailed in pain until Jos

0-4

: Some scholars

sang when it was born, ‘has

a tunic.
e
“ And when his brethren * saw.”

When

_ children are unequally loved and treated
by their parents, the less favored become

. embittered and spiteful. The children of
Jacob hated Joseph for the fault of their
father. Probably the character of J oseph
also drew out their ill; will and spite.
“ Could mot speak peaceablyy”
Not
feeling peaceably they must speak as
they felt. ‘¢ Outof thé*abundance of the

heart the mouth speaketh.”

“ Dreamed a dream.”
- ‘in the

line of

the

:

A dreame right

favoritism

going to show that
Joseph!
superior of his brothers. For
hated him all the more.—The
Joseph's dreams is well known,

of Jacob,

was the
this they
nature of
-

© ¢¢ When Joseph was come unto his breth-

ren.”

They were at Dotham,

Seventeen

: miles. north gf Shechem and nearly
“enty miles from Hebron.
They stripped Joseph.” With a
not often equalled, these brothers
Joseph, and "stripped him nearly

and cast him into the pit,

certaifily one which jinakes it apparent
The

real giiéstion at issue is, Is tobacco

a good thing or a bad one.in the community? If it is a good thing, then the. raising of it is commendable.
If it isa bad
thing, then the raising of it is a poor
business—no

matter

how

peopleit keeps employed.
right to do a~wrong
thing

cruelty
seized
naked

many.

since it seems

can’t live in a good“ business,

honest

have

no buisness-to live. So far as. tobacco is
concerned, we count it bad,” thoroughly
bad. We think that the use of tobacco is
a filthy habit ; a stupefying, brain-deaden-

are deseribed ak poor, as naked, as home-

less. They
are
onphans,
and
lost.
They are captives, and under “alien service.
They are under sentence, doomed,

ing habit; a habit injurious to one's own
health-and character,
and a nuisanee to

one’s family,

and to alf

who

tact with him, + °

come

and waiting execution. Such are the Bible methods of représénting man's ‘character and condition. No parts are except-

in con-

pe THER

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
The

New

Hampshire

Sunday-school

Association will hold its seventh

N. H.,

Annual

Nov.

self-developing

than taught with formal statement, in the
New
Testament Scriptures.
Men
are
blind, are deaf, are sick, are dead.
They

If they

they

‘to have no

ed;—no-favoritism-is—shown; no-discrimi=
| nations are made; the whole race lies-un-

der the one gloom of sinfulness, and the
;
;
one doom.
Now for character-so radically wrong,

9,10 and 11. The steady growth of this the Christian religion proposes a change
effdtt of the Sunday-school workers, of the most utter and thorough which the
New-Hampshire, and the ‘employ of men mind can conceive.
It seeks the peneeminent in ‘this branch of Christian

warrants a large attendence.

labor

tration

of the soul

by the divine

80 that an influence from

Spirit,

God's own soul

Ban

us-

he

and sky.

.

them

in

con-

their masters,

whether

Your

singlenessof heart; not

in

This was an émpty reservoir,

dug by the shepherds of

the

“Come, ad-Tet us sell him.”

The sug:

gestion of J udah shows. that conscience
© was at work in him. He could not quite

‘consent to slay his brother; but to sell
"him as a slave cost him no pangs.
“* Midianites. Medan and Midian were
sons of Abraham and. Keturah;

. was the son

of

The ,Ishmaglites

Abraham

and

and

Midianites

‘near
neigl
“and.
ibors
probably
~ good terms with each other.

Ishmael

Hagnr.

were
lived on
|

The Sunday-school at D. L..Moody’s shall flow through ours. Sometimes itis
‘Chicago church numbered nearly twelve. “said that the first step in a man’s regenerhundred through the .hot weather, The ation is the conviction of sin. The first
superintendent attributes this success to step in spiritual life is the entrance in the
good music and short sessions.
i soul of the divine, illuminating and reThe Sunday-schools in Rote, introduc- creating Spirit. For it is the touch of
ed ten years ago, had an interesting. be- God in the human mind that first lifts up

—

SAND

A.D.

"pieces, given

him’

by a little

girl ywhen

dying, who made him promise to build a
church for poor people. The church has ing

yo

PRE,
3

:

Tt

a
she

’

.

es
rh
~ tt

Christ gave the world specific truths,

practically applied, and left mankind to
generalize them at their leisure—a thing
which men are inclined to do.
PerrecT TRUST OR SINLESS PERFECTION. There is an infinite difference between that trusting love that causes us
to come: to Christ,
whenever
we

establish

a

school,

that

©" providence?

Certainly!

That

have inadvertently stepped aside

is

we have been trying to impress
the
people for years.
But faith

¥ithout

sight

they that have

is rare.

** Blessed

not

and

seen

yet

| believed.”

frem

the path of duty, with full assurance
that he will forgive, and’ the presuming
self-sufliency that says, *“I no longer go

astray.”

:

.

?

Tue BEAUTY OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.
Should Christians be forced at last
to
admit that their faith is witLout 'founda-

are
have

:

-~

:

tions=an.event of which ‘there are no
indications—all rust admit that for those

The students are entering the central
doing all this, it was not man, after all,
school. building. . Let us go in also.
wko held it, it touched with its golden
‘that they were serving, but God ; and they | This
is the chapel. . “Fie morning exerrays the Lethean clouds of everlasting
could do whatever
they did from the | cises are soon
t¢ take place. This room
| night as they hung abese the Stygian
heart, feeling they were dding not unto | was fitted for“its
present use by removing stream,
‘and caused them to , glow bright
men, but unto the Lord. ‘And this heav-_| | the partition betwee
n two large rooms.
and beautiful as’the jasper walls and
enly master was no respecter of persons. The seats are”
full, you see.
Those last
The wrong-doer, be he bond or free, comers wil have to ocedpy chairs, or sit pearly ates of Paradise.
shall receive back the wrong he hath
Dury 70 Gop.
We never rise to the,
| on the edge of the platform.
done, in God’s own good time; and the
highest
view
of
life
and its object, nor
Where are the Sabbath exercises "held,
‘well-doer shall surely be recompensed | did you
become
inspired
with
the high@st motives
ask? Here in this room. Those
from the Lord. There might be, there | who come in
to do life’s work uwatil ‘we conceive the
from the

almost surely

‘suffering

neighborhood and
and | surrounding
country have to get accomo-

would be, hardships,

wrongfully;

but

if borne ' pa-

most

like Christ, and

by

such

a

life

thing

as

would

™

idea of duty to a God of infinite intelligence parity, and love.
- LOVE" AMONG THE GRACES, “Strength

| dations as best they can.

You ask if
tiently; and on account of a sense of duty the Anniversary
exercises are held in -the
to.God, it would be accepted as borne
{ church yonder.
,
for him: It was then that they would be | No, indeed! Such'a

and courage receive respect ; intelligence

commands deference ; honesty and integrity inspire confidence,
culture
and
refinement win esteem; but love only

not

this, Paul writes that these _hond-servants

ditions”
in life, how our ideas need revision, and they are very apt to get it, as we
go on in life. How often the things that

in our early days

begets love.

5

:

;

Hosirf IN HANDLING
There is an unmeasured

THE
“BIBLE.
difference be-

tween admitting on the™one hand that
many passages of Scripture may require

to be considered

figurative, and on the .

other presuming to fell just whit passages
are figurative, and how they are’ to be
‘rendered. Beyond the conception of a
life of purity,

and

faith,

and

trust,

we

know but Jittle of the® science of ditine
things, and hence but little of the great
truths that’ underlie and ‘mold Scripture
phraseology.
> sid

.

If every reader who has taken this
imaginary journey will do some of this

stirring-up business in his own’ vicinity]

-

ered by a heavy granite slab, fastened by _

iron clamps to stones set to.the ' corners,
but a little seed, falling neay, and grow-

it will be easy for the Woman's Ae to
ing,to a tree, broke the iron clamp and
to happiness, well-being, and usefulness, raise the $1,000, aimed at, and.fhe\
rest A
A
Tost.
the granite covering from - the
are found in middle life, and later on, te *of the money will be forthcoming:
as fas! 2
, an unbeliever said, “Such a cirbe useless baggage in our journey heav- or faster than ,it - pan»be used.

seemed indispensable

pleas, cumstance « does, not signify - anything ;
at seed fell as all other seeds fall.”
A ministerial friend recently spent a ing to God in this, our Centennial’ yen
"Pat
is it not one of ‘the, holiest)of mirathan
to
erect
a chapel, free fromy
part of his vacation among city friends of
debt,
f 68 When nature, without stepping aside
where
enward and only impediments !

his youth,
ning

LR

and early manhood: : Begin.

life with small

been ' liberal

means, they

givers,

in

some

had
cases.

Wealth has increased, and a position in
society is to be maintained, they say, and
they are no lenger the same propoiticy--

ally liberal givers. When orfce these fou’,

taing begin’ to dry up

thus, drouth and

Said a good Christian

mother to us, not

famine ure very apt to threaten the soul,

could we do that would be more’
will gather during

the

yehré. fo y

come, those who are reaching
out esger-

ly to pluck from the tree. of knowledge

thie fruit sp long denied them.

;

:

BY IL Ln.

.
in
grote
Those men who have hee
most

oA

.

ei

~~
ong

he

i

bk

It takes selfown

will and
the

an infinite plsh.

effec-

Infinite.

We

‘We

ancy

try to thwart
that

we

can

the

Nature with'g fork—that miracles will do
our work.

Not so.

other of the universe

From one end to the
we

are

under

law.

take

hold

In our work we are wise if we

‘Word and

of the handle and not of the’ blade. So
Jongas we work'in. harniony with these
laws, our work will tell—it may not glorify us by: gétting us iato the Newspapers,

have

these fountains

own

studied

hearts,

they have

God’s

and'from

drawn

forth

living and perpétual streams. - They may

not have been able ‘to read languages,
’

|

prick

ful students

their

.

‘move irresistibly, if slowly,: according to

n

of the Bible,
Someof ‘them
something awful must come upon. them |
, have hardly known another book, They
to break the spell and charnt’ of such™a
havieg been debarred from’ the general
life, that threatens the-life of their souls”,
range of literature,

arouswhole. She felt she was powerless todo so. The
There thought of a poor widowed mother, with
senti- a large family, who was the early friend

It takes genius to wait.

slowly working processes of events that

church
what the world calls rare advantages, in’
of Christ,'have been the close’ and carethe way of ¢ fashignable society”,
*1 fear

§

fe

to harmonize one’s own actions’ with

'* THOROUGHLY FURNISHED.
He

rom
her course, so rebukes unbeliefp
fl

control to subjugate one’s

0-0-6
hhh
an on o

laborers in the Master's vineyard,
long - since,” whose children Are. having tive
and most useful members in the

| mets, so that there is given to the soul a: and companion 6f this
‘same lady, and

scholars ; now it aumbers 505,

ETT

RN.

to transforma
the mind and soul; from

And with this comes the thought
In
the grave unto my son.” The
and enkindling up a man’s
word for" grave is sheol and 'means the been
moral nature by the Spirit of God.
erected in the four years,’ without
kingdom or place of the dead. It was debt. The school started with. forty-two is life’ breathed upon'
the moral
:

thought to be under
the earth.

REV.

May
we not.feel Sure that if any ofieris’ we camesin, probably. Well, they! are
| Tug FoLLy or ThE Act, "Every age
ready:
to
hear ind obey Gott=fully, God | at work on anew chapel, .to be 1deated has its folly, buf there. is none
Soy sls taught the little. hoy and that change will proceed reformation of J:
his friend co oérning the :Tord's prayer. lifeand mannérs. Thus character ang has messages of comfort, and ¢ work” (in | between thif bitilding and ‘Myrtle Hall, (greater thav‘that of the present, which in
) him, be his condi- Now, the work will go on just as fast the pride of its ‘progress - vainly
The next Sunday a schodl: was formed. “Conduct will both be changed. “Not a dotag or sufferingfor
fancies
Now.many hundreds arc—in the ‘Stinday- better life w4s demanded, simply a new tion whit it may, and may not such'an | as the money comes. Debt.is not to be. itself so farin advance of all preceding
one be sure, thatif God has not opened as | thought of.
$
a
schoo] in Rome.
.,
life, upon: agew plane, with new aims,
| ages that it has no follies.
|
Good!
yet
any
way
out
of
his
‘‘
bondage”
That
it
is
is
the
true
way to proceed.
Theg#
with
are in the United States, as near’
other motives, with higher inspira|
Tue Horiest MIRACLE. When the
ly as can Be ‘estimated, of Sunday-school tions, and with more effectual motives. - the place prepared for himin God's prov- | I must go home and stir up my people and; story was told of the German countess.
teachers 886,328, and.of scholars’ 6,623,- Christianity grasps the whole nature of idence, for the time being ? And for the | friends and tell them what a chance they: 7 1wltg, in order to show her disbeliefin
124. In the British dominions,notinclud- the soul, and seeks to apply the remedy matter of favorable, or untoward ¢ con- | have of helping on the Lord's work. AN ‘the, resurrection, ordered her tomb covthe pastor, who had not once thought of a

ing India, 547,557 teachers and 5,067,102 at the very fountain of feeling, of choice,
« *¢ Twenty pieces of silver.” Moses rates scholars. In Europe 20,000 teachers and of reason. It proclaims a new man
in
- a map-servant at thirty piBces’of silver. 100,000 scholars. In South America 3,000 Christ Jesus.
:
At Joseph's age, a slave would not be teachers and 152,000 scholars. In the reAnd the means employed are equally.
worth as much.
‘ Twenty pieces,” ac- ‘maining countries 2,000 teachers and radical. It is the power
of God. ' It is
cording to the shekel valuation, were
100,000 ‘scholars. This gives a total of admitted that there is an
influence upod
worth fifteen dollars.
:
1,460,881 teachers and 12,340,316 schol- man emanating from the
natural world;
* Reuben returned.” Ile had advised ars, nearly fourteen millions of persons from society and its instutition
s; from
his brothers to cast-Joseph into the «pif, enlisted in the Sabbath-school! It isa his fellow-men ; and from
himself, by the
g effort of his own reason and
intending to go secretly and liberate him. very hopeful fact.
will, But
He had gone away to. look affer the
A touching incident was related récent- these all are not radical. ‘Lhey are, comflocks and now returned to find Joseph ly by Dr..Mutchmore at the fourth anni- pared with the
work to be done, superficial
gone...
ne
versaryof the Sabbath-school of the * CoJ- | and transient. The very power "of God,
“ And I, whither shall I go?”
What
legiate Free church im Philadelphia. A not only through his Word, and so instru‘shall I do?” we would say. He had none little gir] of their school was on board mentally, but directly and personally
exof the spirit of murder in him, yet. he did the Narragansett. As soon as the danger erted upon the very soul, with. inspiranot tell his father what hud become of was evident, she fell upon her knees and tion, energy, and _re-creative power, ‘is
asked: God to save her. The captain saw
Joseph.
FG
hier in prayer, rushed to her, and taking taught and experienced. Though man
“¢ Rent his clothes and put sackcloth”, &c.
her in his arms,said, *“ Whoever else may 1.may not enter his mother’s womb and be’
. These were oriental modes of expressing, - be lost
you shall
, be saved,” carried her to born, it might Be saitl,almost, that he enters
~ grief. Sackcloth¥vas a piece of black, the life-boat. and sent her safely to the ~again God's heart, .and issues thence re. coarse, camel's hair cloth, and was worn ‘shore. The school held a special - thanks-§ created, born again. Far it is out of the
giving meeting for her rescue. This is the
. around the waist.
i
:
-school and church started by Rev. Dr. S. soul,of God that man’s.soul receives its
* Roseup to comfort him.” Thats," «A. Mutchmore with the $4.30 .in silver, medicine. A

© made an effort to da so.

that hath loved

CHRIST AND THE PHILOSOPHERS.
The
philosophers of antiquity gave the world

the
the

| be thought: of. This room is the only
|
place for them.
It is4rue, as you have
country for
ean ** adorn” (mark that word
adorn”) | been’ told, that
«catching a supply of water,
the grandfathers and
the doctrine of God ‘our Saviour m all | grandmothers, the
-* Sat down to egt bread.” The bread
fathers and mothers,
things.
| young men and maidens. and little chilthat Joseph had brought them.
Eo
.
To the eye of man, what more utterly i drén gather from
many miles
* Ishmaclites:” Also called Midianites.
around’9 to
wretched,
hopeless,
and
barren
esndition
[
listen
to
the wonderful things their _chil‘They came from Gilead, a country east
than that of many of these slaves ? But
ofthedordan.
ginning.
_.,'
A little boy, whose par- our thought toward him, toward duty, to- how in the light of God’s Word, this des-. | dren and friends have'to offer, but only a.
=. =
| few of them get in here, although every
*¢ Bearing spicery.” These gums and ents, banished from Rome hy the Papal
:
he
ward newness of life.
ert blossoms likethe rose,so far as it cond | inch of room
is packed solid.
spices. were used “as medicines, and for government, had returned under the reign
felt
Christianity did not come to reveal cerns opportunjties~: for glorifying (od!
| - That is a shame! you say. élhey ought
enbalming the dead, an art in. which the of Vietor Emanuel, came to the house
or proclaim man’s sin; that needed no And how full fone
ragement and com- | to have a suitable
chapel at once. . We
Egyptians . were skillful. © Spicery is of ani evangelist, Rev. A. Meille, at ten proclamation. But could sinbe cured? fort
ought thésedtruths to be to all of us, | must let all the
people know about this:
thought to have been the giiii of the sty- o'cloek one Sunday morning. * You aie Was there an influence sufficient to con- for who
of us but feel that, fo a greater or | matter.
%
rax-tree. Balm was probablj/the gum too early by an hour for the serviee,” trol the soul and counteract the evil influoo
:
less extent, we are “in bondage” to hard,
“That is just what. we have been trying
said
-; of the balsam tree. Myrrh”
the
preacher. ¢ But I have come te, ences from within and without? Christ
was the
cruel circumstances ?
to do.. You noticed those workmen as
Sunday-school,” said, the boy. And so came for redemption,
’
:
gum of the cistus-rose.
Christianity seeks |

“ dApit.”

and

x

and a reminder that John Brown's hongst but mistaken-effort was not displeasing to him who judges from the motive,
>
ep
:

with

Then’came the blessed revelation that

fail

IIL.

thinkihg of
this beauti-

should honor him, be a reward to them

or

eye-service, butin. the fear of the Lord.

may

through him

: BY

bared head and rever-

pf the slave, to

what
heathen; wheth‘“er
good and consider- { upon
ate”, or * perverse”.
And this was to be

done with

promises

bim and given himself for him,
:
Sater.
.
. « VARIETIES,

It seems like a special providence, you

there

Christian

However.men's

conqueror

east and west.

say, in. subdued tones, that right in
midst of this*grand natural scenery,

was, when Paul and Peter wrote them,
the present duty of obedience in all things,
to

men

Look in the valley yonder, beyond the. al general truths, and left mankind to make
village! Do you see ‘those remnaats of them specific and apply them to the pracbuildings, where John Brown's: attack tical purposes of life and
conduct —a
occurred?
-| thing which men are not inclined to do.
:

However

the future,

follies

speaks the eterndl truth

but by this immortal and unchangeable

ful scenery before it took form:

they may have come into the condition
they wére in, or whatever God's gracious
for

Whatever

may utter, God

ang

strong and. wise. and thoroughly far.
nished unto all good work should satura
te
his soul with the words which God ‘has
spoken and learn to live not by bread only

if

ent face show that you are
Him, in whose mind existed

in cabeb

study and ever keep in mind.

ont

cometh knowledge

men's’ word ¥all.to the ground, God's
Word shall abide; when heaven and earth
shall pass away. He who would be

these same bond-servants:
- way should have been prepared for God's
truths that are as needful to us, as to
them, and which it can but profit us to people, who had been pioneefs in behalf

purposes

power of remedy within. -It is not in
man, nor in nature. It must be Divine.
All thisgs assumed ‘and implied, rather

It is never
for the pur-

pose of helping others ‘to live.

Convention at Manchester,
sey-’

.

that the whole world needsa remedy, and
that the remedy must be from without,

A

arourd you; north, south,

whete there were true Christian masters.
But we takeup this subject now simply
to call attention’to some of the most com;

groaned and

Let other ‘men adjust, as they do, a
nomenclature to this state of things: It is

think a coat with fringes extending to the
hands and feet, ismeant. The coat was

upon

Your eyes show that your soul is drinking in the beauty of the landscape, in
which are so exquisitely combined mountain and valley, forest and river, earth

doesnot excuse | old
-gressions, and wrongs, and crimes, and forting;
young uniting. Read a ne
and stimulating truths of the Bi"the partiality of Jateb. Had he been a and and
ask them all to take part in alternate
wars, and indescribable, evils, so that
‘ble as brought out in the messages of the
wiser father, his other boys might hare verses. Select the second hymn as a the world,
over which the morning stars apostles to
“4

and

-

“and

Ferry. It must be a flylng trip; for we food. Thus nourished up in words of
are busy people.
faith and sound doctrine, he will be
“
Here we are on Camp Hill, near the strong because God is with him, and
school buildings. * You are looking all | overcoming-every foe he will.be more than

root

servile

doctrines,

SR)

mands to their masters respecting; fhem
(at the same time asserting the brotherhood in Christ of both master and’ servant, and that One was their common

dition .was greatly mitigated

Lord's

mouth

‘understanding.

let us

This «is # fine ‘antamnal duy. Kind
reader, letus take "a trip to Harper's

and branch. - The fact however femains,
that, for his own wise reasons, God did
not emancipate the slaves. of these primitive churches, though he gave such coms-

The question of the non-attendance of
the children at the church service is exchildren of the former were: Dan and citing grave anxiety in many minds. mind ; and working discontent, sorrow,
Naphtali; of the latter were Gad and, Parents and teachers can do much to re- and suffering in all conceiviible degrees,
move the danger which impends. MeanAsher... . .
>.
Lae while, are pastors blameless ? Is there
And such’ has been the long continu¢¢ Their evil report.” The sons:of Jacob anythingin thé: ordinary church service ance and prevalence of this sinfulness;
did not inherit the best of qualities; and for the little ones? Suppose all our pas- such the hereditary influences; the bad
they soon developed traits of evil. Their | tors would try this for a month or two, by
way of experiment, and then report tp us training, the evil example, that all the
treatment of Joseph shows that they were the
results. Announce that portions of mind of man is vitiated, its very justice
ready even for murder.
:
the morning service will be especially for is flawed; its benevolence is partial ; its
«¢ Israel loved Joseph more than all his the children.
Then ask them to join at love is selfish and the record of the race
children.” No doubt Joseph was more the close of the: invocation, in repeating
for six thousand years. is a record of ag-the Lord's Prayer, the pastor leadin ,and
worthy of love; but-that

Then

BY E. 8. BURLINGAME.

own

time when they shall be destroyed,

down

it thud.

of his

God's,

A PLEASURE TRIP FOR YOU,

faculties are put violates thé law of love
teachers have found. that it had a" good- and obedience toward God; puts a man. of evil in government andy society,
aleffect to give a credit mark in the regular at disagreement with himself; brings him though the fate of all evils, in
this
world;
school-record
béok for sttendance at the
ipto selfish collision “With'his' fellow men,
wag sealed with the advent of Christianichurch service. -

do

liveth and abideth forever.
For the Lord giveth wisdom

kind,

¢ kernel” .will be

have

RAE

yet banish
this and all 6ther evils from
the earth, yet the Bible, dnd all history,
show that, it-has not always heen God's
method to root out, suddenly, every form

heart. Tf each individual of the whole

whatever

shall put * the beauty of holiness!”

of Chrisfiaity to be utterly. repugnant to
every farm of slavery,
- and that it will

use of right things ia wrong way that

of

make our every deed an “adornment” of

were’ ¢ bond-servants” or

“ slaveg”.

task-masters,

here below, may get the * shell” of our

w GAJNSBORO.

In the churches, ya

admirable.

race,it is true that the use to which

+006
>

P3

HEARTILY AS TO THE LORD.

It is the adminis-

tration of them th#t is sinful.

ha)

:

DDD

with another,

a

‘wanted

ordinary church services of wobship and
preaching, there are ways enough of get-

«

one

their power to answer the general hnds of
at the- their creation, there is nota Jie mah

Das

Gen. 37: 1-5; 23-36.

“ Canaan.”

If childrén “are really

* TWha 45 able’ to stand

- before envy?’ —Prov. 23: 4.”

cial agreement

QHURC H, ATTENDANCE.

edi DD

TEXT:

PROMOTING

er bY

Joseph sold into, Egypt. Gen. $7: 1—5! 23-36:

GOLDEN

law of the agreement of their faculties in

their own minds, by the law of their, so-

-

ed

Acts 12: 1-=19:-

the inmost cénter; radicalas bringing
"to hear upon life not only the ordinary inest and most trying hours,
fldences of morality, but the very power Lord” will ‘be pronounced a failure of.
Nothing but thoughts of God can
‘thus
of the Divine Spirit itself. It is the nat- the saddest kind. Thanks be to God, we energi
ze
the human intellect and fil] the
,urg of.God to reach out and take hold of may stamp ‘unto the Lord” on every mind,
with heavenly wisdom. This is
the
word or deed that proceeds from the
thd heart and change it, so that men ‘may
divine vitality which is the peculiar char.
thereafter live- a renewed life, springing heart, and it will not fail of going straight
acteristics of that Word of God which
p
;
to him.from renovated affections.
:

ed by the law of Christian love, by the

bd bt

S.

>
of which
3

on

Peter in prison.

oe

IV. Dreadful are the sins
‘the heart is capable.

. ~~

.S.

inal.

In the furnace. Dan.
3: 1-30.
-r
Dangers escaped. 2 Cor. 11: 18—33. -°
In the stocks. Acts 16: 19—40.

TE

WW,
T.
< ¥.

sorrows’

which he himself haq
be borne, and he
knew God's Word, as the,
the highest success.” In the great 'judg-r
guide and light aad support of
the saint in
ment day, every life not lived
unto the | his ‘dark

hold
of the springs of actif which lie in tions,” but, on the contrary, may

tive excellerices ; but if men até" measur,

GL Trae

READINGS.

Jeremiahin the dungeon.
Jer. 27:6—21.
Daniel in the lions’ den.
Dan. 6: 1-23.

TE TOF

DAILY
MM.
T.

TR

JOSEPH SOLD INTO EGYPT.

TH

7

DT

‘Questions se¢ Lesson Papers.)

bread ajone.
With this adjunction of the Spirit of God circumstances, it.seemed to us, than in ‘but by every
word that proceedeth out of
those
of
the
children
of the wealthier
comes,—alsgh pardon for the. past, and .
the mouthof God. John
lady considered with reference to their
Bunyan, with bjs
freedom front‘the penalties of the law. Bible and his God, could write
words that
Thas the Christian faith is radical in its lives as Christians, as all things should be would bd
read a hundred. fold more widel
y
consider
ed.
representation of human character; radien
than the writings of poets, ‘critics,
‘sages
We
may.
learn,
cal in demanding the very highest type
finally, that no life because he
knew the heart of Boman.
of spirftual character; radical in taking need be a failure “on account of ¢* condi- ity by?the

guard executed the punishments" inflicted
"BY REV. or PENNEY.
by the king. .
It is radical.in its views of human charPRACTICAL LESSONS.
;
acter, and in its treatment ofit.
It inI. “Favoritism in the’ family breeds,
eludes all men under the law of sin. In.
| strife and envy.
\
"I"the contemplation ‘of the gospel, thereis
11. . Envy swallows up fraternal love.
not a juseman on earth. There are relaIII. Conscience not dead in the crim-

TI

J. A. HOWE.

ARE A DW

PROF.

t captain of the guard” we might read THE RADICAL CH IR OTER OF THE
« captain of the executioners,” Since the |
~
CHRISTIAN FAITH.®
ar

TR

BY

the

‘means, and

I

(For

NOTES

beneath

bondage of nor to indulg
e in the niceties of
verbal
feit that criticism
,
and to-bring the whole mind into subjec-. she had reasorfto rejoice for her ehildren ken by Godbut their’ hearts have been bro.
in these trials. Far betterbe ‘in their | fire,and they'sh hammer and melteq in his
tion to the law of God.
ave lived not by

0

For

groans

A

AND

house.

sickness and sn

rs

QUFSTIONS

or

Who

control all that is passional
“#nd “animal,

ald

ts Par,” the royal palace
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divine power, to judge, . to, legislate, to

haar

voted to Ra,” the sun god; or “devoted ;

a

¢ de-

TE

means

EE

word
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The

+

*t Potipher.”

but it will glorify us by getting us into
the Lamb's book on
high.— Lewiston
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(To be continued.)
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WOMEN IN MISSIONS.

Resolved,

«

PRL

SO

ES

That we recognize the divine hand in lead-

ing our people and Congress to give to the

freedmen

+31.

the rights

RECN

:

|

>

"FOREIGN MISSIONS."

.

i

ro

a ti

Whereas, Gad in his wonder-working® providence called

the attention of our fathers, nearly a half cetitury ago,
of citizenship by constitutional amendment; that we rejoice in condition of the heathen world and to labor in India, therefore, .
tion,” printed in the Atlantic Monthly for the accession of five Yearly Meetings to our number Sgmposed J: Resolved, (1) -That we would express, here and now, -out
almost entirely of the emancipated, and we cordially welcome to
profound gratitude to the Sovereign Ruler who has pemitted us
"September, Mrs. Kate Gannett Wells
this session of Conference the three delegates’ as representatives. to have a share in the work of hastening the good time when the
; presented these statistics ‘of women’s
of the thousands who, in common with themselves, know. wha.
and the ut:
heathen shall be given Christ for his jnheritance
work in some ‘missionary and temperance,
it is to wear the galling chains of slavery. . - Le
termost parts of the earth-for his possession.
;
si
is
(6) Resolved,
That as a denoniination we, will continue to
organizations:
©
(2) -That we recognize the instrumentality “of our Gerferal
and pray till the spirit of slavery and caste shall be eradiBaptist brethren in England, under God; in; introducing us te
«The religious organizations of wo- labor
cited from church and State.”
Sat
.
=
the field in India, and.we would gratefully acknowledge the many
men are not nearly so many as they will
“ (7) ‘Whereas, females constitute a majority of our church
favors which.they have shown to our-missidnaries. be when every denomination welconies
membership, and are almost unanimously in favor of the en(3) That we would express our deep sense of gratitude for
women into its pulpit; but there are two
forcement of wholesome laws, especially
the laws relating to the
the efficient, faithful, self-denying missionaries, whom God has
or
three
which
are ' conspicuous
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors, therefore,—
‘raised up to labor in our field, but who are now among the dead,
examples .. of
organizing = power.
Resolved,
That women should have privileges, equal to their
and that we will rementber and seek to profit by their heroic and
The
Methodist
Episcbpel Missioninterests in civil government, and ought to possess the right. of | saintly qualities.
, ary Society was started by women,
i
franchise in common with men.
Xin
;
(4)
That we would express -our sapreoilom of the noble
and organized and carried on by. women
(8)
As
our
country.is
enjoying
peace
and
prosperity,
we
and efficient laborers who are now in the field; that we renew-. |.
alone, save a gentleman for
auditor in
have great cause for gratitude to God, and would urge upon all edly pledge to them our prayers; sympathies and material supmost of the branches. It is not, like our
people the ‘observance of the day set apart by our chief: Ex‘ports -and thatwe will not a
in the work we have
other denominational societies, auxiliary
for thanksgiving and prayer.
~~
:
undertaken there until it shall be accomplished. |
:
“to the geheral society of the church, but: ‘ecutive
mits
‘J. B..LasH, Chairman.
Whey oa
(5)
That
we
recognize
the
fulfillment
of
the
promise:
‘Lo,
is entirely independent in all matters of
I.am withlyou alway,” in the manner in which our laborers have finance and real nfanagement,
It has’
been sustained in ail their trials in India, in’ the converts won to
DOCTRINE:
headquarters in Boston, New York, Phil* the Lord Jesus, in the churches planted, in the schools and othIn an articleon * Women in Organiza-

(

adelpbia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago,
and Atlanta, and its

28.

Heathen

The

organ,

~

The Woman's

life may be a faithful exponent: of those

denominational
themselves

" D. DI, was enabled,

have,

come

doc

to the

this Conference on doctrinal points as the highest tribute

soundness and correctnessf our theological views.
:

_.-D-W.

C. DURGIN,

:

Chairman.
BS

the "Uni-

interest on the part of our people no less
‘in Education and Missions.

than
:

that

condition

of a still broader and better work in the future.
(1) We recommend to the Cgrporators the following general
policy im the management of the Establishment: That all publications be furnished to the people at the lowest possible rates

Temperance Crusade of 1873-74 The
praying brands, ‘earnest, impetuous, in-

consistent with moderate profits, and

that all surplus earnings

and all Skin Diseases. Rub
it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists.

OYFUL News for Boys and Girls 11

persevéring.’

Chinese,

There

the

and

persons;

and : colored

.

Hymn

wine

advoency of the use of unfermented

Secondly, moral suasion,
at communion.
including juvenile temperance Work in

school-meetings, .

and

societies,

homes,

petitions, ete.

and

pledges

lishment;

embracing work in effecting temperance
legislation and information in regard to

every

auxiliary

subscriptions,

being connected

union

The Morning Star.

Borin Betting din EP« £0)olehin,

is a large religious

Send Stamp and
EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mase

dressedto Dover; N. H.

PILL i

Screw Ontting. ” Prica$5 to $60,

gressive.

national

the

ceipts £1,215.

"But thousands

re-

the

union for 1879 were $731.43, and

of “dollars

iL

“NA

e Principal. -

»

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE.

AINE

18

:

|
|
1
i
|
|

94s

‘PATRIOTISM AND PIETY. .
very dear to us.

ought

now,

Our country, just

The only way

HOME

to save

our Republfe is not at the polls (although
our duty there is an‘important

and the arts,
ventions and commerce

through

toil; Christian

missionary

(1)

30.

not

ome),

raise $5,000

but

and women saying with emphasis, ‘“‘more
Every revival of religsouls for Jesus.”
jon, every new church and Sunday school
established, every niission station planted,
is a new guarantee for the perpetuation of
reour liberties. "Liberty without, the
straints of religion - becomes anarchy.
«¢ Qur country . for Christ,” ought to be

(11)

:
Mis-

the Woman's

That the history of our denominational

.

:

’

MISSIONS.

work

for .

organ x

STAR

see it Jesus isthe Lord

Sv.

of the parent Society.
(7) That we heartily comment

mil-

and deliverer

ol

aa
al

|

|

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS

$25 to $50 per week selling goods
Make from
for E. G. Rh BOUT & CO,, 10 Barclay St, New
e and terms. ‘1934
Catalogu
Yor, Send for their
;
:
ail
Tx
tl

QUERU'S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.

2
;
bor
the card system of raising

That with gratitude to God

G. H. BALL,
’

Ji
.

;

nese to use all reasonable efforts to teach and Christiapize them

(11) ' That in view of the increasing number of students in’
Storer gollege and of the present need of educated: Christian la:
| ‘overs in the South, we recommend to the Home Mission Board:
[* to take measuresto provide for increasing the teaching force of
that Institution.
. (12) | That the following persons. be nominated as officery of
lal
;
y
the Society’:
. President,.L. W. Anthony; Vice-Presidents, J. W. Winsor.

33.

i

'R
158.

etary, EK.
mmittee,

Porter;-0,_
Patch,
BrRowN, Chazrman:

¢

:
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in pamphlet
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$1.00.
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form at the close
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Treatise

contams a brief statement
by
the denomination,

of the. doctrines
and cur general

usages 1m church:building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference.
25 cents; poss
‘tage 1 cent
4
i

,

Doctrinal Views
.
:
>.
is a small book in Rapps covers, embracin
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise. - *P’rice 6 cents,
or 50 cents per dozen, and

4 cents postage.

Normal,
week.

A.

MOUL-

Sermon by

Ohio.

receive

&nd

REV.

special

thorough.

ACADEMY.

The

fall

pal, with competent. assistant.

A

BENJAMIN RANDALL,

preached

in 1880, ®

at the death of a_ child, and primted by request.
The only published sermon by Randall, Price
10 cents

The

at,

Location

:

Golden

*

Sheaf

by

Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hinde life
and Christian experierces of Bai, a converted:
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Theotogy,
:
.
discusses briefly, but clearly. all the questions .
of dectrinal thevlogy . and. the
author’s
views
$1.60 postage. 12 cents.
Butler's Commentary

term
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“able rates.
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EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This irstitution is
-V'¥V
now under management of Rev. D.. Powell,
with Prof. 0. G. Augir, A.M., principal.
Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College.
Those

address

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
-gtudiés, Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in.
fluences. Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
in

the

Northwest.

Tuition,

incidental

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
"$2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 75 cents a week... Scholarship:for Commercial course, unlimited
time, $30,

but useful

H.

SEMINARY—Northwood

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,

and

Marcle.

ARSONSFIELD
; Me.

Rev..T.

F.

MILLETT,
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erg free.
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.
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the first 64 being Tables
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nice paper,
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It contains

-for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
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all
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“MRules of Order.
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Principal,

postage,

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little wrok, and every

Biographies of
Geo. T.Day,
- - William Barr,
- - Daniel Jackson,
- -

Secretary.

SEMINARY.

1.00;

ages all the important parliamentary rules of de.
iberative ‘bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents.

Church

Ridge

family.

Tre Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well $:/P080d,] stating in fifteen

H. Hutchins,A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college. , For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER,

for

paper covers. 10.cents.

Three terms per year, commencing on

and

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Fornrular and Suggestiont.
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THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; dn excellent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scriptures ”? Twenty-two lectures on the most im-

;
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buildings
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7, 1850.

wishing to attend this Institution wily
Rev 1. POWELL. Flemington, W. Va.

help

reading.

begins

for

r

Butler,

tains two volumes, one onyghe Gospels,
other ov Acts, Romavs and Corinthians.

A. M, Priuci-

- Rooms

.
.

by the same author,—Protf. J. J.

boarding and boardin pri¥ate' families at_yeason-

8,

May +2... For catalogue ad’
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John Stevens, - - - + B60
»
Close or Open Communion.
An Experience, and”an “Argument.
pages. Price 20 cents.
;
'
Christian

Baptisms

A

2 book of 118 pages, Price 25-cts.;
cents.
2
Sabbath School
stion Books
are

for adults and

\

Price.
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/

postage3
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cliildren.

LESSONS for Every sunday, ,18, posvage ,08 °
STORY of Jesus.
|
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
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small book

describes it.

Price

for young

5'cents.
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Tracts
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2
were not stereotyped till wathin the last tew
years, and we can turnish only the following: 7°
‘| ots. pér dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denomwmation, which contains a histors.
ical statement, and a brief notice of our docA first-class “school.
Three complete courses of
trinal basis.chureb ‘polity ano institutions,
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English anc
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
.
On Faith & Covenant 18 a confession 6f17 ar
:
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
ticles of taith and a desirable church covenant.
,
Lyndonville, Vt.
. Printing Establishment is a brief historical
statement, &e. Published by order of thie GenICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
oral Conference, and for gratwitons distributions
of the school'ig to prepare the students for col.

lege. The course of study extends: over three | Héanks .
:
—
years, of three terms cach. Expenses
are moder |= Mar
Certifiogteb,
10 ots.
dog. |
afe. For Catalogue address,
Q.M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 « . 4 ~~
te i
5
A.M. JoNEs, Sec.,
Church Menibers'
Certificates,
6:5
J
'
Lewiston,
Me, | Bugravings
inor REOEEL
.
!
Of Dr. G. Day

—

—

I gon ESTER SEMINARY.

.
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rise

in New

are published

INSLITU
LK. — Wil

“\’Aug. 21, 1880. - WW. H. Jdkins

forces for more ¥ effective work all over
:
v

-

:

of every session. and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

ident, O.
B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof’JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
x
3
A
J. A. HOWE, See.

or. concert
exercises,

}

Psabinody
is the
denominational

charge

time ‘eg-

are those generally accepted by the denomination.

the zna

“may grow int6” Free
thatA ourLe children
Tr
he En
7 »
Ea

when

union withthe Freewill Baptists.
The Minutes of the General

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres-

e, shall devote his time to ‘the work of hold‘man obtainabl‘who
ing Institutes, jntroducing our Sunday-school literature, and or:

o e8sons,
Sundpscho
Bap
“Chstiat Co mmo

adulis

a time, thé

Discontinued

Sample copies sent free.

give the

healthful.
Expenses moderate.
Send for vata
logue.
Address, D M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.

services by the school. And each school contribute an offering .
for the support of the Sun#tay-school Union.
(2) - We would recommend that the Union appoint and pw
into the field at an early day the best, practical Sunday-schoo.

TORS

advance.

Christians

prin-

per

to A.

Gallia Co.,

COLLEGIALE

studies, Music and

tention.

Sunday in June, of each year, to be devoted to Sunday-schoo:
work ; pastors to preach on Sunday-school topics and the afterloon or evening to be devoted .to suitable

both

history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls

penses per year, $125.
Rooms for self boarding,
$2 to $4 per term.
Training department for tea i

that Conference appoint

We would recommend

:
Series, for

History of the Freewill Bapiicts
covers the first hall century o1 our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censidepable
detail, the early events of our
dencminational

|

perance, for carrying ‘forward the kingdom of our Lord Jesus AHDGEVILLE COLLEGE. —Courses of study,
the Sabbath-school occupies nt
Christ, your Committee believes.
Classical, Scientifle, Euglish, and Normal.
For catalogue address the Secretary, %
second placg in its relation to church-extension and growth. And
!
:
M JR. Harr,
that more he an any of these enterprises, should receive the most ‘f Ridgeville, Indiana.
>
.
thoughtful attention of the ministry and laity. On this centenas
work
ay-school
'YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
§
Sun
of
and
nial of denominational life,
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent as.
introduded by Robert Raikes, it is time to awake all along the
sistants,
h
line to the relative importance of this branch of church work.
Fall term’ begins’ August 24, 1880.
(1)

than the

,
35 cents,
FEE
Sbcents

| Whe

inéreased attendance. Prepares Students for Col
lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective

We

Tem-

of readers

cents; postage, 2 cents.

23,

ton, Muscatine Co., Towa. This Institution
is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much

Chairman.

and

class

Postage 9 cents each. Small," Morocco, 86 cts;
postage 4 cents,
wn
f
The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns 2 nd seversl
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. -30_

consists of four.

:

older

n Book, exten.
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco. $1.10; Morocco
Gilt, 1.5%; Tarkey Gilt, 2.00,

=

,

Fall Term

vo «." 5, L. Phillips,

25'and 35 cts.

of 12 | The above named books are soldby the dozen,

. weeks will commence Septembey 7. Full | at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
board of teachers and course of siudy. . Students | OF or receiving the books.
ol
BIE fie for Ba ing and. college, Busines . Send your orders to:
hi
wv
i7
g
COUTEe -

sexes,

COMP
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SLprgoical,

Secures good mifldences.

formation address the Principal
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For farther Ai
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or A.J. Russell, |
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;
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.
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STEWART

For sale
also by

i — mg

;
.

The

Grande, Gallia"

year

an

less‘than four montks at

in

pires.

Sec. Trustees.
f

COLLEGE.—Rio

for

Sermons.
prof
‘Commercial, College Preparatory and two- College « A volume of 500 pages, containing twenty-three.
sermons,
by
as'many
different
F.
Baptist Minis_courses, viz. : Classical apfl Scientific.
ters
Price $1.2 including postage.

;

of Missions, Education

Grand as is the work

anizing Sunday-school
A. H. Morrell, 'J. S. Manning; R. A. Coats, J. S. Burgess;
“Corresponding Secretary, A. L. Gerrish;: Recording Secretary, | the denomination.

For sale by all druggists,
Sua
Platt 8t., New York.

ELIHU

an on, Me. :

Co., Ohio.

remain‘ five years in faithful service in’ the Christian ministry,
ome
the money loaned shall Be remitted.

sions in the Mississippi ‘Valley at a reasonable salary.
(10) _dlhat the coming of the Chingse opens to the Christian
|_churchés of America a new door for missionary work, and we
recommend to all our churches located in the vicinity of the Chi-

<N.. Fernald; Audi
“'Silas Curtis, BF;
Brown; A.A. Smith,
Masher, E.. W.
H.].
'
|. C.F. Penney, E. D. Lewis.

or

“terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study

money without interest, to needy students, in such amounts as
the Board may deem wise’and needful; but if the beneficiaries

(9) That the Home Mission as Board be requested to employ Rev. J. S. Manning as superintendent of Freedmen’s mis-

Treas

R&

(7)° That in order to abate certain abuses connected with the
“present plan-for-bestowing ‘aid upon young men preparing for
. the ministry, the Education Society is advised only to loan

given to our Southern work, we earnestly recommend: it to the

- G. F. Mosher;

be

is the only policy which

will meet the necessities which now press upon us.

for the prosperity he has

care of the Board and to the generosity of the people.

efficient ministers, and hence. ou Theological schools
be more liberally endowed, and manned with abler
:
ay
of instruction.
That Storer college, to a large degree, holds the key to

rience proves that a call for larger sums

shall be

money, and earnestly request our churchesto adopt it: _

(8)

this land ;if we dishonor him, we will be“waomo as lawless as Mexico, or as abject
a8 Russian.— Nalwnal Baplist.

to secure a well developed and intelligent piety, and we earnestly recommend persistent liberality towards them and especially
to enlarge the endowments of the colleges that their efficiency
.
ila
may be equalto the public demands.
(3) . That the 18 centuries have proved that the example of
our Lord in-educating men as the first stepin planting churches,
is the very best we can follow, and that we therefore should
make it our first business to educate men for the ministry, fully
assured, if we once ‘secure able men, strong and prosperous

That while $1 subscriptions for educational purposes
(6)
may be admissible for the collection of ‘‘ widows’ mites,” expe-

by

arrangement

of the necessity of education

and should

is for

Center, Vt.

For further particulars, address the

W. : Le

in the spirit of sacrifice, and standing as examples

of wise foresight and appreciation

reported to thé"Home Mission treasury, while the State Boards'
and Associations reserve the right to appropriate a certain percentage of the amount and receipt for the-same
; to the ‘treasure:
:

bere. The greatest calamity that Could]
berall the world,” would be if Anrerican
Christianity should wane—the greatest
to

an

1830.

“+f cipal;

is

men

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi
4 ness, scientific schools or the best celleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
Fall term
begins Aug. 31, 1830. Winter term begins Nov. 16,

Executive Committee, J. Rand, J.

:

will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred.

I

, tained by such liberal donations as shall greatly increase its
teaching force and also enlarge its buildings so as to meef the
rapidly increasing demands for educational facilities among the
Freedmen.

Mission Board and

.which all money raised ‘for home missionary purposes

owt suke or the world’s, to be neglectful
Thirteen

to the Home

the State. Boards and Associations to make

and fill the world
not afford, for our

‘blessiifngit should wax.

That we recommend

(6)

been founded

Principal,”

*

the

if net

and children, are printed moufiily, at therate of
100 copies to one Address for $6;00. If the order

closes June 23. Send

Waterbury

Financial Secretary, E. N. Fer-

the moral and political future of the South,

Lo

oi

sionary work.

ishes,.+n:the same proportion do our high-

. Lizzie CoLLEY,

that our denomination has devoted nearly $1,500,000 to educa- ional purposes since we began’ our educational work, a little
more than 30 years ago, calls for profound gratitude, and inspires high hopes of doing much more for ‘this cause in the 30
years to come, since our numbers are much larger, and our financial ability is more than doubled and rapidly increasing.
(2). That we recognize our several colleges and preparatory
school$ as indispensable auxiliaries in Christian work, having

ber of
shotld
boards
(5)

(5) That we recommend to all our Yearly Meetings and Associations Where no local organizations exist, to select committees through whom the parent Boardymay operate in home mis-

to

Summer Term

$2.50

....of the International

teaching.
for business an
Mor college. Instructions
thorough.
Expenses are moderate.
For particu lars address
“
“ry

That the fact, which statistics verify,

(1)

August

If Paid “within

: skmple copies sent free.
Lesson Papers

— Pittsfield,

Begins

paid striotl;

time.expires, and nc commission allowed on mon-.

Gren
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
Fall term
begins Sept. 6, 1880. Students are fitted for

That the following persons be nominated as officers of

Resolved,

Term

wi

if

Payment alivays in advance, discontinued when"

.

IRVING B. BMITH,

for Catalogue to
:
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

tributed for edgcational purposes has been to™increase ‘the num-

“wisely and economically done by State Boards or committees.

by

Fall

year,

M YRTLE.
Terms:
:
single copy, each, - ~ Packages of ten or more to one address, each, =
«

Winter Term begins Nox. 5 1580. Spring
Begins Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term begins

Apr. 18,1881.

building for

“
:
?
churches will inevitably follow.
(4). That the chief objéct for which our money has been con-

the dying churches in the: West, before another General

‘evangelize it, and, purify the people
wan
getting them converted.
Just as Christianity in eur land. flour-

+ lion pairs of eyes,re looking upon: us

a suitable

each.

Board, (including

32.

contributions and earnest effort in that direction, and that unless something is done immediately to. resuscitate’ and save

round the ballot are so conspicuous. « Do

est interests thrive,
with hope. We can

of erecting

Cheney ; Treasurer, S. Curtis;

home missionary work receive from the denomination a much
larger share of attention thanin the past.
(2) That the present rapid increase of population, and importance, of the West, and the great number .of pastSrless
¢hurches in that part of the country, demand a special increase of

treachery, and unholy influences that surseek

purpose

the Society: President, J. Rand; Vice-Presidents, R. Cooley,
M. “Phillips, G. H. Ball, J. M. Kayser; E. W. Page; Corte, sponding Secretary, C. S. Perkins; Recording Secretary, O: B.

many of
the prayer, aspirgtipn,, god ambition of
Canfefence a large percentagé of them will become extinct.
every. patriot. O pr were
working, | '“{3)' "That it is of vital importance to our home missionary inmissionary Christians, toiling for. Jesus, "\erests that all parts of our denomination eo-operate with™ the
.
are-we. assured of the perpetuation of our.
:
¥
Home Missionary Society;
liberties, and the glory: of our republic.
(4) That the work. of the parent "Society should. be+ confined
the
§t
Thege are impressive thoughts#just
of hational importance, such as work in ‘the
mainly to’ cases
present lime, as we are going hvpigh a
South, building churches on the frontier and in the large cities,
Nig
4
orance,
political campaign, when th
while the work in the Northern and Western States can be more

we love our country, then-let us

for the

service.

the Estal-

portance ; and that while we would not have less interest felt for
any other department of our work, but more, we would have the

men

1880.
Term

that institution, to be called «the ** Jeremiah pips ‘Memarial
Hall,” in his memory, and in recognition of his efficient heroic

the past one hundred years demonstrates the fact that honie
missionary work, or church-extension, is second to none in im-

in-

through our schools, not theongh our

the profits of

of 10 weeks

mittee would recommend that, insteadof such a fund, in view of
the pressing need of the Bible school in India, the denomination

bimonthly, and that we encourage our people to so extend its
circulation that it may be published. without increasing ‘thé ex‘
:
i
pense.
49)
During this time while we are endeavoring to create for
ourselves a worthy literature, we urge upon ‘our whole people the
importancé’of patronizing our denominational publications, asa
«reat means of securing the improvements demanded as ex-pressed in the resolutions presented before the: Committee from
carious parts of the denomination.
agents
fie
IEP RING
oC
x
Chai nai,
S:2 PERKINS,
: Lae,

be

to

. in memory of the lamented Jeremiah Phillips, D- D.; your Com-

gen pro...
should be-ad-

Postage is paidby the publisher.

New England.
Telegraphy a Specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

In reference to the proposal of the Ohio Central Yearly

Meeting that'a memorial fund of ten thousand dollars be raised

sion Board to publish the Missionary Helper monttly instead of

In ull the list of officers there is not af
Women are’ bere proved
man's name.
to be economical and successful finan- |||
**

be met from

Gi (10)

er

Ne

pages, in its

The Little Star and Nyrile
;
are Sabbath-scheol papers, pried alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated
Both; papers are gf the same size, but the
LI

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New.
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefull
courses of study. The Classical,
‘Se! Sh and English Course.
For
catalogue

!

terest in the cause of missions, therefore,
That this Conference encourage
Resolved,

are contributed by local unions for. work
witnin their own State, of which no ac- count is rade in the treasurer's report of
the national union ; #s;— for instance, in
Massachusetts, where $4, 850.00" were received, and 84,3%¢.44 expended, in 1879.

clers.,

churches:

;—$2.

first thirty days, and

]

wa

e

commuuications,

in advances 22.56

| Goucationl.

paper.of

a be ER
able

© All

Terms

in ac-

nald ; Auditop; E. P. Smith;
canvass and: secure subscribers for the paper among all -our peer FAL. Brewster, D. W. C. Durgin, T. H. ‘Stacy, A. Lovejoy, 'D.
.
ral
ple.
Lothrop, A. L. Houghton, P. W. Perry, O. B. Cheney, N. ¢
(7) We recommend that each Quarterly Meeting “appoint a
Brackett, C. S. Perkins, 'S. D. Bates, J. L. Hammett.
ahd
publications
our
person as an agent to solicit subscribers for
—P. W. PERRY, Chairman.
veport.to. the Printing Establishmént.
:
:
¥8)" Whdyeas, the Missionary Helper has been meeting a
long-felt want, diffusing missionary intelligence and arousing inEDUCATION. ' °

pér-

and

their guide in all their planning

our

-fiecld—as shall render it profitable to them ‘to make a thorough

with the State society, and that in turn
with the pational union. There is no
cause in which enthusiasm and hard labor
are so wonderfully combined ; prayer is

forming. - The expenses of

of

(6), We recommend'that most vigorous measures be employed to increase the circulation of the Morning Star ; and that for
this purpose; the Corporators offer such” iflucements to agents
—catéfutly setected in’ different districts of our denominational

The finances are

it and tne lighortraflict

gpitable to the services

the period of introduction,

And thirdly, legal suasion,

‘raiséd by weekly -one-cent

Book

| Sungday-school Quarterly, similar in character and price to the
¢¢ Scholars’ Quarterly’ published in Philadelphia ;, and that any
deficiencies in meeting the expense of such publication, during

temperance restaurants; the enlistment
of corporations and employers in requiring total abstinence in their employees;

saloon visiting, temperance

and Tune

and we recommend that, some book, already published, be selected and adopted and, Witli"our denominational imprint upot
it, furnished to our people at as reasonable rates as possible.
5) We recommend the publication of a neat and attractive

Price 25 and 50c per bogtle

Freewill Baptist Publications.

and
Old!! A NEW INTI
Just patented: for them,
for Home use
:

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classiare - probably tions and to-the increase of their-cireulation.
.
:
Scientific courses
of study for both. -sexes.
board
of
teachers. Expenses low.
more than 1,117 auxiliary unions (of
5 We recommend the publication-of a new life of Benja‘Winter
terms
commences
Nov. 1, 1#80, and Jan.
which Ohio counts the most), with a min
Randall and .of other fathers, of such quality and appear24,1881; Spring term, April 11, 1881; Summer
membership of 26,590; 307 juvenile orance as to render them valuable and attractive, and at such a
term, June 16,
1881.
0
a
j
ganizations, with a membership of 57,
price that the books may be within the reach of all who may e(9)
That we joyfully recognize the increasing interest among.
ga~ For Catalogue address K.- Bachelder, A.
Inns.
M.,
Principal,
or
C
.
A.
Farwell,
Secretary.
:
Friendly
and
sire
them.
=
the
churches
in
the
causeyof
Foreign
Missjons
as
manifested
in
reading-rooms
79
997 ;
Pittrfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880
The plan of work: embraces three divis(3)
We recommend the publications
of a condensed edition "the promptness with which appeals for funds are met, and that
of the Treatise for the use of the membership, generally, of ‘our
we express our hearty sympathy with the Foreign Mission 'NTEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampjons: First, evangelistic, 4ncluding meetton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
churches, and for gratuitous distribution among those whom: we
Board in view of their great responsibility.and our: confidence
in
ings of all kinds ‘in churches, theatres,
with eight associate teachers. Regular
*prisons, and almshouses
; “and amongst
their. integrity, wisdom and ability as manifested in their policy frprincipal,
may desire to make'ngéuainted with our doctrines and polity.
courses of study for both sexes, Connected with
(4) We would call attention to the increasing demand
for a
all kinds of people, whites, Indians,
and decisions.
tn the Institution is the best commercial college in

and

Wounds,

i Strain,

_ Sold everywhereat 25 cts. per bottle.

missionary ‘interests they so. extensively and efficiently represent, and with which they are so happily identified.
(8) That it is with profound sorrow that we learn of thie afflictive sickness of Dr. James L. Phillips; news of which has. re-.
cently come to us, and that we will earnestly pray that he .ma
be speedily restored to healthso that he can r¢sume his wor
with his accustomed vigor and efficiency.
ee

be, for the present, devoted to the improvement of the publica-

became the unions; * firm, patient,

sure cure for

Bruises,

and eyes. Warranted to cure.

Christians, therefore,
;
Resolved,
That we devoutly thank God for his example of
self-denial and zeal, for the spirit of love which His life sets forth,
and for his long and successful service, and that we tender our
sympathies to fis afflicted family, with a pledge of fidelity to the

cheering indications

YORK .GHIC

For Man and Beast.

A

move yellowness from. skin

ment of an efficient mission, and receiving assurance of the additional help of a Bible school, he returned home to recruit
- wasted health, but, as it proved, to die in the arms of American

We most gratefully record our appreciation of its work in the

past, while we see in the present

ORGAN

BITTERS

tive labor in ‘India, and, whereas, after witnessing the establish-

manifested
:

©

will cure the diseas¢ and re-

de

forty-three years of service, nearly all of which were spent

NEW

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE:

to

Conference, 'in so

3

~

HAMLIN-

|LINIMENT

iousness,and LiverComplaint.

1835, sent out two missionaries, Revs. Eli Noyes and Jeremiah
Phillips, and, whereas, Dr. Phillips, a veteran and pioneer in the
Christian work, has fallen in death since our last session, after

29. We are deeply impressed withthe denominational importance of the Printing Establishment, and bespeak for it ar

tarian conference a ypar ago at Saratoga.
Where shall the great tempérance movement be placed—one of the most wonderful episodes on record, but which has yet
to prove its possibility of continued march
of empire? This organization is the
sober second thought. of the Woman's

|,

Cincinnati, 0.

q

(7): Whereas, in answerto the appeal of Dr. Sutton in behalf
of the heathen in Orissa, India, the Foreign Mission Board, in

to the

* “ PUBLICATIONS.

of -$19,-

to this noble work.

& TIFT,

1yl

Dyspepsia, Constipation, Bil-

and that this good” providence
‘lays

sinee the last General

ORGANS

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY:
Bellslof
Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

. Are a symptom of Jaundice,

short time, to obtain a subscription of more than $25,000, over
“$13,000
'0f Which is already Well invested, and that we appreciate
endjoomnsnd the liberality with which the people contributed

acceptance of ‘the Christian ehurch. + We interpret the silence c!

353. Other denominations have similar
organizations, but on a. much smaller

spired,’

which

PRL

MASON & HAMLIN

STON.

us.under renewed obligations to continue our contributions
for
‘the maintenance of that Institution ;* and that we appreciate the

which experience has proved to bé soundeand biblical. =~ “<4
"We can only-express the sincere hope that our denominationai
trinés which arg more and more commending

Foreign Missionary Society of the Pres_ ‘byterian church held its decennial session
. last Aprilin Cincinnati, It supports over
one hundred missionaries, and last year
it had a regular income of $117,000, be-

scale, as the one establiShed by

influgnces

f

ON&

‘have been affirmed and reaffirmed by former Conferences, and. | energy and ability with which our dear brother, J. L. Phillips, .

auxiliary societies, mission circles, publications, and weékly-pledge systems, and
is probably the largest organization of

sides a decennial thank-offering

vasion for gratitude to him;

We have, therefore, no additions, no substractions. no, modi:
fications to recammend in reference to those doctrines whic:

board works
committees,

reflex

:

a

VANDUZEN

them. |
:
:
:
o
(6) ‘That in the establishment of the Bible school in India, :
and its successful opening, May 1, 1879, this Conference recognizes the hand of God, and feels“that the -denomination has oc-

distinctive doctrines under which we have lived and flourished
for a hundred years. . ,
Grete
Tie shel
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mission circles, and supports 76 missionaries and nearly 90 Bible women and teach.

in all the

de

y

missionaries, in the incteased interest manifest among the home

churches, and

mate and natural conclusion that the members of this: Conference, as the representatives of our denomination, are thoroughly
rooted and grounded in, and abundantly satisfied with, those

in its first year; andin 1879, $74,127.30.
1 bas 20 branches, 885 auxiliaries, 560
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er instrumentalities established, in the effidient force of native
helpers which has been raised up, in the new fields open to our

-tee ; nd settlement of controverted doctrinal questions has heen
asked. From this fact your Committee have drawn the legiti-

of 13,888, whilst its work literally encircles the globe. ‘Ihe Woman's Board of
Missions, Congregational. received $5,000

womet in the United States.
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LIFE AND ITS CHANGES.
:
The merriness and the sadness which

‘WORK.

Haying held their public smmiversary

go hand in hand;

a mae

"exercises in connection with the centennial Conference in July, our. benevolent

a
LS
WO
I

paid by the regular contributions.

all

“tions of the soul: this is the supreme

irony of life, this is the riddle which
is
ver left for the next generation snd the

been

Forty-

BC

with

selfishness.

contributed to the Foreign

we see so little to praise and so much

these will force themselves on the human

soul, and

they

can

not” be.overcome.

They must be accepted as a part of life.
The great desire to explain things must

:

be subdued, great expectations must be
put far from the mind, visions must pale
Society's treasury than contributed the before the daylight of common duties,
year before,and about $2,000 more in cash . and life must be lived. Yes, life must be

has been received. There has been an increase of about seventy-six in the number
of churches gontributing to the Education
Society's work, the increase being partic- |
ularly in New York and the West, a fact

lived, whether our cup

is

with joy and _blesseduess,

running

over

or we

have

drank even the bitter dregs of sorrow and

sin. The one fact remains, that we live,
and while there is life there is cuty. It
that, under the present distribution of the /may be duty in the guise of action, or in
Society's funds,” shouldbe .especially en- that of submission : itis nevertheless duty.

Ld

~ couraging to
The next thing ever awaits us, just one
Hillsdale college.
:
The plan of employing Quarterly Meet- step more is always to be discerned if we
ing agents-to work up a. regular system choose to open our eyes.
:
of giv
in ing
their severdl districts is op- ~The followerof Christ and a believerin
erating favorably. One hundred and four his precepts has “one recompense, one
more Quarterly Meeting sessions have good thing which overbalances life with

contributed to the Home Mission Society,

2

all its

transitions

and

experiences,

.and

‘seventy-nine more to the Foreign and that is the hope of a treasure laid up
forty-two more to the Education Society, in heaven, that he may be rich toward
‘the past year,than in the preceding year— i God.
.
2
And thus the eternal verities become
2 result directly due to the work of these

agents.

A plan showing so good

results |

more clearly discernéd

when

the eye® is

should be persistently followed up.
|| bedimmed with tears, and a peace quietly
7
The success of our present system of | pervades the atmosphere of the heart,
raising funds for: benevolent work de- ‘that finds only turmoil and vanity in the
pends especially upon the co-operation of | paths of men.
ie
Bp
«
EY

the pastors. -We do not believe they will |
fuil in their duty towards it,
:

3

The featur
of interes
et

in

the

meeting
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THE LATE

Ne

ELECTIONS.

|

of the Education Society was the vote to | We suppose it is a fact that the elecpay the Society's notes .of~ £25,000 to | tions last week in Ohio and Indiana,
which resulted in an emphatic RepubliBates college and $17,000 to Hillsda
je.

These notes were given under a division
«of the funds of the Society made ‘at the
annual meeting in 1874, that to Bates
college being a part of the one hundred
thousand dollars fhat the denomination
was to raise to meet the
which the late Benjamin E.

condition on
Bates, Esq...

gave his-last hundred thousand
lege. The Commissioners on
estate having decided not to
s <laim of the college for this last
o

to the colthe Bates
allow the
subserip-

tion, principally, it is understood, on the

ground that the giving of notes

was

not

can victory, indicate a popular revolt
against certain destructive and wicked
tendencies in the South, a belief that the

laboring man and the:manufacturer,would

“ing the case into court. .
2
i
The work of the Education Society,
which is mainly to aid young men pre-

tion.
4 I believe,”

he

says,

ques-

vived and sinners saved.

‘depths of my soul that if woban had the
right to say, * Yes,’ or ¢ No,’ on questions
tof loeal option iff temperance matters her
vote would be to the vices of our great
cities connected with intemperance, what
heaven's zigzag thunderbolts are to the

oak.

Gbd send us, I'say,
Mr. Cook

lays

you what

want,

a safe rule
I will

womento

vote

:
t,t

Washington:

~

‘sf

——¢ THE country,” remarks. the Nation-

al Baptist, * has, especially for the com-

point at

the

rapidly these

weak churches lose all knowledge of our

present

ETRE
TE
om
RSENS

hopéfulness of the

>

missionaries

; and

at | present opposition

.- —+ home; the increased contributions to the
home Society, the payment of appropriations when due, the extension. of the
. work into fourteen States,

unity

of aim

wajority.

The

effect

of this Republican triumph will be pow-

erflil enough to turn the scale in at least a
score of other districts throughout the
country, and probably some in the South

a3 welllasin the North. .

and methods in doing this worls, and the “These prediction#
are not unfounded.
' increased demands made upon the So- But in order
that they may be realized,
. -ciety’s treasury. The Societ} must. have there
must be ‘hard, persistent, faithful
~ from $600 to $800 per month the coming work. The
partial reverse in Maine
year, to enable if to answer the most made the Republicans
pressicz calls made upon it.

.*

Even then,

many needy and desérving interests must
go unhelped. At the opening of the year,

first claim

on. every |

he would direct men’s aets so that they
might contribute to that safety.
paragraph is included :
i7-

shall not dur plans be made to supply
this urgent need in the home work? =

7A

SuMMER RESORT

¥oR

FREEWILL

Baprists, ‘At the centennial Conference
A spirit of harmony. pervaded all the at Weirk in July a committee’ was ap.
meetings. The duty of working through pointed to examine different localities
the regularly

cognized,

sumed planned wisely and well to. fulfill

rious places on

the

chusetts coast and

important

trusts

committed

to its

the Maine

and: Massa-

on Narragansett

bay,

hands.
WC
wow
| and they favored the purchiase of: a cerBegpiticers elected were swhatantially | tain lot of land, which will be; mentioned

nothinated at the latSSP¥=
dunt

Mission of Ohio,—¢“ The Home

Brethren of the State, we ought
to give

dition that the money be raised in. Ohio.

our work and our ministers, and

keep up its connection. with the

°

cent.

The

manuscrip

Meetings. ‘A church cannot ‘Wholly die 80) we ought to give four thousandt sajq
qo}.
long as if holds its monthly meetidg, ap~ lars instead gf four hundred. That
would
and is represented in ‘be one ceyft
per week for our 8000 memdelegates receive fresh’ Bers. Shall we think of doing any.less than

points fis delegates

the Q. M. These

the most wicked

f

stead of one

Quarterly

|

inspiration and encouragement
and

:

fifty cents

often

5 ¢ For évery gateway to heaven,” »says Dr.
Cuyler, ‘¢ there are twent ¥Rits to perdition.”
In a given city, for instance
Nor every church.
there are twenty grogshops.”
!

God they

their

may

soon

weakness

and

heal

the

sources

become

strong

sions?

each, annually for ‘Home

Mis-

We need to give the same for For-

eign Missions. Sister Nellie M. Philli
ps, the
adopted missionary of the State
Associa-

tion, expects to go'to India, asa Medic
al

Missionary, in the fall of 1881.
~ We ought to begin now to raise the mon.

of

once

“Whereupon the Christian at ‘Work

If Paul were a citizen of America to-day,

his closet would witness to his
crying amd tearsas ‘he pleaded
God the relation in which America
to the hopes of the world, and
spread of free institutions and:

Christian religion.

strong
before
stands
to the
of the

——TAKE

during the

the

;

Ing the session of the Q. M.

lowed one of its sessions. s This ought
not

to be.

the law, and we are glad to- note

‘country and probably they exert a larger
influence in creating a safe public opinien

proprietors of newspapers. in
have been indicted for their

them ‘that its influence may strengthen |
them. The Q. M. could 4lso help tlie

after re-

weak

man

that several

church

be helped?
, and

ten thousand members
annually during the
last ten years.
The inference is that they have
‘“ backslidden,” snd our Preshyterian friends
are greatly troubled thereby.
No wonder!

by encouraging some

to become

its*pastor and

by

encouraged

Quarterly

if brethren

Meetings

their quarterly

would

sessions

* Eastern.
Maine.

in

5

October,

or

one ‘don

at Small Point.

2

Ti

The North Whitefield & Jefferson church
was
encouraged by the
accession of four
members by baptism on Oct. 8:

Rey.

helped

The

other

J.

J.

Hall accepts the

call

to. the

:

BA

ad

visit them at

and thus

Sabbath

“vertfollowed Christ in baptism and Jotued: the
church

good

from

-

ALT

On the first

a special

They might be greatly

S. D. Bargs;
Treas. O. State As.

~ Bhiviates snd Cures
ADE

collection towards ‘his salary.” But some
of our Quarterly Meetings’ are composed
wholly of weak churches. How shill
these

New York ¢ity
violation of the

than any other class of people of equal num-. law bearing on this point,.
ena
ber. Rev. Dr. Fulton put the question of
The roll of the Presbyterian churches in
what kind of matters a clergyman should Wisconsin shows an average disappearance of

form when in an address on politics in his |

Ifa weak church will entertai
then |

Q- M. it should hold its session with

maining adead letter for many years. The
publication af lottery advertisements is against

clergymen _ through the

generously ?

with them:

As a rule churches without pastors are ignored in the Q. M. and they are seldom al- |

Christian Union also adds that explorers
are, often found in .chartless seas, but commerce shows waters whose currents have not

een sounded and traced.
Onelaw has begun to be enforced

time from that date, to the time of sailing,
to visit the churches of Ohio. Brethren
and Sisters, will you respond soon and

turn.

also visit

and encourage
the weak
charch. The
weak church could also be helped by hold-

actions are the foundations upon which rests’
the whole circle of material interests.” The

next. fortnight

present to his people.in a quite practical

a Sunday’ dround-in

Some of the lay brethrén might

remarks:

‘Perhaps one of these fine days he will establish the government grocery system.”
#¢ Regularity and uniformity of governmental

What greater interests could claim the’
attention, prayers and activities of Chris-

tian patriots
than those ?

in a QM. a wéak church might be carried, engaged in her medical
studies, and when
for atime, the pastors of the streng church- she graduiitesin Marc
h “next, have all the
es giving them

Kree . Baptist

church

in Hallowell,

which has been closed for some weeks, was op-

ened for public worship

centrib-

Oct.

10.

The audi:

torium-has been much -improved, .the walls
ute towards the interest of the
church the other evening he said:
meeticg,
and ceiling whitened and the pews and wood
| There should be more of the fraternizing
Tam here in a political meeting as a |. Edward Atkinson is
.
work painted and grained, making the room
one of the most useful | among
uarterly
minister. ' If I can stand behind this pul- men in this country.
Meetings.
Especially
His ability is eminently
For g4he present;
sent;
should tiie weak’ Q. Ms. be visited and. both neat and attractive.
pit on Sunday and tell people how to do put to practical
use. We
Rev. C. F. Pennéy, -of the Augusta church,
are glad to notice |
right in certain
| encouraged. Thus if the weak churches
fespects, .and can not that such a man is talked of
will
has been engaged to. supply the pulpit each
for a prominent
stand here during the week and tell them official
| keep in sympathy with the work
in fhe federal
of the
Tar
Sabhath aftérnoon.
nt.
how to do right in other respects, then 1 “Hels far position
more worthy to gracegovernme
a United
Asso. and will represent themselves
3
New Hampshire.
at the
am ready to leave off preaching and fo
). Ms., and if theQ. M, |. Rev. G. : W. Pierce administered baptism to
go‘into anpther kind of business. '1.fégl 1 States Senator's chair than many a man who session of the
iim
its ‘sessions’ with
5
the
obtains such a position by political
weak
two candidates

it to-be my duty to do all the good I ‘tan

for my own people and all other people,
and that is the reason Iam here before
you to-night, earnestly beseeching you to
support the Republican party this Fall ;
because I feel that in doing that you will
do both yourselvs and your country good.
On Sunday I tell you how you may save
your souls, To-night I tell you how you
may save your property, your country,
and your best interests.
x:

church, and to partake of the Lord's Sup-

tactics or | will hold
even
by his power as an eloquent orator. | churches and
Pe
of
:
We need such men as Mr. Atkinson in: places
ler
Q Ms.
of power.

b Ms.

‘“ Irenaeus’ relates in one

there

of his letters in | thy and aid

8gain if brethren from oth-

wholly occupied by little children, who, at an |
scarcely be expected to
rudiments. of education,
games that it would be
to learn & all. Reader,

was your child one of them?
:

.

The Woman's Missionary Society.

.

The

churches

This question has been often

Womgn’s

Missionary

annual. meeting

The meetings .were

business,

Boston,

at

last

the

week,

the

having

meeting.

been .held

in

of

|...in The

in

the

connection

enthusiasm:

prevaited

throughout the session. - “There are very
| earnest workers in the Society,
and their

asked, mucly number

discussed, but. seldom satisfactorily apswered.;at least, in spite of.all the discussion

greatest

is rapidly

increasing.

It would

be a source of great encouragement

The.church;is

vived and is expectinga blessing from

Rev.

being

re-

above.

L.H. Winslow;of Strafford Center,

was the recipient of a pound party on Oct.
The occasjon was a bappy one for all.

2

York.

New

;

8.

+ Rev: Geo. Donnocker reports an interesting
session of the Freedom Q. M. with the Web-

ster’s crossing

church,

6f. which

.

.

Rev. Wm.

Walker is pastor.
Eight persons expressed a
desire to be Christians during the meetings.
We are informed that the Elmira church is
considering the question of selling the present
houseof worship and building anew -in a
more favorable location.
The Free Baptist
house of worship, at

to our

of the months of July and August for repairs,
and was re-opened
with
appropriate services on Sunday, Sept. 26th, and though the

house, or seating, had been quite considerably enlarged,
‘all were fully occupied: at an
early hour with attentive listeners. A mark-

ed improvement is made in the interior, comBining beauty, order and conveunience. The
services opened by a Voluntary by the choir,
Mvoeution, and after singing,
followed by

.

noble
missionaries ¥ they &ould have
we still have weak churches that must be | been present and
have seen the ladies at | reading of Scripture by the pastor, Rev. W.
helped or die. Is there any balm in Gile- | their work.
Fuller, ‘Rev. W. A. Phelps réad the first
ad,? Is there any physician who can heal r List. of officers
hymn and made the opening prayer.
(‘onseforthe ensuing year:
¢rating prayer by Rev. I. B. Coleman.
An
able and impressive sermon was delivered by

Rev. J. Lem
ofley
Albany; ,
editor of Zion's’
Watchman. His theme was “ The mission of

thé church, or the relation of the church'to’
the world, what -the church is and whap it’

should-be.”
Long will the impressions made
by that appeal live.
Before the prayer of

consecration, thie pastdr presented the state of

finances, showing all debts, dues and expenses

paid,so that the house would be dedicated

free of debt,

The choir is deserviog praise

for

the manner in which it acquitted itself,.adding

spiritand lifeto the worship. All passe! off very
pleasantly indeed. The serviags' were closed by
the administration of the Lord's Supper, papticipated in'by members of differents branches
of the.church of Christ.
It was a sitting together, long to be rememlfered.
We felt that

the

Master presided ut

the feast.

day of great encourage

nt

the church at.Stephentowy
worthy of remark

It was a

to the pastor and

Center.

It

-

is

that Dea. Weatherby, one
Why"
cannot
our
‘churchg
s
do
the
same
Nellie
Dunn, Mrs. N.C. Brackett, Mrs. J. score years and ten, did most of
coungry. . The Methodists are also pecuthe work liarly aggressive in the matter of carry. now ? The answer is found inthe réasons | | W. Davisen—with ocher necessary of- on the house. A marked feature of the ocwhy the churehes were then dnd are now
casion was the happy expression on all faces,
for the Sociéty.
ing their periodicals and books into the
| ficers
unsupplied. Then they were without paswhen instead of ap appeal for help to make up
Appropriations for the ensuing year :
rank and file of their adherents. Of t
ors for the reason either that the scafcity
A
deficit, the pastor announced *¢ All paid
Miss
Ida
Phillips
course, there are very marked
,..
pe
odes $270.00 | op.»
differences of preachers prevented them from secur: |
1
,
2
|
between the Unitarian and Methodist prop- i ng one, -or ‘the
Mie, So Pailin :
nt
Sud.00
The first Sabbath in Oct., the pastor of the
poverty of the church
y Mrs,
Bicheler,...c....ois
aganda as regards the spreading of the. would not permit. supporting
ves iiss.es 200.00 | church at West Stephentown had the pleasure :
him. ~ Vow |' Mrs, Julia Burkholder,. sv. ........
.. 150.00 | of leading down into the baptismal waters, a
printed page, yet it all goes to show that our churches are

every religious body should not be slow
in using the effective means for farther-

dissension

to

destitute

because some

weakened

the church or

coldness has dried up their liberty. The
cases
are not parallel.
We must deal with
:
he present

pecially is it a pleasure to the true be.

liever in his denomination

has

extend the’

condition

of

our

nnsupplieed

churches.., How shall these weak church:
es help themselves ? We assume that in
all these weak: churches shere-are some

Are: Lawrenoop ter +=>: 222+

Mrs.

‘Brackett’s Worky...eu.es.en....

SALARIES:

:

Miss Ida Phillips,..

“400.00 |
450.001

“ithe.

Miss Krakline
es

150,00 | Was witnessed by a large concourse of people.

ay
$400.00

i Hattie AhpS
Miss
Phillips
,ceeeeiinniiii

Miss Loma mkt

of the pillars of the church, of more than three

1000
| man of fifty years, who thus. cheert scene
snd
50,00 | Publicly put on Christ.” The pleasany

Aid of Studentsap Iarper’s Ferry,...,

reine! Ln

1 Con- | in due time, Steps are” being taken for
A

circulation
of his denominational. paper,

=

BEF™1860—1880.,

mm

A Freewill

Baptist

min:

Jeter, for ‘whose andor apd # cliability we'|

can vouch,

:

o insure a Sunday-school;and a church cannpt wholly Wie wh
the
il
young
e are in5

Perfect order and decorum were observed, and
serious
impres
;
; sions .were evidently made.

i.

~The principal

Pennsylvania.
facts in- the

Bo000 | Freewill Baptistfinte

:
tructed in the word
of God.

writing us from Tennessee, | Church may

also ‘be

The weak

helped by

cottage

under date of Oct. 4, says:
prayer meetings.
Sa
Let some brother or
“We are still here in Tennessee,
but God | sister. who has the cause at heart drop in

only knows how long we will behere.
1861 we were obliged to fleeo

In

these full evenings to see.

neighbor and

women throughout all our churches are
hearing
and heeding the calls for prayer and
labor.

The Society; trusting

in ‘the aid of the ,

mission-lovers and in the manageme
nt of
the efficient Treasurer, -has
increased

its appropriations

for the

ensuing

year.

and attempts greater thingsin the
name of

geNyr

\

history of the

1875.

cupied

The present
and

church

building

congregation”

was

organized

church, Nov. 26, 1875, with 15 members.
. Joseph

Taylor was

elected

R. J. Goodchild, deacon.

pastor,

oc-

into

and,

a

Rex.
Bro.

Bro, Taylor contin-

ued as pastor until Jan. 16, 1878, when he re-

signed in favor of Bro. Graham who resigned
Nov. 9, 1878, when

the. church

earnestly

soli-

cited Bro, Taylor to again accept. the pastor:
the Lord.
pe
ate, which he continues still to hold. The
ern States andito.thé U. S. Army, and it | Son of brayer.
Then let these two plan anThe Board has reason to congratulate’ membership at Macedonia®s 51. A young con-.
seems very probable that the same scenes | © ther visit and so from house to honse
the the editor
of the Heiger on her rare- suc- vert from the Episeopalian, church” was bupmaybe again enacted. Freewill Baptists worksmay be carried till -the church's re. “cess,
bi ership:
financially as well as’ otherwise, with tized last Sabbath, making the
ol

the North- | before the evening is spent "propose a sea-

0

.

i.

f,

SE

a

i

Ls

Ld

to: Stephentown Center, was closed during most

strictly devoted.

public

| with the General Conference in Ju) y.

Association Notes.
the weak
=

its

Somerset Sty-ehurch,

Society

How shall
we help
our Association?

held

beginning Wednesday at 10 1-2 o'clock 4.
| M., aud continuing to Thursday evening.

»

Denominational Helos.
Cons

Free Baptist

Society

at Gilma) ton Iron
Works; on
There sire others who hope

soon to go forward.

will visit these weak Q.
will run
a chain of sympa-

through the whole Association.
the N. Y. Observer, that in a hotel this sum- |
God grant that in the. year before us our
mer, kept by a professed Christian and largely
filled with Christian people, he saw six tables | weak churches may be helped to ‘wew life
in thie parlor at one time®urrounded by peo- ®and activity.
* J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.
ple playing cards, and some of thes
E—
on
SE
tables
e
|
=
:

age when they could
have acquired the
were now adepts.in
better for them never

Sundiy, Oct. 10.

—

rest in Philadelphia,
to’
by speaking a good word for it and per- “Who are still trae to the cause of Christ. " The reports of the Home and Cor. Sec. which the Recording Secretary of the Home
hese are the real churches. Such a church Jetaries
Mission Society recently ‘referred, ave as folwere exceedingly interesting and
suading
his neighbors to ‘send in their may help
lows :—The
nifs ion began in a grecery-store
with reference to procuring a place which
itself
by
sustain
ing
a
Sunday-—
full
of
good
cheer. Many new auxiliaries
names as subscribers.
with
30
Sunday-sehool
“scholars, Februdry 28,
school.
might serve as a summer resort for Free-.
One
godd
live
woman
is enough
(}
3
5
have been added during the year, anggl
O-0-B-0-b
t

was manifested to render our benevolent will Baptists, where cottages gould be'|
z
ia
operations still more united, harmoni- erected,
and provisions be made for hold'd"ing religidus meetings. That committee
* ous and profitable.
:
. The Women's Missionary Society held reportedat the anniversaries in Boston
‘its annual meeting, and it may be pre- last week, that they had examined va-

:

.

appointed channels was re-

and a gratifying dispgsition

thet ypes made
to the Springfiel
d

reference

Asso. “they ‘are'left completely'in the dark

{88%

tion which characterizes the German Empire
is seen in the proposition of Bismarck to establish ‘a - government
insurance
system.

This

more active. Let
not the victory in Indiana make them less ing the principles in which it believes,
vigilant.
:
| that it may find in the printing press. Es0-0
40>

in

Mission
Society has appropriated $400
upon the con-

ister and the Star and the Minutes of the

." BRIEF NOTES.

say,

work: “Giving
up the Reg-

denominational

per when it is administered. And at no
It is now seen that the result bears out time should he
question himself more
paring for the ministry, still remains. the news which has been received from seriously, to see ills soul is in harmony these sores on our Associitional body?
A
. President, Mrs. L.R. Burlingame, of
private
with thesé means of gtace, and is profitIf any thing, it should now be pressed few weekssources in Indiana for the past
good brother in reporting his church toa
R.1..
0
in régard to the determination ing by them.
.
more vigorously than ever, for the pay- of both capitalists and" workingmen to
Quarterly Meeting, by letter, wishing to
Vice Presidents, Mrs, J. Mariner, Mrs.
|
There
are
also
the
positive
suggestions
prevent
speak
any change of parties this year.
‘ment of these notes at once diminishes
of the weekly ‘prayer-meeting | J. L. Sinclair, Mrs.
B, W. Page, Mrs.
which characterize a time of great politi- spelled the
In other words, it is apparent
‘the income of the Society which has hith- | ea
word weakly.
Now it isa sad | Annie 8. D. Bates,
Mrs. BF. Ze:
suggestions which-rightly" fact that we have
that Republican success and business -cal activity,
=
«erfo been devoted to this. object. What- prosperity
in our Asso. may; not |
Cor. Sec., Mrs. J. A. Lowell, of Danare identified in the public interpreted ‘will bring forth fruit in B®a “only.
geakly
prayer-m
eetings,
!
ever cripples educational work among us, mind this year to such an extent as to
but weakly | ville, N. H.
Christian campaign against. the *strong-- churches and weakly
Quarterly Meetings, |
weakens the denomination. . ‘Shall there give the Democrats no chance whatever
Home . Sec., Mrs, Bl ttayes, Miss
notOily
be increased attention paid to the con- to ‘obtain thew presidency. The same holds of iniquity in high’ ‘places, which and how to save them amd maké them | M. E. French, Miss IL. Ci ley.
Ee
are
ever being'rebuilt even when once: strongis an important question.
z
cfwses whieh - rave carried Indiana so
But how |
tribution of funds to this Society, so’ that strongly
Recording’ Sec., Miss S.. A. Perkins,
Republican are likely to give a destroyed.
gilt
: shall these weak churches help ‘themselves? |
its honorable past record may be more | Republican majority of
Lewiston, Maine.
50,000 in the
s—
1 s a question equally
as important. Before,
J Treasurer, Miss I. A. DeMeritte,
than paralleled in the fature and . its im- | Swot New York. . Noob, Ney Zork
Do——TuEe Unitarians® seem to pay more then, we discuss the former, let us looks at
:
‘ork
¢ diminished?’
| nor New Jersey is now considered
ver, N. H..;
doubt.
/
portant work be Bow diminis oi :
this
attention,
latter
question.
in
porportion
It
is safe to -say that.
to their numbers,
.
| fulby anybody,and no further solicitude
Auditor, rs. E, B. Chamberlain.
The items of special
in the reca2re interest ai
nthe hounds of this Asso. no church can.
| |.imregard
November elections is to the distribution of their literature than
‘Com. on Missionary Intelligence,
ports made to the missionary societies were, | visible here.to the
Mrs,
Perhaps the mos unexpectany other religious organization. As an enjoy the highest prosperity without a set—
G. H. Andrews, Miss Kate Anthony.
"in India, the organization 6f three new | ed feature of the result i the sudden
illustration ‘of this fact we notice that tled pastor.” The early history of our de. Board of Managers, Mrs. M. M. iI. Hills,
churches, the inauguration of the policy | awakening of the Rupublicans to the “fact
BY
3,000,000 printed pages have beeti” scat- nomination is often pointed to as a contra- Mrs. V. G. Ramsey, Mrs. ©. F. Penney,
:
1
that
next
the
House
of
Represent
atives
of self-support among the native
is
churches, robably” within their hy
Ae tre tered in India’. by the. Usitarians in ‘the diction of the statement. Then itis said { Mrs.J. B. Davis, Mrs. J. M.
Brewster,
the prosperity of the Bible school and the merfdous gains in Indiana and Ohio are
quarter of a century during: which time churehés lived and flourished without pas- | Mrs, I. D. Stewart, Mids IL. A. DeMeritte,
improved and present good health and | alone almost enough to get rid of the
tors.
They
had
preaching
but seldom. | Mrs. E. W. Page, Mrs. E. W. Porter
they have supported a missionary in that
, Miss
-

me

MR

In the. Star of Sept. 29,

more. And now to the
question, How ey for her outfit, the passage expenses and
| shall.we help the weak churches? «* We
one fourth of her first year’s salary in ad.
It-should ‘speak much for the ‘Temperance that are strong ought.
American Christian.” ‘Our contemporary
to bear.
the infirmi- : vance.
ol
i
“cause that two of the'most distinguished Ens
then cites the numerous ~cases of God's glish
ties of the- weak”. .Some of our stronger
If the money for her outfit could be
generals of the day are total abstainers,
sent
people in the olden time pleading with Sir. Garnet Wolesey and Sir Frederick Roberts. | churches should send their pastor occasion- to me soon, she could have her outfit largeally to preach to these. weak ones. Thus
him for the safety of the nation, and that
ly prepared the next few months, while
The tendency towards extreme centraliza-, |
ing few weeks, the

next four years. "At no time should he be
more diligent to'maintain family prayers,
to take partin the social meetings of the

.

quite to thé

a

go home to bless -and revive the church.
The suspended Stay in the West, the UniVersalist organ of Cincinnati, has been conIf our weak churches ill only take hold
solidated with the Chicago New Covenant un-" -of this work inthe line of some
or all of
der the title of The Star and Covenant.
thése suggestions,
with the blessing of

on

2:

ge

what is

Star. “It is surprising
how

time, let us vote as we pray.

conduct.

tell

determine the policy of the nation for the

the following statement of the case from

Bad Arithmetic,

national literature, especially
the Morning

us pray for our brethren in the South; and
for the principles of personal liberty, and,

heart, and lead at length to

what the whisand

:

help itself is to organ-

reflex influence has never yet failed Lo re.
vive the church. “The weak church should

to the forcesor.signifi-

People need to be warned against indulgence
in. little sins, It is they that harden
the

Ido want.” "Evidently ‘ the
TLE

may

the magazine intrusteq to
he r charge, 1;
fully merits its name anq
has already. proy.ed its great value in the
Ly
work.
1s, - S.A. PERKINS, Rec.
Seo.”

ize a Missiqn Society. This wiil keep them
in sympathy with the.work. abrogd, and its

in the liberats Baptist movement, has been
nominated
'for Congress:
au

that zigzag

down

when he says, ¢ Tell me

weak church

—_—

Another way the

their $1000, Instead of 400" dollars, for Home
'_ Religion, to be of any value, must be & pers’ chanced of getting
a proper man as_pastor | | Missions
sonal matter.
Our neighbor's’ religion will are
. That woul only be one cent a
constantly decreasing
week for our 8000 membders,
:
ie
never save us.
” \
gi
ol
Ds
Fhe last. way of which we shall speak in
. That is bad. arithmetic, as,781000 would
Rev. J. Hyatt Smith, of Brooklyn, N. Y., ‘which.
a weak church may hélp itselfis to be only oné fourth of a cent a’
whose name has:beensoiniewhat conspicuous
week; in

‘in the

——A TIMELY exhortation is given by the
be seriously crippled by the triumph of
Watchman. It very appropriately ‘says:
the Democratic policy of free-trade, and a
The chief . danger...to-- the Christian
conviction among capitalists ofall parties voter
is not that he will commit deeds.
that the present era of business prosperity which he knows to be sinful, but that he
would be summarily ended by a change will become worldly- in disposition, careof Administration. We share in this re- less of his spiritual interests, and indifferentto the salvation of others. At no
volt, belief and convictionand
, hope that time is he in more need of the caution to
the popular verdict may be quite as em- keep his -heart with all diligence than
phaticin this directionin November as it when ‘the world appeals to him -with
powerful motives as'those which he
has already been in the i
nam- such
feels in the political campaign that is. to
ed.

the raising of “money”
“as contemplated.
Sa
>in Mr. Bates’s proposition;it was deemed
\
“bestto remove this technical-ebjection by | A trustworthy gentleman, ‘who holds
an independent position in politics, sends
« converting the notes into cash before
tak-

to vote on the temperance

this question.

to

Mission Society, which is about thirtyeight less than contributed last year, and | at best so many fickle ‘enjoyments and
the whole amount of money contributed is. one or two deep, abiding realities ! Hope
a little less, but this appdrent falling off becomes dim, thé“ future is fall of foreis satisfactorily - explained. The
fact bodings, the presént is unsatisfactory.
that the regulat quarterly remittances
“There are times when such thoughts as

The interest in home missiondry work
.is apparently - growing. Ninety-seven
more churches have contributed to -the

women

ring ” does not want

be improved, so little of supreme happiness and so much of everyday drudgery ;

‘condition.

gs —

cance of such utterances as those ? - Let ‘circulate among its members our denomi-

+—TrE Woman's Temperance - publish=
ing Association; of Chicago, issues in a
circular. “Rev:
~ Joseph Cook's". The
Church's Duty to Home Protection.” It is
a strong appeal in favor of allowing

key ring doesnot

and

What can we add

CURRENT TOPICS.

Serious thoughts are painful, are filled
with disappointments,
with mistakes,

with ignorance

- this department of the work is in a good

+

fire!”

Whenwe look at ourselves in ‘soberness,

. have all been paid in advance shows that

-

next and the next.

the year

than

f preceding. Five hundred and thirfy-eight
churches have

be-

‘which puts beyond mortal reach the silent
wishes of the heart, and the high aspira-

two.more churches in the aggregate haye
contributed this past year

of

the unseen Hand which separates friends,

act the business necessary at the beginning of ia new year. The review of the
year's work was quite ‘encouraging, and
“the prospect” is - hopeful. The Financial
vw Secretary's report showed an increased use
- of the card-system in raising money, and
that the current expenses of the missionary and educational societies had

the incongruity

ing in the jmidst of trifling and surface
pleasures while the heart is touched: by

societies met in Boston last weekto trans-

PAR

20, 1S8p,

re
:
the organization of a stock company to (in East Tennessee at least)are” loyal, and
hold‘and improve the place that may be are especially ' obnoxious to the Rebel Deagreed upon, and to put it in order 'for a ‘mocracy:- We need the help of our friends

=

_ &. F. MOSHER, Editor.

BENEVOLENT

OCTOBER

now elects its officers): for three years,
- and the Home Mission-Seciety will doubtless make the same change in its constitu- -| desirable summer resting place “We Jo
,
to pray for us, and especially for God’s
tion in due time. Rev. A. Given, of R. hope to give particulars as they transpire. grace to sustain us’.
:
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labor and in the love

held,

MORNING

of a. pure

gospel.

#

orgs

eto
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« series of noon-day

prayer-meetings

in

ries, ship-yards, &c.
Altogether the good
work is progressing, and with the new church
at” Elwood,
New Jersey, which is now being

a

* organized,
the cause

is assuming

dimensions

“which can not
'bé’ taken in any

other light

sion with the New Haven chiiich Aug. 21, 22.

has recently gathered ® congregation at Johns-

this most glorious €ause.

Rev. Joseph Masters

vith the -Snowfork,

and Hayden

has

sisiniis

closed

Monday’s

his

labors

Creek,

Dover

Next

- and remain-a few days with any of the brethren or churches in the way of assisting them.

BLUE

now

devoting every Sabbath in preaching for the’
Bro. H. M. Ford, agraduate of Hillsdale college, and one of the four young men ordained
there last June, entered upon his duties as
pastor at South New Lyme, Sept. 19. Upon
the arrival of himself and wife, the parsonage
"and yard were thronged with friends who bad
.mét to give them a hearty reception. Oct. 10,
six-canditates went forward in the ordinance
<f baptism, four of whom were given the band

to the

Brethren

Ashley dnd F. Randall were
The church

is greatly

:

_A

a

and

writes

as

follows

for-

from

and prayer

was requested that a special blessing might
rest upon ms at ‘that time.
We
have great
reason to believe that those prayers were answered.
Bro. ‘Tarbox came Monday évening,
and prayer-meetings were held every afternoon at private houses, until the Q. M. began
with good results. The attendance of fuinisters and laymen was good. The session was
all good because the Holy Spirit was there.
“The spirit of conviction rests upon the people.

churéh

Some

a

was administered
the

since

Aug. 1, reports

The

rite

second

its

Sept.

10c,

llustrated

-

A

church,

réceived

license

his power, therefore,

Hollow,

Stove-Pipe

Vt.,

Resolved,1. That

springing up, in which Christian labor is much

that it will lessen his salary to ask help for

in’ Christ,

and

in this Organ.
"

p

~

~
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Names of Stops,

E—

(i)
Dfapason Forte,
: (2) SUB BASS,
= (3) Pridcipal-Forte,
= (4) Dujcet,
(5) Diapason,

§ (6) GRAND ORGAN,
(7) VOX HUMANA,
(8) Zolian,

in sufficient numbers

for

one

River Q.

sionary Society forthe Q. M.

°

‘Miss Lura

we

the clergy,

let us :

A. Mains, Batavia,

Mich.

sion should be sent

to

Rufus

Reminiscences of Thrilling, Pathetic, and Amusing

With

M.,

Scenes, Anecdotes; Incidents, etc., gathered from 88 Ycars’
Experience on the Platform and Among the People, at Home

Mis-

Heard—O

J

son—S A Rieh—L Seizer—
DC hi
L Higgins.
Books

EM Smith—Es Waltker—
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No. Danville,

and Miss Nettie

Siyright,

Bixby, Mr.

of Derby.

William S. Doud, of Ward’s

up

N.W.

Oct.

9,

by

the

Corners,

Rev.

George |

Oct. 9, by Rev. N. ‘Brooks, Mr. Geo. E. Acker- | and

In Sangerville, Me.,

Miss

Alice

July 3, by Rev.

| drews, Mr. Moses H. Hersey and
“Jones, of

Daxter,

he same,

Me., and

Me.

In

MT George

Miss
Sangerville,

A. Marsh,

of

Bliss,
>

of

A. P. An-

Ee

deacons
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trial subscription will
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per
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the promotion

History of the World,
Ancient Classics,
The World of Science;
Studies in Natural Theology,
Special Scientific Lectures,
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Reading from Standard Authors.
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Organ of ‘the

The following- studies of the C. L. 8. Cc. for 1830
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True Culture.
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In

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,
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Lizzie S.
Oct. 3, by
Me.
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Wheeler, Capt. Howard L. Miliken and Miss
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In Monmouth, Oct. 6, by Rev. Mark Gatchell,
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Address, DANIEL F. BEATTY,

j

D Allen—H W Amés—M Atwood—S Baldwin—
A L Baxter—C F' Bonney—S Baldywin—H Cole—
A H Chase—J M:Crandall—A F /Doe—J Edgecomb—J M Fenner—S J- Ferguson—A Given
H Hubbard—R L Howard—Hoyt, Fogg & Dun-

Hills—C

on three

SIZE, 256 PAGES.

"Money Letters Received.

C.

shipped
to you

warrantee for six years,

Meetings.

(52t38)

t pattern,

A~ Please send referenceif you do not send money
with your order. Remember you are under no obligation.
|
| |
(Not even freight charges.) To keep the organ unlessit is just asre resented in this Advertisement, as it will

For

Portland,

rh

1 will box and deliver the ahpve Organ on board cars at

Gospel Praise Book,

Me.
SD
:
(25622)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

ham—O

which are of the;upri

Washington,
N. J.with Stool,Bookand Music,for only

D. WORTHINGTON & CO., Publishers; Hartford, Conn.

State Ms-

1.6 Ridlon, Ashdale, Maine.

Its bellows,

"out of repair or foot-worn, like carpet.
= This Organ is built expressly for parties who dont want to pay a high price, but want plenty of Music in a plain, substantial case.

This record —now for the
first time published—is réplete with
pathos, humor, and good things for all. Superbly illustrated.
The best chance ever offered to Agents.
For terms, address

A.

moving:

Dries and the best quality of pedal straps.
Of great ‘Power, and are fitted up With" ste
PS.
of being covered with carpet, are madd of metal, of neat design, and hever get

Gough.

an
Judson, John B.

com-

(256)

Deering,

Rubber Cloth.
pedalsinstead

be

Addreguess
Si
North
Farma, N. Y., to
within: the bounds of the
be sent.
52¢

All money contributed
for the Maine

Business Hotuces.
The

ror

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from tie Churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t

Notice of the next session of the Q. M, will
be given through the Star.
¢
PETER DUNTON, Clerk pro jem.

|

arran€ed handles

pay-

CISUNLIGHT
AND SHADOW

Dist. Sec. for Ill. Y. M.

=
Post-Ofiice
C. A. Hilton, Treasurer,
whom all missicn money
Central -Association should

easy

WANTED

AGENTS

OOK

The session will be

held with the church at Four Mile Grove,
mencing Nov. 26.
=
Mes. A.D. SANDBORN,

(14)%) Flute Forte.
Le ngth, 46
ches; Weight, boxed abou t 400 lbs.
of handsome appearance, built plain but very neat, so it will not take the dirt or
It is Five Octave. fine Walnut fase
a
op, which is the sweetest toned and most:perfect stop ever placed in an
dust. It contains the celebrated Vox Celeste
Four Set of Golden Tongu
organ,also the Vox Humana Stop,the Grand Organ Right and Left Knee Swell.(4)
ass Reeds. Set of 3Octave of Vox Celeste. and 21-2 Octave eac
Reeds, as follows! Asetof powerful Sub
bod
Regular Golden Tongue Reeds. Besides all this it willbe fitted up withan Octave Coupler, which eve) ently
& conv:
know= dou les the power of the instrument, Lamp stands& Pocket for Musie. It has a sliding lid

JOHN B. GOUGH'S new book, just published, entitled

will conie

to organize a Woman’s

and

(11) Clalronet,
(12) VOX CELESTE,

2

-

|¢

Dimensions: Height, 72 inches; Depth: 24 inches; (13) OCTAVE COUPLER,

Style, No.5000.

. A. McKINLAY, Land Com., St. Paul, Minn.
[S
>
13teow38

ATwoob, Sec. of Com.

out to the Nov. session of the Rock

HR

and on the best terms, along the St.
nl, Minneapolis
& Manitoba Railway.
3% Pamphlets with
full informa=<
tion mailed free. Apply to

:

the sisters

prices

3

@Eeho,
~~
(10) Dulciana, .

ments. _ 8,000,000 ACRES of the BEST LANDS
inthe BEST CLIMATE, with the BEST MARKETS,

Call.

earnestly hoped that

low

x Honk

=.

and HOME.

long time.

Vox H

mana Stops are used

"FAMOUS RED RIVER VALLEY
On

td

TheCclebrated Vox
Celesicand

Shelf —THE wosT

§

' Of the North.

tude.

these causes, for he thay shall thus seek to save

urge the Viaims of, his work upon our, people

\

Over

Shall our few Christian brethren in
needed.
distant towns and theflittle scattered bands in
_ 2, That, weextend to the choir for the admirable mahner ‘in which music and song8 of
places_ destined to be large,be encouraged,
developed and assisted to build, houses ' of Zion were performéd on this occasion our
sincere thanks.
vs
.
worship which are indispensable for gathering
3. That the sympathetic manner in which
This great work in
and retaining the people?
we. were received and entertained during this
Let no pastor fear yaossion demands our highest esteem and grati‘the West is all absorbing,

ren, and a great faith

l]

"i

commencing

continuing
i

BASS

"OCTAVE
) COUPLER.

Coll
a

235 South Third St., Philadelphia, \

»

discretion of the churches.
The
will please correspond with the

A

session

and laity composing this ). M.. renew and
covenant witheach other and with
our God that
we will labor more éarnestly.in the future,
with renewed vigor for u revival and reformaYou ofthe Mastet’s work throughout this Q.

ulation is already in the thousands. . Additional towns and villages = are constantly

the

Catalogues

"SUMMIT

_. JOHN CHURCH « CO.,.

Mecers and Sheldon on’the'N. W. part of our
State, both important R. R. towns, the pop-

over

© SUB

' AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

«“ SCHOOL OF SINGING,”

power

|

convenient article ever offered to. Houseospere, One Agent made $144.67 in ten
days. No freight CRArges. ows
wowocs==,
Address, R. 8, HARTZELL & ©0.
-

THEORY OF MUSIC

and his.

-

HN WILKINSON, 77 State Str, Chicago, 11h

PALMER'S

Let us have faith in our breghs

13 t38

md ORDER BLANKS which I send
free.
1manufacture, import and dealin ,
Scroll Saws Lathes, Chucks, OilStones,
and Tools of all kinds. , Archery, oro:
quet, small yachts! games of all kinds,
bicycles and velocipedes, rubber target guns, camp chairs,
bunmocks, arlor and ice skates, otc. - Send for
eatal
y

sold -various

SR

Jack faith in Christ

Ww.

taken,

IF YOU ARE_THINKING

Sangerville, Sept. 5, by the same, Mr.-Albert D.
preach the gospel. Rev. F. Cooper was chosen
in the northwest: part of our State. .Our little delegate to attend the Edgecomb Q. M., and Edgerly and Miss Fannie M. Lambert, both of
Dover,
Me.
.
~
axtipet;
become
.C. Hanson to attend the I’rospect Q.- M.
The
churches, many of them, have
and
laity to
others have struggled through, but are weak assignments © of the clergy
hold “service with the several churches was
numérically-and spiritually, but are anxipus as follows:
South Montyille, brethren Coopseat,
Co.
the
Spencer,
10 live and multiply:
er and I. Buxton; Center Montville,” CleveOct. 7, MRS. MARY J. Foss, aged 34 years and 10
in
land and eDea.
Toleman;
North Montville,
has between eight hundred and a thousand
months. =*«
5
:
habitants, and is rapidly incréfising. ftris sit- Shadtock and Cunningbam; Camden,, Fust>
man and Clough; Vinal Haven, Small and I.
e
Milwauke
Chicago,
the
of
line
uated on the
Thompson ; I1slshoro’,Cooperand Robins ; Rock=
FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
and St. Paul R. BR. We have spent most of fand, Littlefield and Purinton; Branch
Mills
Cooper apd Rey. Cumingham ; Chelsea, Shad-,
the time in this town, preaching twice evely
tock and A Chadwick; Weeks Mills, Hanson,
Sabbath (and once every other Sabbath in the
Danton and
Toleman; Vassalboro’,
Bailey
We have a good Sabbath=-school,
country).
and A. Cooper; Palermo, Clark and ¥. C.
Knowlton; Lincolnville, Cooper and Clevea weekly prayer-meeting established, a “wom| & Jeffetson=Sinall |.
an’s sewing circle und a church missionary land; North Whitefield
‘Is the ONLY work that teaches
and A. Chadwick.
The amount of collection
SerThere is a good congregation.
collector.
for organ, £7.84; for Home Missions, $12.77.
THOROUGH
BASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION
vices are held in a hall ut pret, but. the
The .conference
regretted
that Some
few
In ‘a magmner £0 simple and progressive that it
churches failed of representation, but hepe. in
friends there will build a house of worship
the fuggfe that none will fail. The pulpit supmay he galled:a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.
The old
‘A lot bas ulready been dothis coming year.
plied with Revs.G. W. Colby, Hill, C. Bailey,
systems. gre too complicated to be practimated for that ‘purposes We want to help Jason Mariner and Brother ‘Waterhouse, of befogged
cable. ¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music” makes
them to secure good man to go in and out be- Camden, Sunday evening. The social services. it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,
aswere
seasons
of
interest
and
refreshing
from
little
a
them
give
fore them as pastor, and
:
t
the presénce of the Lord. The service of the $1.00 by mail.
sistance to sustain him the first year while
Lord’s Supper was solemn yet.yery impress- SINGERS, For the price of two or three lesTHE writer received five ive. The preaching logical, characteristic of
sons,.you can have ¥F. W. Root’s
~ they-are buildings
into the fellowship of the church Sept. 26, the Master, clothed with the spirit and power
of
God.
The
large
congregation
drank
in
We
three by baptism and two by experience.
thereof, we trust. ~ The following resolutions
aperfect vocal method on anew plan, and
have hopes that Rév. T. P. Augir, of Clinton
were Tfssed:, Whereas, God has, in intinite a large collection of beautiful songs.
one
and
church:
this
merey
in.answer to prayer, made this session
-Co., will take charge of
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.
one of special blessing¥0 the (). M., to the
“in the country which has been revived and
church and the community, in the revival of |.
are
There
works.
progressive
for
brder
in
set
his work, by the manifestations of his Spirit
many other earnest calls, especially from Le
and presence in such a remarkable degree of

hearts of men.

Stamps

14 STOPS,

Notices.

1.30 p. M., and
J

arrangements.

Clerk.

MONTVILLE 2 ‘M.—~Held itg last session
with the North. Whitefield & Jefferson church
Sept. 17—19.
The Conference was organized
by the choice of Rev. Freeman Cooper, pastor
of the Camden
church, as moderator, ‘who
presided with ability and promptness.,
The
usiness was transacted with unanimity.
As relating” to somewhat of a public nature
Bro. Jobn F. Waterhouse, of the Camden

/

his salary shall lose it, We often lack faith
imour people) and this ix often because we

0

26136

Selling Piciorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced 33 ber cent. Nationgl Publishing Co., Phila“delphia,:Pa.
4637!

above assigned ministers and make all necessary

-

lyn ¢hureb, Dee. 10-12.
C. L. RUSSELL,

Besides a considerable number during the
: spring past, five have recently been, baptized
and added to the church in Waterloo.
. Rev. J. H. Moxom, financial agent and superintendent of home missions in Iowa, writes
as follows under date. of Oct, 6:—‘1I have
just closed a thrée months’ labor in Clay Co.,

%

1

ASERTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest:

Additional help, as well as the time of meeting,

in Oct.

Iowa.

{

Eine FARM

1g left at the
church officers

Next session with the Crystal Lake & Brook-

of baptism

Sunday

_ ACTION, °

AND

&

[]

f
purchasing
a
OLL
SA
A TERNS, ora ERO th BAW;
0018, send for id “Ca
fi

E. Manson; Sabattisville, N. Preble.

HENNEPIN
(Minn.) Q. M.2—Held its Sept.
session at
Mazeppa..
The session was one
of interest throughout, business was harmoni-’
ous and characterized by a spirit of earnest
desire for the best good of Christ's: kingdom.
The preaching showed fidelity to gospel truth
and an earnest desire for the salvation of souls.:
A delegation from the St. Croix Q. M. added to
the interest of the meetings by their earnest
Christian
words
and
friendly
greetings.
This meeting was held at éne of our new
stations where Bro, Haskell is doing good
work for the Master in this new field. The
ladies ‘of his church organized a Woman’s auxiliary Mission Society during the session, and
the Q. M. Woman’s Mission Society held its
usual public Mission meeting on Saturday A.
M., which was very interesting and profitable
we trust.
They
received a liberal collection for “their work. The last evening five
persons expressed a desire to engage in the
service of the Lord, and committed themselves
publicly as seekers,
;

Rev. R. W. Bryant, who has been preaching
interest.

pigsees

Patent Stop

*

South Gardiner, E. G. Page; Great Island,B.
M.
Edwards; North Leeds, A. Libby; Lewiston (Pine
8t.),*
; South Lewiston, W. T. Smith; Lisbon
Falls, E.G. Page; 20d. Lisbon, A. T. Hillman;
Orr’s Island; B- M. Edwards; Riehmond Village,

Next sesion in Dec., left with" the clerk to
locate.
Any church desiring the winter session please notify the clerk.
i
Sg
JL. V. TowLE, Clerk.

Wisconsin.

an increased

20,
_-

Nov. 5-17.

chtirch where convened.

have received the blessing and are happy in
Christ.
It séems as though * many .more
would yield to be saved after hearing such ear;
Brethren
nest pleading for them to seek God.
and sisters; we still ask an interest in your
prayers.
We want to be a live church, living
near the Saviour's side, seeking to-save souls,
ever doing the Master's will. Having the Q.
M. here has done a great deal to establish our
faith among the people, we hope to 4ee many
turning to the Lord very soon.
Pray
that
they may not grieve away the Spirit which is
striving with them now.”

for the Waupun

Davis, Clerk.

Good’ interestin the churches that are supplied with preaching. Voted to hold meetings
of three days in all the churches the coming
fall and winter.
Meeting an the Sabbath well
attended.
Bro. G. M. Park preached in the
forenoon and Bro, J. S. Walker from Norridgewock in the afternoon.
We trust this
session has been a means of strength to the

"tn the Star, of our Q. M., which was to be held

How many will yield, God only knows.

Wheelock

riday, Oct.
the Sabbath.
(2t41)

additions of some eight since our last session.

Muazeppa :—** Some time ago a notice appeared

with the hew church at Mazeppa,

SubBass

to

references

Organ C oki

~ BEATTY’S

x Yen.

i

Celeste, VOX Humana,

“WHEELOCK Q, M., with thewWheelock follow

ghureh,

with the Sprague’s Mills church, in Easton.
It being the first Q. M. ever held in the place,
quite an effort was made that the meetings
might be a success. Owing to the busy sea:
son of the year Thére was not so large a gath-’
ering at first.
Aefiood number of delegat®s
from the churches
{
ag present and reporfed’]

» = Minnesota.

correspondent

M.—Held its

B. ¥. PARKER,

A ROOSTOOK Q. M.—[eld

© Ward in every good work,
-

=

Ossipee & Wakefield ghurch,

John
go

Q.

2d Wolfboro’ church Sept. 3—b,
It was a seas’
son of much interest. A collection of $19.70
was taken for Storer college. Thereis a probability that a considerable sum of money will
be obtained in this section for that institution.
Next session of the (). M. ‘with the 1st

also go-laborers.

encouraged'Yo

VALLEY

York.

2634

iN Quarterly Meeting

LS

wanted

For

yp WARRINTED "72

Includthg the Famous

VOX

without

to J. B, WATKINS

10c. 40 Transparent
oore, Brockport, N.Y

otichs and” Bppointmens,

;

Funds

securi'y.

338°

This
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raga

0 ELEGANT CARDS50 styles, with name,

brands of Porous Plasters. Physicians and the
Publie-prefer
!
4¢ Benson’s Capcine Porous Plaster,”
to all others.
By
:
We consider them one of the very. few reliable

& Scipio

~WoOLFBORQ’ Q. M.—Held a session with the

}

aid of brethren

work.

Bloom

A.J.

working condition and
more earnest work in
2

in this” good

EARTH

fellowship into the church.

Tlie F.. Baptists of Burlington have ‘just succeeded in paying a debt of six years’ standing,
amounting to $1350.
Rev. A. H. Chase, of

Hillsdale, went

the

loans

Lo

BEATTY'S
ORGANS
ONLY
$6
14 Beautiful Stops.

AT

NO MAN CAN FAIL

of fellowship in the evening. This was followed by a most solemn communion season.
Others will soon follow their Lord in baptism.

friends”

New

;

have

3,695

Ey

300.000 ACRES Gra. acy pase.

First and Third Rutland churches.

Michigan,

with

dollar.

&c., send for pamphlet

PHARMACRUTICAL CHEMISTS,

past few years we

PAYABLE

four time or money
renting a farm. when you can
Sept. session witl® the church in
delia.
OWN TIME and TERMS a
g C. 8. Frost, Clerk. - BUY onyour
The delegates were few and the
Atiendance
from sister churches small. Our ‘wheat har- | LISBON Q. M., at feast Andover, Oct. 26—28.
Te
F. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.
‘vest comes on so late ih the summer here, that
With the BEST MARKETS ulmost at your door.
our farming communities are overburdened:
Fone-t Farming Lands in
LisBON Q. M.,'at Woodstock, Nov. 5—7,
with heavy work.
Chain Lake
sent us a
.
{ JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
trio of ministerial delegates who aided much
PARSONSFIELD Q. M., at Brownfield, Nov. 10 Long time. Low rate of interest, For terms, address
0. M. BARNES, Lansing, Mich.
and added greatly to the interest of the meet11.
nl
' A. 8. HILTON, Clerk. »
ng.
2
At the recent session of the Bowdoin Quarterly
Next session will be held with the Free
Meeting, Sept. 28—30, the following assignments
Baptist church at Delavan, Dec. 10—13.
This
were
made, for three days’ meetings during the
was the first church organized in our Q. M.
coming quarter, with pastorless churches:
I spent last fourth of July with that people.
Auburn, C. F. Penney; So. Adbstn, J. B. JorWe celebrated our glorious independence by
© To get a'fine FARM, HOME and FORTUNE
dan; Ist Bowdoin, M. Gatchell;E. Bowdoinham,
preaching them two good sermons, baptizing
if he will select aud buy on the
G. W. Gould; Freeport. B. M. Edwards; West
four converts and giving them the hand of’ Gardiner, C. B. Atwood; Hallowell,C. F. Penney ;

At-present, address, Athens, O.

'_

session

‘church commencing on Saturday before the.
8d Sabbath in Nov., at 11 A. M., 1880.
-.
.
I. B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.

this journey to call on,

The church isin fine
ready to enter upon
God's great eause.

-

/

=

C€0.,
Lawrence, "Hansas;
or
HENRY
DICKINSON,
Manager, 243
Broadway,

system

carding

Messrs. Seabury & Johnson,

“ For the

Af the close of the]

‘in the fields of heathen darkness.

parture for Southwestern Nebraska this fall.
Bro. Masters writes that if desired, he should-

Rev. T. P. Taylor, late of Alabama, is

3

be seen at our office.

here begun, and. may they live to ‘learn their
labors have been crowned with rich blessings

churches, preparatory to his de-

be pleased while on

the

exercises officers: were elected for the ensuing
year, which resulted in the election of sister
Eastman as president, and other officers to the | household remedies worthy of confidence. The
are superior to all other Porous Plasters or medisatisfaction of the society. May
God bless
4140
this earnest work which has been so-noblyT cines for external use. Price 25 Cents.

Western.
+r

and fortify
RL

ofa

loan on first-class

Over 2000 Druggists have voluntarily offered their Signatures to the following, which can

as the-closing work of the past year, which was
full of rich suggestions tothe society, in behalf of zealous, earnest and. efficient work in

Wainwright, of Charlestown,

ORdg.

the . loss

POROUS PLASTERS,

ed humanity, The lady presiding, Sister
Wm. Eastmun, delivered her farewell address |

_ town which wi]l be organizell into a church.
BR

Bb

terest on that occasion. Saturday evening was
spent in the interest of this work... The exercises of the evening were interesting and profitable to. those who were lovers of mission
work, and felt an interest in behalf of benight-

>

West Virginia.

In ten years wé have made

:

tions, purify the Blood,
. against disease.

“Woman’s Mission work was one of unusual in-

will Baptist interests in Pittsburgh, organized
a church there Oct. 10. The opening seems. to
he: a promising one.
Chester

ses-

D.

BANK OF COMMERCE, :
NEW YORK.
*
:
SECURITY LARGE AND PRODUCTIVE.

Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters act upon
the Stomach, Liver and Bowels, remove all secre.

& HURON Q. M.—Held its 1aét

GUARANTE

NATIONAL

A rich season’ was ebjoyed by: the brethren
HORSEMEN. Ask your merchant for Henry &
and sisters who were present on the occasion.
Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment, and
Nearly all the churches were Tepgechisd by | keep it alwhy’s inthe stable, to use in .case of accident.
J
4140
| delegation and letter. Expressions
were giv>
lp
en of spiritual prosperity .in nearly all the
churches.” During the session we were highly
edified by the laborsof Rev. S. D. Bates, of Marion,Ohio, whose serviges were highly appreciat| ed by an intelligent-and attentive audience. The

Rev. Beverly Kirk, who recently went fro
the Shenandoah mission to look after Free-

Rev.

effective remedy.

© @uartgrly Meetings.
SENECA

than a manifestation of the approbation of the
:
Master.
The new church at Elwood, N. J., will be
opened with appropriate services on Sunday,
Oct. 31.

e

INTEREST

of the Throat, Lungs, Croup, Whooping Cough,
Colds etc., Downs’ Elixir is a safe, reliable and

facto-

1880.

Eight Per Cent.

ministers, judges,physicians, surgeons, by men
their strength,
consecrated - entirely ‘to the
Monday, Oct: 11. The President of Confer- work of the ministry, but not strong enough ‘of literary and scholarly distintion, and by
2t42
Thé re- ‘to go into land speculation or stock raising {individuals in all the walks of life.
ence, Rev. Joseph Taylor, presided.
ports frora the Macedoniati” church and mis- we pray you come to Iowa and" help us, and
. APERFECTLY SAFE IN ALL CASES. For diseases
sions were of a very encouraging nature. Bro. Mywith faithful labor you will be supported.’

James Macfeeters was appointed as Confer‘ ence missionary, and authorized to commence |.

20,

Western Farm Mortgages.

The Chicago Times says: Warner's Safe
Kidney and Liver Cure is highly endorsed by

If

there are any brother ministers in the, Vigor of

in the Macedonian “church on the evening’ of

£
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ARMENIA.
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FOOLISHNESS OF PREACHING. he asks
to-be let in; the weaker he is, the {it; but young Pettis he said’ he shonldn't
» THE
ARLE fitty had fully intended going to less
ke-knows about fighting, the more he make up his

©
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mind

:

+BY £.M. VITTUM,
en
ing:
~ She: sat among
the mountains;
i
Beneath, the Euxine
lay; ;

:
Ig ~
sda4
os

Her

"|

Her feet were buthed in sprdy.

v | the bees, which

The Tigris and Euphrates,
‘Laughing in infant foam,
Sprang from the mountain gorges,

;
e

the conference,
but had been, as the deak
i
i
‘
iden-'|
| con told cBusin Selem’s wife,
* providen
Me detained.
ined.”
ol
~tially
. The visible providence in the case was

with-flowers;
"

head was crowned

_

"To

swarm

‘
>

The cradle of our race.

and I
I tell
1 I can
lief to

The herald of salvation, °
Beaming the truth divines
Planted the red cross banner
Above the heathen shrine.

oT

betisn

,

-

.

She raised her swofd on high;

here

“|
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5
“I will
can not
heathen;
Dorhe.be aave
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1 rate, @nd

For centuries victorious,
her,

was so kind
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baldish;;
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3 wet

Fe

To work the Master's will.

But centuries of oppression’
Have left hér weak and torn,
Prone in the dust, ker childrén
‘With bitter anguish mourn.

¢ .

it

is hopeless,

Of heart and home bereft.
Sackcloth

is now

her garment;

+

j

You are your sister’s keeper;

t.her not despair.

:

And better times are near.
vw

Cab Englna, sitting lordly
Upon ber sea-girt isle,

Listen to cries of anguish,
And answer—with a smile?

0)

love justice,

Are drenched ini kindred gore,
Rising from fiery trials, =~ *

wave
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I can understand. I've heard a while the dogtor igen] olising: I ain't
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Like Abel's, from the ground,
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what folks generally inéum byi.”
« Folks mean-a

Must the bloud of murdered Christians
Sink, voiceless, in the sod?
AR that blood shall 1
Forbid11s it, Heaven!
cry,

>
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“ Why—well,

18 there no balmin Gilead?

_* In I&rael.no God?

pretty
;

grew

an

by

* Her glory—it has fled,
-

and

“What did you understand they meant | Slides and boxes; and bees are to make

. Ashes are on her head;
‘Her sons are slaves and exiles;
te

ferward

taking the place of preaching, and en-. hive was too narrow, and some ofthe old
couraginga kind of sentimemtal Chris- folks were inclined to side with them, I
tianity amohg the children, aud letting shouldn’t rattle tin pans at ’em, and try
them into the ¢hurch before they knew to drive ’°em back again. I'd bait my
their own minds or could understand the new hive with honey, and shake ‘em in
selemn obligations they
assu
were ming. | so gently they'd fall to work naturally;
I don’t know but ‘there's some truth in and you once get bees to work making
that Hitty,”
honey and theyre all right. ‘Honey is
>
Aunt Hitty looked thoughtfully at the honey, whether you make it in an old
fashioned hive, er a patent hive with
ri
£
deacon.

Her faith is Christian still

Armenia

th

5 all sorts of things

Though mixed with false tradition,

left.

you

the

ent.

She only needs instruction,

, What the oppressor

doctrine—and

spent

:

apt and striking, and makes a decidedly favoy-

It would

understand bow peculiar the life'of a missions
ary’s
is. It is.lnbegunFoi with
physichild
gonditions,
fews enfeebled
years are

put’them quietly into the hands. of young’

:

and slipped into the.church easy, without | Bees aré a good deal like folks, Daniel.”
over Comin under Powerful -conviction
“So théy be, so

To _eleanse th€zold from dross.
:
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"The vandal Kourd has ravished

maybe

to be;
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But she has had no Luthers,
:

that
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among his people.

on

changing with the elder last year—he | Into a hollow tree oLya rotten stump,
but “1 WILL
went ono show that our members were | most times they'll choose a good respectnot rooted and grounded in the doctrines | able hive if there's one ready for em, ands...
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True faith
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see, for all, as he made out anything
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middling-sized man, . little | going off.
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\
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The man that spoke first—his ¢ name was | racket
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profitable reading for older people.
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down over the ‘sword of argument
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looked

- | glory asI could bear without
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She pressed the Christian cross.
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All honor to Armenia!
or bouts Alsons Joe

:
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and that there wasn’t
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Tait

overthrow an intellectual giant that is on
the wrong side; and he goes Btundering

ing. -After that devotional meeting
go far, with a good hive all standing
those a ddresses I felt just about as fallandof || ready
for ‘em sweet and clean, and a bit

For closely to her bosom,

I

.
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number of miscellaneous illustrations for pulpi
t

and prayer meeting use.

missionary occupation and incidents of travel
are given.. It iswr tten in a plain, concise
style, simple enough for a child to understand
and yet containing sufficient instruction to
be

practical babks, the very best things that
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.
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:

thing

plants and animals. The doctrine of Transmigration 'is explained; religious festivals ahd
heathen funerals are described; glimpses of

What are the. causes of spiritual
in our churches? Itell ye, Hitty,deéline
I put | Commotion.

She sank beneath the blo.
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wonder

first
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deacon, settling”
his glasses for another: is too heavy for him insteadof sticking to the sessions of‘a mission society or band and
look at the programme. *‘Um—Ilet me see the sling that he knows how to use. If I .ought to be in all Sunday-schools.*
:
We make a few extracts from the closing
—Duty of the church to—’ * No. “What was a.man F should just like to suggest chapter,
in which
allusion is made to the
ought the min—’ Ab, yes; this was the to. conference whether it wouldn't be ‘a peculiar trials of the missionar
y’s child:
next discussion, ‘ How shall the “pulpit good plan for every church to have a litA missionard’s
has very “little real
counteract the tendency to modern skep-- tle library of evidences—about a dozen child-life. People “child
in this country.can bardly

text, ¢ Reprove, rebuke, exhort.”

of ldazed “he didn’t knew

the - program.

Again e serind ber children— -
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what he said. Well, then they came

Aud held the Prophet’s Standard,
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tions and Incidents.
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by. Boston: W. C. By
Corthell.

tricks best will win, und not the man that

“1 don’t know but that’s 50,” said the

very: t Paul was looking

you' come to try it.

being a minister; and Idon't

At last the Moslem-Turk appeared ;
He led a turbaned band,

:

them in the church than out of it.” |

the “Corners—han’some | these, and told him.

being « sort of an

. She kept the Faith alone.
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You see, I could sympathize with Peter,

Armenia held her own.
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when hg heard Moses and - Elias talking.
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old Doctor Theophilus Evans, and he. couldn't own one I'd try and get a few
gave them a regular sermon from: the such books myself
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| Let. me see, there was the devotional
| meeting; and the address of welcome ;
| and the response; they were all first-
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‘I’M tind a Christian’s grave.” ie
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For many a foreign foe
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are a good deal better that we shall fulfill
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I saved the program
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and are on us whether we acknowledge bas the best principles. But every good,
them or not; we don’t assume them, and ‘clever, sincere man must needs fancy
we can’t get rid of them; but the chances that because he is on the right side he can
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| enough in the store but the color all
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And back to haughty Persia,
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She gathered all her dark-browed sons;

;
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there; but
is about-all
quite a ‘reabout them-

ly.

With shield and helmet bright.” _
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object

obligations are laid upon us by the Lord,

‘* Maybe you don't care about going | interesting.” =
over it,-then;" said Aunt Hitty, prudent:
“Well, pes,
:

Brave to defend her right,
' Terrible,as the. lightning,

still hung
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‘Then up sprang braye Armenia—
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coat
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-The and teachers,
More than oue half of. the:
“It seems a pity that people forget volume opens with a descriptionarrative.
Monthly will be devoted to the Internatio
n. of Burmah,
nal,
that in a wrestling match the strongest
followed by sketches of bazars; pagodas, trees,
S. 8. Lessons. This will be followed by a:

Hitty. Itis all right if they really understand the obligations’ they assume.”

about
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Shouted
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Fall downthe andPersian
worship
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by the
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feltit a privilege to be
ye, Hitty, two days on't
stand., Seemed.it was
have Silas .ask me

yearlin’ steers

And then upon her borders,

perish

delusively

"the window whilé the deacon settled ‘his
spectacles and smoothed: the programyge
‘| over his knee, sdying:
oe
2
. * Yes, it was a season of refreshing,

On Colchis’ sands of gold.
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obstinately refused to |-

hanging

for days; though,

aising his arms so bold,
Looked down in hoary majesty
The vine and fig-tree flourished
. Upon her smiling face. .
"Hers was the land of Eden,

after
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r
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the a
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there ‘when the deacon came home, there
was room for a doubt whether itwas prov| idence or a temptation of the devil. Aunt
Hitty kept one eye on the guard toward

seek their southern home.

Upon her breast old Ararat,
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neighbors who have gone into a fort for preached two sermons about an article in
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- The Princess Louise

the

. community
member of

bis in’ the Parliament.
since a Jew

was,

Never

Only fifty years

ria medica-are known to enter into
composition of = these preparations

medicine which

¥

her

wind

jump at a conclusion.

will

secure

for it

Limington when about21 years ‘of age.
soon returned to her father’s, in’ Saaford,
was baptized by Elder Joseph Goodwin,

She
and
and

ty’s Falls church and remained a

and

She professed

a hope

in

Christ

in

united with the church at Wells Branch. In
| 1844, she removed her standing to the Doughrespected member

IE

«EDDIE

worthy

antil death.

'H., only child of. Mr.- and Mrs. W.

M. Stevens, of Lowell, Mass., died at
ter, Mass.,—where
he was visiting
parents— Aug. 28, aged 3 years and
after a brief but painful illness, He

It is as bad:

on the

E

!

| centive to the hearts of parents,

has

and friends to look ‘aboye

‘| life to the sunshine beyond.

the
in

Rheumatism, Neuralgia.

of this

i, W.

P.

cases,

MARY -E. MOULTON died at Tthaca, Wis,
Sept. 18, aged 48 years. She was born in Mys‘tie, Ct., and in 1855 became the wife of Rev..

F. B. Moulton.’

work

ending June 30, 1880, was $22,296,269. .
“How greedy you are!” said one little
girl to another, whio had taken the best
apple
the dish; ¢“ I was going to take
that.”

the

“I

will not learn

a

trade!”

to which

them,

her

part

she believed God

in

had

For 24 years she has been

called

Catarrh
:

mitting all her dear ones to the care of our
kind Heavenly “Father, she peacefylly, trustingly passed on tos] mansions of rest. Life’s
burdens are - laid "aside, its warfare ended.

more

atient,

sympathetic,

ruinous%o mental and physical

kind-

health.—,

typhoid pneumonia, Oét. 3, aged 70 years

good Tight to look for abundance of son-

joymentTcomposure, and a serene
. fulnessi™

hope-

torian nge should be the paradise

ap
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nets.
“Any one who wrote a history of
English literature on a priori principles,
and under the guidance,
of analogy,would
be temped to maintain that the later Viesonneteer.
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SE VE Way

'

‘We excuse a man for an occasional depression just as we endure a rainy. day.
But who could endure three hundred

days

there are men

and

of ‘cold -drizzle?

who

are,

without

tends

to

make

Yet

art of poetry is highly
one has anything large or
thereis no exuberance of
there is no wild spurning
rules such

cessa-

tion, sombre and charged with evil prog

as

those

which

protect

sonnet. Yet, as we mean to
our age has produced very
worth preserving, and our
who have tried every style,

shoots

it

off.

Some

must tleft by the late A.

demonstrate,
few sonnets
chief poets,
have left ‘the

T.. Stewart

are. tp

late

suppers,

would have a cheerful

if

disposition.

you

The

habit of complaint
finally drops into
peevishness and people become waspish
and unapproachable.— Baptist Weekly.

her

ead

et

iad

whiskey in the gutter?
the gutter at last; why
, at once, and.not strain

,.

be

the

room

adjoining

chamber.

be

The

rendered

the

day

was

the

supreme
éxciting

an

was

to,

ONE HUNDRED

weys or bowels.— Exchange,

one

for |

which Gould had no interest.
kept up for hours and hours.

so

excited

trated.

that

he

was

At length the

in

This was
Gould was

almost

pros-

operator annqunced

that the reading of the opinion in the J/nion Pacific railway case had been begun.
The first of the opinions began to come
over the wires, and it was a mere

ofthe case.

‘Oh,

Mr. Gould,

* and

shut
ask

him
him

history

off,” cried
whether

the

decision of the Jowef court is affirmed.”.
The answer was awaited with breathless
anxiety.
Gen.
Dodge says
that Mr.
Gould sank in his chairy as pale as“a
dead man, and those about him were

much concerned for fear that if the: decision was adverse Mr. Gould would fall

to the floor a dead man. As. it gvas the

. shock proved more then he cduld bear.
The operator announced that the decision
of the lower court had been: affirmed.
‘Mr.

Gould

was

completely

although the decision gave him

prostrated,

millions.

He ‘was carried to his homé in’ Fifth (dve-.

nue and a long sickness followed.
‘his hair came out, including his

All
eye-

brows, and these nature never restored.
— New York Letter in St. Louts Republi-

can.
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A LITERARY ANOMALY.
The

perversities of literary destiny are

certainly strange.

‘Charles

Lamb

the hetter part of his life upon

the

spent
sum-

. mit of a lofty ‘stool in a London oflicé,
copying words and figures into a series
of folios. Miss Braddon is conducted by
inscrutable: fate to the novelist's desk,

ln
oh

y pom
poor

thereto

*'petsistent

squander

a

penmanship

40-clerk

power

in turning

of |

row

She has little im- +
indifferent taste, and no

mance into ridicule.

agination, an

nearly
written
has
humor; yet she
which haxe: been
two score of novels,
readread by hundreds of thousands.of

Piles,

‘WORDS, and for those

Blind,

not\exceed $100, and probably a good
deal less. Students boarding at the instipay more.

arma

Fears,

THE GOOD OLD TIMES.

an

for soldiers’ aid

sent-by per-

during

the

an inevitable incident in the programme
of a tiberal‘education at Harvard College,
It is vouched for by a loving and rever-

rent son of the college, familiar with
and

it

gives

the

us

a

much reason

for gratitude

for the

DOWN,

+

other friends who
‘ She hath done what

endure
this
she could.”

Bleeding,

or

to direc-

Itching.

Broken

femovai
and

reast

- Sore Nipples.

The Extract is so
cleanly and eflicacious that mothers who have once used it will never.
be without it. Our Ointmentis the best craollient
that'can be applied.

with a piain-spoken protest against the
idea that it was anybody’s business how
much liquor anybody else drank. Students got drunk on proper occasions, as
a matter of course, and. excess in drink

was the rule

not

the~iéxception.

The

chief-use of the side-board was to hold
the invariable bottles and glasses. and no
visitor left a house without taking the

drink which it was inhospitable not to
ffer and churlish not to #iceept. Drunkenness was the prominent feature of election day or militia muster ; the clergy and
others

of

studious'lives

wos

deep

drinkers; the bar drank heavily and a
carousal disgraced none of the . partici-
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Dining Cars for eaung purposesonly. One other
Palace Cars isa SMOKING
great eature of our
ALOON where you can enjoy your “Havana”
at all hours of th e day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges span he"Mississipni
and Missouri riv ersat¢ all points crossed b this
lufls,
line, and transfers are avo ded at Council
. Kansas Sin Leavenworth, and Atchison, con:
nections being made in Union Deposs,
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS OF
ron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Kansas City;
AS
LINE ARE
THROUGH
GREAT
Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and Knox- | THIS
armington, Bonaparte, Ben- | FOLLOWS:
ville; Keokuk to
At CHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the
tonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, BEddyEast dnd South.
ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines;
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Its main line runs from Chicago to_ Council
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
Liberty, Iowa City, Marengo, Brooklyn, Grinnell,
Des Moines (the, capital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlantic, and Avoca; with branches from Bureau
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Muscatine, Washington, Fairfield, Eldon, Belknap,
Centreville, Princeton, 'f'renton, Gallatin, Came-
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Fe leaves a wife
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CENTRAL Book CONCERN,
Chicago,lll., or Cincinnati, O.

and

and many relatives and friends to mourn their
loss.
May God bless the mourning ones and
give them grace to bear patiently . his will till
sorrow shall be efchanged for joy. and earth
for heaven.
;
‘C: W. NELSON,

¥

purchase

most people.

forf

§ Cough, ‘and all Lung di S=
i cases, when used in season.
rears ago, Elder

ts of great
to

pare it in liquid form as well as dry. It is

a

and

Aug. 30, aged 65
years.
<The messenger
came suddenly and unexpectedly. - Mr, Hollis
profanity, vulgarity and blackguardism L retired Sunday night. in his usual health,
hig wife sat up to watch with ‘her sick
went with i;-and, yet the age was one | while
mother”
About.three o'clock in the rhorning,
which is frequently alluded to with awe hearing an unusual noise, she went to his
and veneration.as ¢ the good old times.”
room just in time to see bim breathe his last.
He was a kind husband and neighbor, a good
St. kouis Globe Democrat.
townsman and an. industrious farmer.
His
i LYRE
+04
sudden death ig a note of warning to all to be
Honors are, in this world, under no reg+
¢ also ready, for in such an hour as ye think

.

Vt,

very concentrated, is put up in large bottles,
and is equally efficient as that put up dry intin cans. It saves the necessity of preparing,

® this Eléivir, was cured gg
82nd lived to a good old age, ii!
f You can try. it for the pricey
8 of one doctor's visit.
e everywhere.

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston; General Agents
Sold by Dgggists.

|Z. S.HobLis died .at Wentworth, N. H.,

died

.

fl Coi.ghs, Colds, Whooping}

No family shouldbe withoutLyflia E. Pinkham’:
PILLS. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
LIVER

voted'man of God. = A broken-hearted widow,

B. G: Parker,

+

numbers of people who prefer

Or

Send for pamphlets.

several’ brothers and a sister, a little church
and hosts of friends mourn their loss; ‘while
‘they rejoice over his gain, May a kind providence soothe and sustain our sister in ber great
affliction.
“
:
MRS. SARAH F. UprHAM, also 8 member of
the Mt. Vernon church, died in Lowell, Mass.,
Sept. 24, aged 66 years.
»
G. S. R.

Brooks), wife of Rev.

Burlington,

Dealers.

sumption. Under theseci r-f8
# cumstances he compounded fi

_

$1. Six Bottles to one, address, $5.
Price,
Mrs. Pinkham freely answees alllptters of inquiry.

bly administered
this delicate and difficult
trust with great fidelity, patience and wisdom.
Dea. Talbot united with
the Mt.- Vernon
church soon after its organization, and though
living too far away to be always
present at fis
meetings for worship,he nevertheless
proved
himself to be a very valuable and Belpful
member.
He wasa faithful and affectionate
husband,
a true friend and’ & humble and de-

Mrs. Brizasiri (late widow

(Will send post paid.)

Y

:
sex, this Compound is unsurpassed.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

town of* Billerica, and he invaria-

not the Son of Man cometh.”

I Get it of your Drugq’<t, he will order
Jor you. “Price S100.
WELLS, RICTAZDCON & 80., Proprietors,

[is prepared atthe proprietorsiaborutory.
No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,

For

in

is a dry, vegetable compound and
One package will make six qtsof’ Medicine.

carrizme free, 0.1 receiph

CHI

many

health. It
l

of $5, if addressedto 14 W- 14th St., New York.

affliction.
R.D.

life.

Why tormented with Piles, Consti pation?
:
Why frigh itened over disordered Kidneys
Why end ure nervous or sick headaches$ Y
Why have sleepless nights ?
Use KIDNEY WORT end r¢joice in i

)
¢ Orders for 83 worth,
carriage frea, on reccint of

_

Complaints.

A

and restoring their power to throw off
disease.
Why Suffer Bilious pains and aches? - PY

*

been imitated.

So
govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidiey Complaints of either

pants. The other incidents of drunkenness,

; BalzACK TONE, due xhustiR
gem Hie:

#4 BILIOUSNESS, PILES, CONSTIPATION,
{ KIDNEY COMPLAINTS URINARY
DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES, AND Nh Us

-

“Yt will, at all times and under alk circamstances, act in harmony with the laws that

Dra. WILLIAM
L. TaLBor, of the Mt.
Vernon chureb, died at his home in
Dracut
(near Lowell), Mass., Sept. 1, aged 59 years
and nine months,
Bro.
Talbot was converted’
more than thirty years ago, and had always

strong sense © of contrast between the
social ‘¢ondfitions of American life then
and nowsh
%
:
.
Sixty years ago Neal Dow and Lather maintained a consistent Christian
Mathew were alike unknown, apd
if the
world had thouzht of the question of total
abstinence at all, it would have been

som,

action gives it won-

soreness

ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.

recent

past

hope for the future as the father and

combined

Prepared only by POND'3 LIT2ACT CO.

THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TOTTS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS TIE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE 1S radical and en
tire. It sgrengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC REGION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS SYSTEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS 70 THEIR
THA? FEELING OF BEARING
NATURAL POSITION:

war, ‘and for missions always, her efforts and
means
were. freely and successfully given.
But as pure dnd useful ass wis herdife in the
church, her great work was in the family,
land, should be seen in the broad light where with constant industry and care, with
of day reeling in fraternal drunkenness frugalty and sej@denial, she met thé wants
through the city streets, it is much to be and demands of fhe household, and by deep
and garndst, ersonal effort her children |
doubted whether the strongest: college piety
were early Jeddo the closet for prayer, and to
could stand the result of such an outrage
Christ for salvation.
Two sons thus blessed,
on.public morals ; in fact;it is not worth
matured in manhood and faith, preceded the
while considering what the’ resnlt would | mother to the home in heaven, while the other is left to transfer by “labors in" Hillsdale
be, since the case is one which’ no combiand elsewhere the blessings received to
nation of circumstances nowadays could college
the church and the world,
Very few leave so
render possible., Yet sixty years ago it much of good and goodness to others; and very
was not only an actual occurrence but few mourners sustain so great a logs, with so

events he narrates,

This

. It is the greatest known remedy : ra

or

:

The Positive Cure

ONB

idly curing when other
medicires have faile
* Pond’s Extract Medicated Paper for closct
use, is a preventive against Chafing and Pi
intment is of great service where the
i 2
f clothing is incbnvenien!

" VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
For all

§}

TIME

and the KIDNEYS.

Lo

"HALF A -CENTURY OLD,

© SISTER “MIRIAM ‘A. FISK, consort of Rev.
E. Fisk, died June 17,1880.
Her life-work
ended in New.Hampton, N, H., where it commenced seventy-three years before, and’ where
for, more than sixty years she had lived a deveted Christian, and an exemplary member of
the ¥. B. church. For fifty-two years she had
shared the toils, the crosses and: the burdens
of professional life and labor assumed by her
husband, often enduring much care. and severe labor that he might do the work of an
evangelist aswell as pastor, and promote the
cause sg dear to them both.
In committee
werk
Fospechiug the ordinances for. many

annum for day scholars who live in the
adjacent cities of Brooklyn ‘and
New
York, including, traveling expenses, will

ers, and the pagesof which are .unstain- ulation ; true quality.is neglected, virtue
ed, so far as we are aware, by anything is oppressed and -vice triumphant. The
worse than sensationalism and vapidity, last day will'rectify this order and assign
Whete to look for a parallel to such a t?every one a station suitableto they digthen. be
Ouida’s nify of his-character; ranks will.right.—4dnot.
tour: de “force we know
emtbgmorpgs’ig- due -te-her-unfailin
gnd precedency sef
pro-g | _adjusted
LS
vs
bed SR 40

jen

aud

:|

tedious: opinions telegraphed,

iafismmation

all

AT THE SAME

THE LIVER,
THE BOWELS,

Sore Eyes.

2

long,

.or

Only Remedy

ACTS

to the

Gould: ~ The\operstors sent all the de- |
It an undergraduate class in Harvard
cisions’as they were read and you can | College, or in any other. college in the
imagine the neryousness: caused by the

THAT

heat and p.
in every family
it is unrivaled, and should
of f accidents . A dressing of
ready forusein e¢
2id in héaling and prevent,
our Olntment

.

E. PINKHAW,
RS.. OFLYDIA
L'NN, MASS.

sons who do not patronize. the Morning Star, it
is'but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER" LINE of eight
words.
VERSES are inadm#ssible,

for ecclesiastical and secular education
at merely nominal cost. The sum per

esi

The

Yor allayjng

Faceache.

ments. During the- last few months
of
the assignats, under the French Convention, a single breakfast of coffee and dry
bread “cost 24,000f.
At Lima,
at the
present moment,
4 single egg costs 40

The college buildings, three in ndmber,
will be. remarkable for the beauty
of
in | their architecture and their mdinificent
court | appointments. *

decision

heal-

Dee onl Ointment

the

used according
tions, its effect is simply wonderful.

Baw 3 GK

v

The Pall Mall Gazette says:
It is
desirable on many grounds to keep the
world, especially the younger portion of
it, reminded ofl the destructive acd preposterous
effects entailed by
depreciated
compulsory paper. money whenever
or
wherever it is resorted to by govern-

in character, every facility will be offered

of course,to

X pl

Earache, Toothache
and
When the Extract is

blessed:

derful in effect.
For children itis “invaluablé,
curing Croup, Whooping Cough, éte.; ina few
hours.
Price 25 cents a bottle.
For sale by
all Druggists.-

mamma?” he asked.
“It is called an
ant-eater, iny son.”s_
After a long silence;
-¢¢ Mamma, can’t we bring Aunt Mary here
some day?”
or”
:

college or colleges will be the largest. in
America, and, while being non-sectarian

expect,

» simp.

“A “3g Hurrah ;For Our Side. J 1 a | | the words “Pond’s Extract’ blown in the glass,
and our picture trade-mark on surrounding buir
and spoil the strainer in the work?”
.
Alwa YS insist
wrapper.
None other is genuive.
Many people have last their’ interestin: poliTake 1.0cther pro
on ne Pond’s Extract.
tics
and
in
amusements
because
they
are
so
paration, Its never sold wn bulk, or by measure.
Just before visiting the menagerie,
of sorts and run down that they can not
Johnny had a passage at arms with the out
Price of Pond’s Extract, Toilot Artienjoy anything.
If suck persons would only
‘cles and Speciallies,”
young aunt who assistedat his toilet, and
be wise enough to try that Celebrated remedy
POND’S
EXTRACT... .50c., £1.00 nnd £1. 55
with whom he flew into a rage.
Arrived Kidney-Wort und experience its tonic and Toilet Cream...
Ss
100 Catarra cure...
Dentifrice
50 | Plante
at the menagerie, Johnny was immensely
renovating effects they Vonldgoon be hurrahLip Salve...........
25 | Inhale
interested by a strange foreign animal with | ing with the loudest. In eitheldry or liquid Tolles Soap (3Cks) , 50 | Nasal
GoM
a long, lithe body. ¢¢ What animal is that, form it is /a perfect remedy for torpid liver, kid- Ointm ent

cational center on this continent, if not
in the world., No such provision was
made in A. T. Stewart's will, although
the deceased often spoke of thie undertaking, and, in fict, on more than one occa-

tution may

on with

uickly
all
without Sag

cause. She died as she lived, in the triumph of

Obituaries,

his feet. -

Syrin

a

Itcan be used without the slightest fear of harm,

faith, and now rests from her labors a
her
works will fullow heft.
D.D. B.

cents, a cabbage $1.50, onions $5.00 a Uozsion, he intended practically to execute
| it. The executors of Stewart's will have en, an ordinary sait of clothes, $200. “A |
man with a’ small family, and
practising
Jay Gould has no eyebrows. _* Yes," decider] to erect male and female colleges great economy, may, perhaps, manage to
in
the
immediate
vicinity
of
Stewart's
said a broker a few days ago, * and if
3
Episcopal. Cathedral, now: mearly' fin- tive on $20,000 a year.”
the decision of the United States supreme
ished,
in
Garden
City,
1he
estimated
court in the matter of the payments by the
cost of the institutions and their endow- |
Union Pacific road had proven unfavorable to him, he would have lost his life at ment would reach the sum of $4,000.000.
One of the male and female college
the same time.
Gould had his all staked
buildings is already under way, and the
on Union Pacific, and the stock had been
| remamder willbe commenced and comPARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
worked up from 9 to about
G6.
The
pleted
as
necessity
requires.
The
BRIEF and for the public. For the
excess over
lower court had decided in his favor and

su on through the Field family to Jay
Gould, the adverse rumors so unstrung
Gould that itwas hard for him to keep on

and clea;

cool

inflamed

AN. ANEODOTE OF JAY GOULD.

Fieldsto Cyrus Field and thence to Da“vid Dudley Field, Gould's counsel, and

SE

Burns and Scalds.
rend

and

PA

it was with feverish
anxiety that the
“result of the appeal was awaited.
The
rumor got about in Wall street that the
decision of the court above would be adverse to. Gould and‘in spite of the private
assurances
that had traveled from Justice

.

healing, softening and in keeping out the air,

Mrs. LUCY WILBER died in Liberty, Pa., |

It is destined, for
not pour it there
it through a man

es of the Extract ;.our Nasal

Sprains.and Bruises.

ing,

Inco

.Qet, 1. aged 67 years. She joined the -F. B.
church in 185#;--was baptized by Rev. John
Webster, and was a fearless disciple of Christ.
Her band was ever open to help on the good

Dr. Charles Jewett, while arguing for
prohibition, once said:
‘Why not pour

have got into heaven backward.
Let us donated t¢ a very worthy and benevolent
stand off from despondencies.
Listen purpose, and in a manner that will perfor sweet notes rather than discords. In petuate the.memory of the dead merchant
a world where God has put exquisite prince for all time. =Garden City, L. I,
tinge upon the shell washed in the surf, which owes its origin to the enterprise
. and planted a paradise of bloom in a and liberality of the dry-goods merchant,
child’s cheek, let us leave it to the owl is to be made’by Mrs. Stewart and Judge
to hoot, and the toad to croak, and the Hilton, as executors of A. TA Stewart's
-fault-finder to complain. Take out-door will, the greatest ecclesiagtical and eduexercise and avoid

call

i

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,
It is

when not at home, and ‘‘ know a thing or + Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup isu purely vegetatwo.'—Northern,
X
: ble compound, innocent in nature, and i

the

nostication.
We may be born with a
melancholy temperament, but that is. no
There are, of
reason why we should yield to it. There ‘sonnet almost untouched.
is a way of shuffling the burden. In the course, exceptions to a general rule, hut
.eminent moddottery of life there are more prizes drawn a collection of sonnets by
resemble the
than blanks, and to one ele primi there ern hands would too closely
are fifty advantages.
Despondency is basket into which Brummel’s valet threw
the most unprofitable feeling a man can ¢ Qur failures.”—Saturday Review:
have. One good laugh is a bombshell exploding in the right place, while spie®h
THE STEWART COLLEGE.
and discontent is a gun that kicks over
Some of the many
millions of dollars
the man that

lL

Miss Sharp says she ‘don’t want wornout shoes, old Scripture
question books,
old forks, nor-old tiles of country newspapers.
The Kroos are native and heathen, but they live on English steamers

cultivated. No
epical to~say;
poetic thought;
of conventional

to

© The Extrat is the on'y specific

valuable for use in catarrhal affectioz

¢ Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord.”

of the

that conclusion probable. , “The mechanic

‘MAKE THE BEST OF THINGS.

sixty-five

Everything

to

Jrope

HBN0I 00000)

ed their faith as though it were worth
more than life.
Settled, clear, strong
Sonvictjogs promote happiness, are en-

Her children rise up

He was informed thata lady had called
to see him in his‘absence.
“A lady,” he
mused, aloud, ‘‘a lady.” Upon an accu-

kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

ead-B;
iting : Jor this, disease, Cold in
Our
atare
ure,” §
al
Trepare
meet serious cases, ariaing of the PE

and unexpensive.

She was a four-year-old blonde, generalShe experienced a change of heart
Lat TF PE
a
RE
< 1y-quiet and tractable, but mamma had 8.months.
ly, cheerful
‘and genial people than 0
at the age of fifteen years and was baptized by
the men and women who ‘“-hold fast the
provoked her. ¢I don’t love you any more, Elder Ebenezer Knowlton. She was a faithform of sound words.” There never has
MODERN ENGLISH SONNET. mamma!” ¢‘ Very well, dear, you needn’t.” ful laborer in the Lord's vineyard for fifty-five
and for her at life’s evening,
time "there
been upon the earth a body of men charWhen poetical ingenuity, ' when the “Well, I don’t love you.” ¢ All right, years,
light. She left three daughters, Mrs. CO.
acterized by more of genuine wit and hu- love of delicate form, dnd the absence of dearie, mamma will try and get along.” S.wasHeath,
of Montague, Ma-s., Mrs., Eeighton,
mor or of innocent mirth and merriment anything particular to say are plentiful in ‘“ Well, I do loveyou; but I don’t feel just wife of Rev. J. B, 1.eighton, of Vineland, N.
wo
than those who ‘‘ knew in whom. they modern England,
J.and Mrs. Charles G. Swain, of Barrington.
‘Wwe seem to have a like it now.”

had believed” and who Held "and "defend-

©

¢.

=

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana,
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidenee of
its superiority over all other remedies’ of the

Itisa sure cure. De-

lay is dangerous,

The Christian Intelligencer speaks :
stimulants are largely
resented
in the
Chicago lad to his father.. But this She sleeps in Jesus. A. husband and nine
so largely {business of learning a trade is only a mat-- children mourn their oss,
It is very common to charge men’ of these patent preparati
J. B. G.
:
A
while
they
may
bring the ter of time, for within a year that young
decided religious convictions with auster- that,
harness-making In
ity, -sourness
and
gloominess.
The immediate relief sought for, they also ‘mar was studying
MRS. MeHITABLE B., widow of the late Danfel Clough, of Epsom, died in Barrington, of
State prison.
«charge is
a libel.
“The
world has oftentimes ‘generate habits which prove
no

NF

§

ria & Sore Throat.

Use the Extract promptly.

a consistent

Affections.

i,

blee:

wonderfully sustained and comforted. . Com-

_.

:

'Diph

the

Christian and a member of the Free Baptist
churth.
Inthe closing hours of life, she was

exclaimed

Whooping Cough, -

And other Lung

Bleeding from the
Lu h g 8, Stomach,
' Nose, or from any cause, is speedily controlled and
Inges (25 cents) and In.
Stopred. Qur Nasal
($1.00) are great aids 1n arresting internal

She had been a faithful comborne

7

|

Hemorrhages.

panion during many years of drduous labor in
Minnesota and Wisconsin and with self-sac-

rificing devotion has

==TOR—

1 Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma, ({

No other preparation has cured so many cases of
these distressin g complaints as the Extract, Our
Plaster is invaluable in
seases,
Lumbago,
Our Ointment (50
Pains in Back or Bide, &c.
cents) for use when removal of clothing 1s incontory
venient, is a great help in relieving

grandparents

the elodls

THE GREAT VEGETASLD

PATN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION. AND HEM.

Wincheswith his
3 months,
was a pe-

.
bright and promising -child, and in his
Over 6,000 volumes have been added to | culiarky
death the fondest hopes have been ‘blasted.
the main«library of Yale college the past Yet; the light gone out from the earthly home
P|
)
year.
PE
is a beacon in the heavenly, adding anew in-

tempogary, must be afforded; and without:much delay. Hence narcotics and

A

;

Oct:

18,1879.

little end of a tack,

large sales the..proprietor is after. Relief of some sort, ‘thongh- it be only

biddento walk in the public ‘thorough.
fares.
:
Peon?

.

as jumping out of hed and landing

s

in some districts, for-

it go.

Me.,

09. 8V_L3A ONY

. Kohn,

make

quantities thet a physician would hesitate to prescribe; for the. first requisite
indicated by the fact that Dr. in a patent medicine is prompt effect.
Chief Rabbi
- of the. Jewish
The sick man must. at once get heroic
at Pesth, has been elected a evidences that his doge is telling on "him,
Parliament, making two Rab- else there can be no popularity for the

the Jews is

will sail upon

PATENT MEDICINES. The most energetic agents of the mafe-

LJ

.. A change in the social life of Europe is
moted by the New York Observer :
The change which* has taken place in
public sentiment in Europe in regard to

denlyof heart disease in Sandford,

Lothrops

& Pinkhamdnd by draggists everywhere.
George
C. Goodwin & Co.;wholesale agentsplioston.
© 1¥48

At ENGLEWOOD, With the L. S. & M.8., and P.,
Ft. W. &C. R. Rds.
3
At WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with P,, C. & St.
L. R. }
:
ie
:N
| “At LA SALE with I11. Cent. RVR.
s
3
P. D. &E; LB. &
At SLASH with PP.

Rds.
W.; 111, Mid.; and TP. &
At ROCK ISLAND, with *‘ Milwaukee & Rock
between CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY, +
Island Short Line,” and Rock IsI'd & Peo. Rds.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCHIAt DAVENPORT, with the Davenport Division
€ON. Through cars arealeo run between Milwau|
.M.
& St. P. R. R,
+a
C.M
|
kee and Kansas City, via the “Milwaukee and
‘At WEST LIBERTY, with the B,, C.R. & N.R.R.:
Rock Island Short Line.’
At
GRINNELL,
with'Central
Iowa R. R. '
}
magnificently
is
Island”
The * Great Rock
INES, with D. M. & I. D. R. R. ,.
;
At DES)
Its road bed is simply perfect, and its
equipped.
|
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacitic R. R.
track is laid with steel rails.
+
W hat will please you most will be the pleasure 1s ‘At OMAHA, with B, & Mo. Mo R. R.R, in Neb.) ,~
& N. IR.
At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with B.,CaR,
assing over the
of enjoying your meals, while
At OTTUMWA , with central lowan. Ri W,
. beautiful prairies of Illinois and lowa,in one of
St. Lu & Pac. and C. B. & Q. R.
Ras.
‘
;
our magnificent. Dining Cars that accompany all
At KEOKUK, with Ely
& War.; Wab., St.
You. get an entire-|
Through Express I'rains.
Louis & Pac., and St. Li, Keo. & N.-W. RB. Ras, .
meal, as good as is served-tnany first-class hotel,
y
2
At CAMERON, with H. 8t.J. R. R.
4s. forseventy-five cents.
At
ATCHISON, with Atch., Topeka & Saita Fe;
Appreciating the fact that a majority of the
Rds.
Atch. & Neb. an d Cen. Br. U, P,
peop fo prefer separate apartments for different
At LEAVENWORTH, with Kan, Pac., and Kan.
purposes (and the immense passenger business
‘Cent. R. Rds.
of thisline wi rranting it), we are pleased toanAt KANSAS CITY, with all lines for the West
nounce that this Company runs Pultman Palace
;
and Southwest.
Sieeping. Qars for sleeping purposes, and Palace
DES MOINES,
CARS are run through to PEORIA,
PU
MAN
PALA
WORTH
LEAVEN
and
'FCHISON,
SAS
CITY,
A
COUNCIL ANUFRS
V8
y”? are sold by
; Tickets vin this Line, known as the * Great Rock Island Rou
a:
“all Tieket Agentsin the United States and Canada.
iI
obtainable at your frome ticket: office, address,
hot
or informatioil
|
STP.
JOHN,
Kim
ALL,
Gepll Tkt, and Pass'gt Amt.,
A
en’l Superintendent.
?
icago, Iii’
#

.

’

-F

To check is to stop, except in case of a
traveler's baggage, which is ‘checked to

thus enable it to steal some actual rest.—
London Spectator,

asking for more.

*

return to Canada about November: 11th.

all ‘proper in fancying itself occupied, ‘and

the money women give totheir endowment funds, and show their gratitude by

0)

2

to work.

Where is the explanation of this anomaly
| to be sought? There must be a large
‘The Christian at Work exclaims :
Abéut one-halfof the colleges in the class of minds which can find repose
United States admit ladies as students neither in sleep nor-in- waking idleness,
when they get a chance.
And the col- but only in ya-superficial mental moveleges which refuse to receive.Jady.. stu: ment, “which shall deceive the mind

dents have no scruples ‘against taking

»

| Where to go when short of money—Go

any one of the before-mentioned writérs.

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.

s

FACTS AND QURIOSITIES.

«sympathy. Miss Braddon, without" the
aid of either prurience, genius or intellectual sympathy, is..almost as. widely
known, and is, perhaps, more read than

“WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1880.

:

2

The Woming Star,

Pa
ius’ George-Eliot's to « her.

| aT

x.

°

4

=

:

:

J

/

:

"836
Summary,

0

:

EXETER,

the calendar to the effect that it is the

absence from home?
not see it till two or

it would

have

under

cotton were burned in Charlestown, S. C.,
Sunday afternoon, the property loss amounting
to $200,000.——A violent hurricane, accompanied by snow, raged throughout Southern
Minnesota on Saturday, doing a wast amount
of damage.
Passénger
and freight, trains

charge, as acting Solicitor for the country, and
otherwise, used my best efforts and- influence
for the maintenance and efficient enforcement
of the laws for the. suppression. of intemper~ ance.
And [ propose to continue in the sume
course, whether 1 occupy an official or a private station.
.
:
If my fellow-citizens should ‘do me the honor to-elect me to the office for which I have
been nominuited, it would be incumbent on me.
*.
to takea solemn oath in substange to maintain
the Constitution and the laws, and: you may
rest assured, that I should perform that obligation to the best of my ability.
:
"It is a.question for the Legislature whether
>
in their judgment any further laws are. necessary to put an effectual stop to the curse of intemperance; and should the wisdom of that
body frame and adopt a statute prohibiting the
, manufacture of alcholic liquors in this State,
for use or sale contrary to law (assuming, of’
_ course, that the statute would be constitutional
. 2nd net unreasonable, ) I should deem~it my
duty to approve it. And, under my official
oath, I should use the powers which belong to
the position of Chief, Magistrate, to make all
the laws of New
mpshire
respected. and
obeyed—the laws for the suppression of intemperance exactly the same as every other law. I
am respectfully,
:
:
Your ob’d’t serv’t,
:
'
CHARLES
H BELL.
-

To

Messrs.

B.

Whittier, Chas.

F.

Thorndike,

H. Harvey, Committee.
roe

oY

. 7

The

——_

Dulcigno.

Dulcigno

es

district, which the

Sultan

Bd

man Catholics, 1,200 gypsies, and a few

+

Greek

Church

in the district.

The

are reported. The blow ext ndedto Omaha
on the west, Michizan on: the easy,-Central
Illinois on-the south and Wisconsin on the

of the

Catholies are principally to be foundin the vil
lages, which are; scattered about either,on the-

plain or on the slope of the hills which are now

The

pilgrims

Napoleon

the United States by January

ordered

home,~—

Tremont

:

Mr. Winship.

* Why,

the

Starbird

hat

and

back.

looked

. ** Well,

and

came

Marcia, the buildings are

Over

the

prémises

sure-

“ly gone; but I never would have believed
you, when

you say that I went

ing awakened.

°

La

REEL

:

The

Greenbackism.

Greenbackers

nights,

League

;

i

the

French

cabinet

over the

publicans of West Virginia
_ to repeat the

experiment which

Maine, ard to put
» ticket.

This

are not

four men were killed, Tuesday,

mine

to San

in

General

Weaver

very

from

the

bas

returned

Arctic

regions,

a sweeping,

or

Méxican ministry

has

been

as

chief ‘of the
the

formed

Mexican

(RY

20 Sh

beh

da

»

Ves

turned upon him, lacerating his face und head
beyond recognition:
His death was
instan-

General Weaver

deserves

shades of public opinion in

the support of ‘all |
denouncing

them.

That tuey have never succeeded to the election
of a joint electoral tickei—Pennsylvania in

18566 beiug & notuble instunee of this—is

proba.

bly ave to the.instinctive repulsion felt toward
* such tickets when the glection is purely political in is significance.-= Weekly

~%

Notes.

»

. The October Elections.

“

* The elections in Indiana and Ohio last week
" surprised: everybody

by

the

completeness

of

General ‘Hancock ‘has ‘written

a letter

to

United * States Senator Randolph, of
‘New
Jersey, in response-to a letier from' Mr. Rundolph asking bim-to express more "fully his
views on the tariff question,
General
Hancock in bis reply indicate that his positieth on
the subject is a conservative one, and intimates
his approval of 8. me such revision of the tariff
as provided by the Eaton bill introduced at the
lust session of the Senate,

A Chicago dispatch, of Friday, says that the

netertanging rom

40

degrees

to

To

temperature
the thermo-

55

degrees

pushed ‘ws rapidly as the resources of the Cen:

unparall d

sus Office will allow. One'lundred and nine-

Oxatiuy in Né'w York and Bosion: dast . week.
posing

“were given

processigns, and

in both cities,

13 clerks are comstantly

fifty working at night?’

llignt “banquets

and bis progress

Five thousand other accounts have been made
up and mailed to enumerators fir their receipts
and only await. a return of the papers to Wash-

At the banquet in Boston

nearly ull trades, professions and

politics

thousand

uni-

1 ington for payment,

mp

sc

or

\
-

&

circular

as

for a change

in diet.

If less pork

was

to

DAY}S KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or

will
be Sent fF mail (free of postage) on receiptof their

price:
Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of
long standing, $3,00; Children’s, $1.50. Address,

DAY KIDNEY

Owing
to the many worthless Kidney Pads
« now seeking
a sale on our reputation, we
deem it due the afflict d to warn them. Ask for DA’
KIDNEY. PAD, and take no
Tr.

sustamed.

GEO. ONGPODWIN & Co, GENERAL AGENTS,

largely

winter wheats have also

been sought

is in

fact

no stock

ater

Other
to

a.

contracis

extreme

of

s1ON,

|

sea.
and

soid-ahead.

tor futnre delivery except at very

R

The

market has not been so bare of stogk.at this.
son for many years.
~All the choide
Ilhnois

There

Sold oy BeF RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.

.

BOSTON, Saturday, Oct. 16, 1880.
There is a very firm teeling®for Flour

are

PAD €0., TOLEDO, OHIO,

CAUTION

“

fully

-

for it.

or ——

is

ENDORSED!

Saved,” giving the history of this new discovery,
and a
large record of most remarkable cures, sent frec, Wiite

the proprietor,
lydleow

Boston Produce Report.

Froun.

“prices.

choice

winter

wheats for immediate delivery and the compara
tively smull supplies on the way have been mo-t-

ly coniracted tor, and this has not been the case
any year in our remembrance.” In some instances

by

+

of salt will weigh
;

IS STRONGLY

THE MARKETS.

and the recent advance

a

eaten

‘We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura_
tive powers from many persons Jf high character, intel.
bility. Our book, “How a LiZe was
ligence ange

$1.00 per- bottle, six

rive but it is now very difficult to make

we

that’

Rheumatism,

nutritious or unwholesome, but because

a turther advance of 12} « 25c ¥ bbl is asked,
but no sales of choice St.Louis and Illinois have
yet been made over $6 25 @ $650, and $5 50 8 85 75

are the outside figures for MN jehigan and Ohio
although some brands are held higher to arrive.
Choice spring and winter wheat Patents are taken
as fast as they arrive, and mo stock of leading
brands has so far ‘been allowed to accumulate
There is in fact a very good demand for. all kinds
of Flour,
with a firm

about one

-market,

but

the

trade

is

running more particularly on the better grades
winter wheats, and for shipment

there

has

of

also

Plants

pots of'mud.

In

the majority of cases witholding the wader is one
of the things needed, and with invalids, a stimulating fertilizer is the one thing of all others not
needed.
When plants ure in a flourishing -condition and making
growth, then fertilizers may be
| useful, especially if the soil in the pots was origin-

Any

of the

fertilizers

used in

the garden would ‘answer for plants in the house,
were it not necessity to avoid unpleasant oaors,
and to consult néatness and ease of application.
For hard-wooded, slow=growing plants, very fine
bone—flower of boue—soid by seedsmen {or the
purpose, is perhaps the best; a few tablespooniuls

forked into the soil of the pot. For softfiedeq, quick growers® liquid fertilizer may“ be

‘dsed.

This may bé guhtio, a teaspoonful to a gal-

“1un
; or the water of ammonia (liquid hartsborn)
of the drug stores, an ounce to the gallon. Water
the plants

with

either of these,

instead

water, once or twice a week, as
the

plant

requires.

given.—American

No

of clear

the condition

invariable

rule

of

can

be

Agriculturalist.

BEGONIAS.

3

A lady writing to:the Rural World says:
“Let
me make a suggestion
to those who
usually

keep their begonias potted, that they give my
method of growing them through summer just one
trial. If your plants are quite large, separate
them; and if you are afraid to pyt all outdoors, re«pot part of euch, as I did'the

first-time I experi-

uiented. Plant onthé north side-of the house, or
clumps of shrubbery, so that they will only re"
ceive the first and last rays of the morning and

surprised how large the plants and-blossomg. will

be.

Last summer

I grey them

in the nooks of

to that purpose.
attract much

Beng

respect adapted

very ornamental,

attention,

and some,

they

admirers

re-

sol yed—so they said—to have rock work built for
the sole

purpose

begonius.

of

making

wi

a dispiay

of their

aE

GRAPE VINES.
Among the experiments with the grape vine at
Amberst Agricultiral college, giruiing has pro-

ads ance of the ungirdled vines.
man

picked

fully:

matured

Professor Goess,

fruit-fecia a

girdled

vinelat his
resideace fully three weeks in adyance
of fruit on ungirdled branchesof the same vine.
.The vines fnat were girdled a your . #80 were in
five condition this season, and althougo in most
instances fully healed over, the girdlings Beemed

to produce the sawho eect on the fruig.agithe first
FOAL nnd

hesl, CALass.)

Sumaripl,.

Se

bps

to

salsify

and

beet

quanti-

ty desired, and then at once label before stor ing
them.
The reom for seeds enough to supply the
needs of a large gatden will hardly be ‘missed,
and the culture is not at all troublesome.
In this
way an annual outlay of five to ten dollars
is

saved, and good fresh seed
Christian-at Work,

made

A gentleman of Bushnell, 11.

a’ eertainty—
!
Tm

recently exhibited

some samples of lumber that have attracted much
attention among-the lumberman, and whith, “if 1t
possesses all the virtues fhat are claimed for ity
is certainly one of the most important inventiops

of its kind ever brought to notice.

If iLis &

sue-

«ess, it will form & HCW era in the arf of building.
To make bardwesod
lumber of ¢ommon wheat
straw, with ali effect of polish and finish which is

obtainable on the hardest of black walnut and
mahogany, at as little vost as clege pine lumber
can be made up for, is theclaimi of
the invention,
and the sample of which he produces would
go
far toward verifying his claims The
process 18

as follows:

He takes ordindry straw board;

such

as is usually manufactuged at any paper mill is
used forthe purpose.
As many sheetsare taken

as are required to make the thickness 6f lumber
desired.
These sheets are passed through a
chenjical solution which thoroughly softens up
the fiber, and completely

saturates

it-

57

@

.9:

@

$6 25;

per bottle:
Largeet bottle in the market.
Tfy fi.
:
>
“
H, HW ARNER
os O., Rochester, N. Y.
frm
——

¥

uf

for

mixed

and

yeliow,

5

The whole

is then passed through a succession of rollers,
dried and hardened during the passage 4s well as
polished, and“then comes out of .the o tLe end of

.

New

»

Music
Ope
pera.

4

Books

.

r
Verdi.

RYE

,fFhe market

{s quiet and

Deen in small lots at#3 BSc ¥ bu.
FreD. The market is quite film
sales of Shorts al $15 50 @ $19;

the

sai®s

for

and

ie

Feed

have | his'celebratod

steady

but

quiet

(82
0 ).
($200).

!

'

ma

of choice

lactory

continue

to

be

made

at

in

for
3ic
off,
exare

:

13

"ticed

early

in

the

sustain<

week,

the advance

with

a

fair

4

Specimen
a
1

been selling aL 140 @ 1 0 # bu,
pew

will command

but

over $1 65.

|

8

at 20 @ |

very

PEAS. Thers continues to be a fair demand for
Canada at steady prices. Green Peas are in a lit
and

choice

Wisconsin

hn

For

com

less

rotten.

Av

the.

close,

of

rah

Anthem

any bo k.anaileX
any un

of

DITSON

J

hove,
Auoye

for

hn

& CO.,

/

>

Boston.

:

:

all th® purposes of a Pamlly Physi,
Zn

. The market has been well supplied,
and piices are without material . ghaygg..
[
Stric, y
choice Aroostook R ise have been'in partien.ar demore Or

,

5

SR

fF

POTATOES.

mand, a8 most all from other s ¢tions

+2

' will not

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

Yellow Ey

a f2¢bu

mand $150

SCOTTRINGE

Costiveness,

have» been

gestion,
Breath;

Aroostook

Rose are selling at b5c,-and Maine Ceptral at 50 @

Jaundice,

Dysentery,
' Headache,

Rheumatism,

Dyspepsia,

Indi-

Foul Stomach
and
Erysipelas,
Piles

Eruptions.

and

Skin

Dis-

eancs, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors
and Salt Rheum,
ONIONS.
There co. tinues to bea fair demand,
ble only in a very hot fire. The hardened finish
Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,
:
on the outside also makes it impervious tg} water. |. With sales at 83 @ $350 ¥ bbl.
CRANBERRIES,
+ There is 4 large supply, and
and Purifying the Blood, are the niost conThe samples on.exhibition could hardly be told | pices show no improvement.
We quote: /
genial Purgative yet perfected.
Their effects
from hard wood lumber, andin sawingit the-difCountry, ¥##bl.......v..
abundantly show how much théy excel all other
ference could not be detected.— Oshkosh ( Wis.)
Cape.asiavinnas
essasaaie sere sndinsan
Pills. They are safe and pleasant te take, but powNorthwestern.
:
;
‘
3
eiful to cure. They purge out all the humors of
supply, and prices are without im rovement. The
:
Cia
|
2
0
pared demand bus not been as "aftive as last | the bleod; they stimulate the &sluggish’ ; or disorWeek,
but
Shipments
continue
on
8
Liberal
seale,
|
dered
ans
action
y.and they impart health
Take Care,of the Children. *
ooting up
25,
5,
v
0 jnto Whole
bela
:
1
DRIED APPLES. There isa light demand for and
The system of the child takes in the seeds of
o the whole beldig's, They cure not only
the every.day complaints of everybedy, but fordisease more readily than the adult, therefore
midable and dangerous diseases. Most skillful
parents ‘should exercise. great care, and not
physicians, most eminent clergymen, and our best
allow u Cough or Cold to run until the seeds
citizens, send certificates of cures performed, and
of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis and ConsumpHAY AN) STRAW.
They
Hay continues in steady de. of gredt benefits deriyed from these Pills.
with sales of choice Northern and Eustetn
tion aré’ sown ‘in. the system. Dr. N.hg, aLmand.
are the safest and best physic for children, because /
$20 @ $21 ¥ ton, but only the very best North“White’s Pal monary Elixir is a remedy well ern commands the outside price. Ovainary grades mild as well as effectual. Being sugar coated,/
adapted to these diseases in children, and are selling at $17 a. $19°¥ ton. Rye.sL gw ranges they are easy to take; and being pygely vegetable;
from $23 @ $25 ¥ ton, the outside onlf for very they are entirely harmless.
:
i
should be used freely on the first appearance choice.
PREPARED BY
/
of a Cough or Cold.
;
;
POULTRY AND GAME. There has been very
little dowrg 1m Dressed: Poultry, owing to the warm
tli
li
DR. J. C. AYER, &CO., Lowell, Mass.
weather, und prices are’ almost nouinal. PurtLA
uma
ridges comtinue at low prices
it Beatty’s Organ
Factory.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
" PORK.
Boston clear continues firm, with sales |.
at $19 50 @ $20 ¥ bbl ‘Backs bave been selling at’ SOLD BY ALL D
In another column of this week’s issue we. pub.
GGISTS,AND DEALERS IN
$20 @ $20.50 ¥ bbl.
e demand keeps fully up to
lish a large Organ advertisement from the’ Hon.
EDICINE,
.
Tai od yo
supply and packers find it difficult to fill orders as’
iE .
—
- DanielF', Beawy, Mayor of Washington, New Jerfast a> wanted. Mess Pork 1s in ste. dy
re ues,
sey, the well-known manufacturer of the Beatty with sales ranging-from $16 @ $16 50
Dol, xtra
pr me 18 quiet al $13 @ $13 50% Lb).
:
Organ. No more appropriate gift for a holiday

"THE MORNING

BEEF.

| gans.

Mr. Beatty

extends a cordial

all who desire to| purchase either

Piang

or

<

factory.

Read

bis

advertisement

ren

¥

J

2
al
Ay

and

er

.

Eg

CESAR

' REV. HENRY ARMS

says: ‘““I earnestly

that DAY'S KIDNBY

Pap

3

——

Nim,

I,

TF

holieve

18 the only infallible

remedy inthe world for thay prevalent
tressing complaint, ‘Back Ache.”
+

and. dig
f
\

.

Hake Wistar's Bulsam of Wild Chérry
always at hand,

It eures Coughs, foods, Bron#

chius, Whooping Cough,

Croup,

In uenza,

Con-

sumption,
dud-all Throat and«Lung Co
borents

So

EE

:

!

w

A,

|

ef
4

Thrms:

advance;
2
days, and gu

$2.00

per

STAR

year, if paid

if pat
if not.

within

the

strictly in

first ~thirty
we
i“

or 25 cents received we" will send the p Star

10%¢. and extra qtiulit fy Ha
n%c# bh
8 three months on trial.
LARD. ‘The m:rket
tach subscriber will please notice
firmat9 a 9%c & Bb for
City, and some Western command ie. Boston | of,payment on the label of his paper,
packers are very firm at 9c,
>
.
| allow it to be in arrears.
:

send for hig holiday newspaper and “catalogue
which he sends out dree,’if you have not the time
to visit him,

\

2 marde
i
steady, with sales . of Boston
and Western.
abst 10an

an

Organ to visit his Manufactory at Washington,
Néw Jursey. Eviery Organ he sells he makes a
his own

prices.

Sales of Western me. s und extra mens ai 8 6
$1050, ang ea plate at #11 a $1 ay on

invitation to

a

In moderate demand at steady

:

BABYLAND

NOW

:

FOR for 1880, willbe found
:

the

and

The Star is not tsvonti ied’ when

expires for which it is paid unless

.quest it; and it is discontinued

REAEY,

Le 1HOBL leaning volume you pub lished.
410, Boarc 8, 76 cls. ; 4to, Cloth, $1.00,
Father and m ther haye their newspapers,

date

not

the time

persons.

re

it hae

when

‘been more than one-year in- arrears, after due —
notice and time shall

:

have been given.

:

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bunk-checksif possible, or in a
Jack, registered letter and at our risk and expense:
and Jenny their Wide Awake,
ai
ake, and,
ol Course, the
n writingto this office, persons will please’
.baby must have Labyland, full of “pictures or b.bies I arning to walk, babies Funning down stairs,
babies kickingin their or bs, Playing with bow.
‘Wows and pubsies’und birds; in short, just. a per
fect bubylund, with words
and
pictures ~ just
measured to fit the litle dots.~Pucific Rural
Press.

-

By

Mgreat

Department, New Hampton Commereigd College,
New Hampton, N. Hs Send for circulars

are steadier,and selling a little more fiecly atgl 75

tie better demand,

(31.00).

hay fag

Ro.

only

kl

copies
topics

Prices.

2ic ¥ dozen.
Western are slow ut 18 a 206.
BEANS.
The market for Pea and Mediums
is
hardly as firm as last week, as the supply 1s some
what larger, but there 1s no change in ‘quotations,
except that lots in bags will not bring within 5c ¢
bao as muco as io barrels
Sales of Pea jp
barre s
have ranzed from §1 75a 81 90'¢ bu, (fe outside
for extra hana picked Norihern. Meditms
have
extra

Sacred Canta”

. ta.

depicts the fall of thi

| THEM HARP, (3129), by W. ¢/. Borie

demand.

ard Cana a and Island

£. C. Gai=

wil! find “no betfer
Book than our nejv

Sales of Eastern at 21 a 230; New York and Ver: | OLIVER

mont at 20 @2lc;

:

by

AMERICAN ANTHEM BOOK,
(#1.25), by Jéhason, Tenney and
Abbey,or PMERSON'S
ANTHEM
BOOK, (81.23), by3 L. O. Emerson, or AN-

¥ 15, aud holders of fine Northirn stock are firm n
at that rate.y
Fair
to good rauges from : 11.4 12%¢
:
€ Ib, but vary little good Cheese is offering uuder

12 cents,’
-EGGS. The market

sis

Cantata

pe

HOIRS

Sales

13

5:

our three superior books Voice of
/Wershi
(81), by L. ©. Emerson; Temple, (§1.), by W.
0. Perkins, apd Method for Singing Classes,
(60 cts), by A. N. Johnson.

keto for

prices.

me

. A

this y/valuy:

‘nn:
laa
Choirs: and Singing
Classes’

¥ Ib for most of the receipth* A fw fancy brands

uiet

will render

L

229 245 ¥ Bb, with an oveagional choice lot at Re.
Ladie packed Western cotitinues quiet ut 17 @ 20c

Cheese, with no material change’ in

o

FA LL JF J E RU

ties. hardeningin - the fiber entirely prevents 63c # bu Northern Rose are quote” at 45 @ Soc,
[and other kinds at ihe same range. Sales of Norwater soaking, and renders the lumber combusti- folk Sweets from Lo. t at
195 # bbl.

present could bemade than one of his 14-Stop Or-

'

nH

- Jriety
Justpup-

terson.
(81.00). Is of fair
Jdength for public performance,
has 17 nhmbers
includir’g songs, Choruses,- &c.,. and good and’
interesting pregramme and music.
t

Trade has been very light most of the

command 21 @ Ne,
Choice Western dairy is
Light receipt, and 24 @ 25c might be obtained
some flae lots, bat it 1s not safe to expect over
for summer stock.
=xporters continue to hold
a8 the medium grades are pot wanted abroad
CceéplL at very low rates, and
the fiae grades

hy?)

CHRISTMAS

and

week, and prices show a further decline.
Fresh
made dairy lots are not
comiag
in. a8 good as
usual, and 27 @ 28¢ cover the bulk ‘of the sales.
Extra lots might'e
nmand *a little more.
Very
few fresh creameries are worth over Sue, and sum.
ner wade are selling from 26 @ 28¢ ¥ Bb. New
York and Vermont straight dairies, which coms
pose the bulk of thé stock, have moved
slowly at

held abgve the shipping pomt,.
CHEESE.
There has been a

composer,

Fine Feed and | -

M ddlings,at 19 50 a $22 ¥ ton, as:to quality.

BARLEY.
The marketis
we learn of no movements

- ble acquisition.

apd

designue their STATE, as well-as town, and

give both the cid and new address

|

when

ghey

ordera change wm the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,

| and commuyications
‘here

on saturday

for insertion ought
to be*

previous.

;

RY

~

PE

té

Z

by
are unchanged. ‘1hesaleg
ol No 1 and ex- AlD
, sled. This well known opers 15 hi
»/
fra‘while have héen at 45 @ ave; No2 white “at 43 | {1 set rhotive style, and the price is low for.
fhe
8¥ fe; and No 2 mixed and No § while ab 04418) jirount o° minsic furnished: The quaint Exyptiay
bu
:
;
144
:
2
story, with its accogipanying briliiant muse
by

RUTTER.

the machine hard; dry “lomber,
ready uber use.
The inventor claims that the chemial’ proper-

pve

@ 26 50 ; Indiana at $5 50

of high mixed Corn selling at 57% @ 8c. To ariive
high mixed Corn is held firm at b7 ¥ 58 # bu.
is <CQOATS.
There
demand for/ Oats
and
Deshi
os is a steady
a
serra
prices

his own

‘er them in paper bags of a size to suit the

to live must

at $575

CORN.
Tove parkettor Corn is very firm and
prices are higher with a good demand ior export
aad
consumptior.
The
sales
have
been},

says:

~~

onion, parsnip, cabbage, turnip,

PLANTS.

have water ; therefore the more. water the better
scems to be the reasoning, and the consequence is

starved, nearly leafless sticks in

Zimes

seed,as well as save seed from his choicest cu“eumbers; squashes; tcmatoes
and melons.
m
Gath:

‘take to apply a stimulating fertilizer.
The causes
of ill health are many, but the most general one
with those who have had no experience in the care

overwatermg.

the -London

Every gardener or farmer should raise

When a plant is in a bad condition, it is a nffak-

is

Id y&iF, and

agasaki might coal there.”

Se

HOUSE

$230,000" “worth

virited it with an English engineer, in order to
examine the feasibility qf a railway’ therefrom to
Modji,
a town on, the filand sea
1'the works
are to be commenced immediatf y. There is
also.
an idea of making@fodji a naval station, that In.
dian and other foreign vessels stopping at
Akam-

low placing them therein, —American Cultivator.

FOR

mand

per

now being worked-near. Kisgasbe, on the Kiou
Kads, Japan? The Minister of Public Works haa

or stove plants, should be avoided, as their requirements are beyond the conditions of so simple
a greenery, and ‘disappointment will surely fol-

FERTILIZERS

of the

and Ohio and Michiganat 525 @. $575. & bbl,
For some brands Western millers have id vanced
their limits and are not ready to contract except
at higher figures, but the quotations .above repre
sent the market now. Minnesota exiras a¥e
Steady deniwnd and have been selling at 85 @ #9 50
1s made foin a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
J. C. Woodsird, of Fayette county, Ky., has
¥ bbl, including choice bakers brands; Wisconsin
Valu@ and is a POSITIVE
Remedy for all the
his crop. of whet, of 8,000 bushels, at 91 cents eid | ‘extras at $4 25 @ $5 50; Western common eXtras
diseases that cause pans in the lower part of the
at pe 20 @ $470; and Western supers at £330 g $4
body—for
Torpd
Liveér—Headaches
~Jaundice—
bpshel;
:
¥ LDL
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and ali difficulties of
CORN MEAL. The mutké! ia fiw for Corn Meal, -the Kidneys, Liver. and Crinary Organs. For
The iinle has met his match. It was in Delawith a steady depend and ‘skies at $250 & bbl.
F. male
Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, and
ware. -He kicked over a Dbee-hive. He di¢d the
RYk FLOUR.
Thére is A steady demand fox Ryd [duripg. Pregndncry,’. it has no equal. If restores,
Floud, with sales ut 847 4 $5 25 # bbl.
Ty
next day. The little heeis never too busy/to dethe orgnns that make the blood, apd hence ia the
OAT MEAY, There is a steady
demand for Oat
best Best Blaod
Purifier.
It is the only
J.
cline an invitation to fight.’
Meal, and prices range from ER
2650 ¥ 981 fu
NOY
remedy that cures Bright's Disease. i Jor
common
and
fancy
brands
Western,
The lumber business of Soutlrern Mississippi is
Diabetes use Warner's
Safe, Dinbetes Care:
BUCKWH+AT FLOUR
The market is quiet and
For Sale by Drugeists and all Dealers st $125
growingto be of considerable importance. Pas.
the sales have been confloed to small lots.

A Paris dispatch to

Such delicate thihgs-as the heaths, and all tropical

Se eB re

gardens

“ An extensive coal-bed, estimated as capable
yielding 3,000,000 pounds” daily. for acentury,

plafits as wiil best suit his own taste+nilling up
a greenery of this sort. I will only say, by way
of advice, avoid all tropical or stove plants and
such as havea very delicate. character. , The Yollowing are general favorites, and wifbe almost
sure to give satisfaction : Calla lihes, heliotrope,
‘geraniums, oranges,
carnations,” violets, roses,
jessamine, ivy; smilax,
cyclamen,
bouvardia,,
azalia, daphpe
pdora, camellia, apd many others.

|

inthe

Handsborois now shipping 150,000 feet weekly.

night, and from 60 degrees to 75 degrees by day.
Any one will probably be able to choose such

I

| ous cougratulations,

Kighteen

three bundred dtcounts have already been paid
in ful , involving a disbursement of $1.050,000,

between the twa tities
was attended by numer-

.

employed on this work,

chronic

In short, such
is its intfinsic merit and superi

3, that
t is now the only recognized reliable remedy,

to

for years had defied the skill of the Physician and
| the Power of Medicine, have been cured by ‘halfa
dozen bottles. Clarke's Rheumhtic Elixir is sold

St Louis brands

cagonia shipped

hy

duced some remarkable resulis both 1m the quantiis Republican
war in railroad fares to St. Louis still contin{Ay of the truit and the period of developme nt: Tue
least 6,000. In ues
Rates this mormiog by the Wabash were
| vines Jrere girdled abgut the first week in August,
a gain of eight $3 for tickety limited to one day and’$3 pnlim- when’ the free*acid of the Concord g 1ape has
The Chicago and~ Alton sold limited
Kepublicans ited.
reached the highest state , and the grape-sugar has]
tickets at the sa#ié price, but kept to regular
House; they ‘rates for unlimited tickets, This afternoon begun to increase. Experiments were: made fos of
need seventeen more to control the next: Wabash made another cut of $1, making rates whole vines and with’ branches. Two incisions
. House, of which they bave alreaty secured nine, to Bt. Louis $2. They are selling tickets ‘very were make through the bark and ¢ambium layers
lat
An
oa
leaving only eight now necessary to a majority oJ: rapidly.
from one quarter to one eighth of au inch in width
General Walker, of the Census Bureau, says:
and the substance beiween removed. "The fruil |
‘The payment of the enumerators is being
General Grant Feted.
on the girdled vines matured fully two weeks in

General Grant recieved almost

many

pots.

two to

three

United States.
The apple crop is -immense this year; and’ it is
estimated that 125,000,000 trees are bearing aud.
will yield 200,000,000 bushels.

plants,

the Republican triumph, Ohio
hy over 20,000 and Indiana by at
these two States there has been
Republican Congressmen. The
~ have 130 members in the present

_

and

from

Fever

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission’
phot
and dealers in bitter, cheese and
. eggs, beans, dried apples, &c¢. Cellar No 3

produce, and so

ITEMS.

necessary

kinds of - greenhouse

rockeries, and they were in every

‘taneous,

‘Rheumatic

Quincy Market, Boston.

people have not yet come to take kindly to a mutAon ditt ; yet, we'must indeed learn to like mutton. Then it becomes a most eagerly sought dish

*

Rheuma-

other med in the market. Itis trué mutton 18
cheap. The reason is not because mutton is in-

A table-spoon ful
ounce.

space

no doubt,
be very Somfosting to them to be report the crop two weeks earlier than. Just
* able to, wrest the 'Stal€’from the Democrats,
year.
.
evening sunshine. They thrive in a hot atmos‘even though only a part of its vote should go
Joba Stimpson, sixteen years of age, thé
phere, but can not withstand the flery glances of
to. Mi, Gartield, = But, such an arrangemeny
only son of a wealthy farmer,was fatally gored»
would require every Republican to cast a por- Friday, by a Jensey bull at the Stimpson farm, the summer sun, which causes the leaves to dark:
aqil righ
tion of his yote for the support of 8 party inl pe.
Garbondsle city, Pa. Stimpson was try- en and carl up at the edges. Have the
and friable. Water frequently, and you will be
which he did not believe, and—it is remotely
ing
to
put
the
bull
in
the
stall,
and
the
animal
possible—to the success of a candidate from
whose principles he would dissent utterly,
Such fusions are not honest un either side, and

four days,

'

to buy a few sheep.
We answeréd, not because
wool has takena jamp 7 but, it 18 a good time, and
always will be, se long as we use 50,000,000 more

over 400-varieties, are grown

Jarger

ister, ping

abinet"

hours.

Ea 3 TE

finitely better. There will be when, with the extension of a more diversified system of farming, a
small flock of sheep is added us it should be to
each farm .— Prairie Farmey.

«

a much

not tropical in their nature, a damp
and uniform almosphere is neededy

7 ally father poor.

is

A report was issued ‘by the Agricultural
Department, Friday, showing the coudition of
the cotton crop.
Compared with the returns
received at the same time last year, there is a
gain of 2 per cent.
The Atlantic States all

It would,

undergoing

:

Winter the common

of plants

for the missing

Fears exist that a conflict of authority may
arise between the State and Federal authorities
regarding the new phase
of the Ute Indian
diflicultiesy, and Governor Pitkin, of Colorado,
bas been” appealed to to repress whatever
lawless spirit may prevail smoog the bgrder
population.
.
Sil

iug up its raison d’etre. And this is just as
true of Repuolicanism in West Virginia as of
-

~A New

r

of the party, - Every reason for the maintenance of a Greenback party is a reason against
its co-operation with others. It can abandon
independence in action onlyat the cost of giv-

*- Greenbackism there and elsewhere,

Corwin

The completion of the Cologne cathedral was
appropriately celebrated, Friday, the Emperor
of Germany delivering a brief address on the
- occasion.
Large crowds of visitors from eyery
part of Germany wese,in attendance.

principle

is

of care. will bg needed to avojd too hot and dry Ah

in

:

Diuz is made genkral-in-chief of
army.
Ha

properly.

of the

the house

———

tism or Neuralgia : Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir
four

mani who

farmers’ families,and more mu‘ton it Weuld-be in-

very severe

atmosphere, which is injurious to vegetation.

.

with Senor Vicente Rivo Palacio

nomination a Fusion

opposes,as an abandonment

Francisco

of foreign affairs and

in

in

greenery froma house cellar. Wherever artificial
heat, however, is supplied in this way a good deal

at Stellarton , N.'S., water

having abandoned the search

succeeded

and

arranged very easily, and sowetimes a pipe fron”
an ordinary hot-air furnace 2am be carried into a

r

ro
The revenue steamer

unwilling

frost,

If1t is desirable to have

execution

famine, and a number of tobacco factorieS
have suspended operations in consequence of
4 scarcity of water,
.
.
%

the party who want no entangling alliances
with either Democrat or Republican: Both
exercise. considerable freedom of speech with
regard to the Fusionists. Itseems that the Re-

out

with

.cures the woist cases of Neuralgia in

for $5.00.
Send for
West Buxton, Me.

long as young fambs bring’ the bizgest price of any

Hy

AS

by all respectable druggists.

a farm a short distance from the city, that

pounds of wool afinually thar we

a

afllicted

inquiry for this description.
C. B. White,of Cambridge,
Vt., has a sow two | been considerable
of apring wheat Patents at $650 @ $850 ¥ |
years old, that bas had sixty-nine pigs and Maised Sues
bbl, including choice brands from $3 & 8 Z0 ¥ bbl.
dwelling houses ; they should also get a good sixty-three of them.
inter wheat patents range from $6 @ $7.75,
~
>
:
smoking with fobaceo stems, burned in ah invert- 74
choice brands selling from
$750 @ $775 & LLL
Seventy different species of vegetables, with
Hlinois
and St Louis winter wheats are in de.
ed pot, once a week; and,giér the smoking,a good

the

tion to the United States government.
» Richmond, Va., isthreatened with-a water

the

Me

when the greenery has to be smoked to kill insects
ithe window opening into the house is closed,
uightly ; at all other times it is kept open and gives
all thesventilation required for the plants.
The plants in a greenery of this kind should be
1reely showered every day, which will soften the
uarsh effect of the very dry air of most _of our

:

whalers. .The e&ploring steamer Jeabnette
thought to be sate.

two camps, on just the line represented by

to keep

When

have

' Arrangements have been made at the Prossury department by which the'Ute Indians will
soon be paid $75.000 for ceding their reserva-

split in Maine, General WeaVer and Solon
Chase are at the head of-the honest section of

el

‘nights a large kerosene lamp placed on_the floor
and allowed to burn all night will assjst surprisingly in keeping thg desired warmth? -.

and Indi-

minister of war were présent at the roorganatic marriage ofthe Czar of Russia,the imperial
family disapproving of the union.
~_

f

the. jomts’

than this for a greenery it will be found

removal to the poorhouse,

are fast sundering into 1

These sashes

to provide heating @pparatus,
This is always
troublesome and, expensive ; but if the dwelling
house is heated by steam or hot“ water it can be

"Mrs. Martha Cooper,'a widow, drowned herselfin Warwick, R. I., Thursday, io avoid

2

case the-xoof

The national Republican committee has issued a stirring addréss to the people on the

the Albioh

they were not gone. I don’t know a thing
about it.” He had beenithrougn all the excitement in a state ¢f somnambulism without be-

in which

Facts tor those

©

business

cific for Diseases of the
Organs and Nervous8,

discovered.

Sold by Druggists and Dealers at 35 and 7 cts.

of the

* KEEP A FEW SHEEP.

to fit exactly, and are best fasten-

showering.

breaking through into the pit.

if

remedy for Coughs and Colds‘ever

!

A short time ago a Chicago

with

y

Eminent physicians indorse Adgmson’s Bo‘Ttagnic Balsam as the safest and most effectual

not affect the artifically heated neighborhood. The

factory, that

7 feet high,

has been accepted by Chili and Peru.

Three or

even

to that fire,

fal)mg on'it

gariten.

Miscellaneous.

of the religious decrees.

was burned last night, and you worked like a
hero, saving the'other buildings.”
Mr. Winship looked dazed for a moment, then took his

atthe sash

"The floor is best? made of hird piné or spruce
boards, with a hole in the lowest side to drain off
water after showering the plants. Curtains will
be negded to draw down behind the plants in.cold

There &re rumors in Paris of new dissensions

House

sash made

moval of the wiiole thing in May, wiien the glass
«can be replaced by an awning, and the plants removed to their summer quarters in a half-shady

have not been able to obtain bai! -

in

Sunday

some

Liver |
danger

and then cure them.— Memphis Appeal. i

—

~Speaking of unseasonable frosts, a deyice

=

and

Cure, to arouse men to a sense of their

UNSEASONABLE FROSTS.

re-

being made tight by a lining of list or Indwa-rdbber. This-style of construction admits the re-:

The Kurds, during the recent invasion of
Persian territory, totally or partially destroyed
one hundred and seventy villages: «+
«0
t

morning he rubbed his eyes and said to
his’
wife, * I feel dreadfully, Iam lame, and
féel
completely
exhausted.”
* Well you may,”
said the wife, * after working so hard at the
tire last night,”
¢ What do you mean~?’ said

¥

should be made

Boston, were arrested on Saturday
on a charge
of obtaining money on false pretences.
They

Charles Mandell, forty years old,{ was run
‘Winship,
and cried; ¢ Husband, Mr. Starbird’s’ over by a locomotive Friday morning, at Buf+ house is all on fire | hurry up !” He did so,
dressed on the double quick, and with pails | falo and had both Jegs cut off at the knee. He
ran to the fire, and did valiant service in -sav- died an hour afterward,
- ing surrounding buildings.
When the fire had
Only the Grand Duke Nicholas and the

burned down he quistly went to bed.

+

Springiield Republican.

ed in place by hooks upon the ‘inside,

, leaders of the Irish. Land Leagues for couspiracy to resist the laws.
oo

Tian

A

or

SS

ner & Co.,
with their Safe Kidney

te above.—XN. Y. Herald.

window
reaching nearly-to the flour, through
which one can easily step out of the house into the

of icicles

[The Chicago Academy of Music, ou thé west
Colonel Gordon (Gordan Pasha), while Pa: side offfle city, used as a theatre, was buhed
ing up the Red “Sea on the way from China: to ! Tuesday morning.

léwing story !

is the size referred

fire builders incurred considerable ‘advance ridicule but were ‘thereby enabled to laugh last.—

Get

Temple,

The British overument is to prosecute

_.....The night of the recent fire at North Turner
— bridge, Mrs. Albert Winship aroused Mr:

but

or dining-room,

will inclose a space 3x4 feét ana

have

next. The good

The members of the Albanian

+ A Case of Somnambulism, ’
a
The Lewiston, Ms. , Journal tells the fol-

difficulties,

.

A common'twelve quart pail

study-—some room that is well warmed, whether
by a furnace or stove, and thiit has ‘a southern

greenery.

resol ved to resist the cession of Dulcigno to the

Europe, wrote under date -of September 29 to
the secretary of the British Anti-Slavery Society as follows: “1 hear of an Egyptian official
léaving Massowah to annex the Damkli coasifl
and oceupy the Guardatui promontory.
This
will involve Egypt in a yearly expenditure of
£50,000
and~completely blockade Abyssinia
from the sea. The Egyptian commission estabhshed at Assioot for the suppression of the
slave trade is a perfect farce.”

these

will drink too much.

his family may enjoy fresh air and the comforts of
country life asked us, if now was not a good time

Jerome

great victories of Tuesday in Ohio
ana.
’

J

greenhouse avoids

=v

‘means
of cure... It is the mission of H. H. War-

than this... If allowed, 8 thirsty horse, when warm,

should be made of'matched boards.

re-

African Slave Trade.

A

Then give them not to exced a pailfu] apiece; and
after feeding give one
more pailful before
you
commence
work.
‘Don’t
let
them go
without long enough to make them: want more

hives on

. by stress of weather into this little port, where
the precious freight was disembarked anda . Montenegrins.

church erected over it, torwhich
sort tq this dup, ?

show in a greenhouse,
:
‘
[ These difficulties arise chiefly from the excessively dry air of most dwellings; from the dust
incident to the frequent sweeping of the same;
from the insects which infest plants which can not
be smoked and showered frequently, and from the
imperfect supply of sunlight which a window
affords.
fe Rr
as
\

The proffered mediation of the United States

the Boyana banks are even to tbis day rent£d by that most Catholic tribe, the Clementi,
Who come- down. every winter to feed their
flocksin thése sheiteyed pastures, St. Niskolas} which is situated just at the mouth of the
Boyana,
is, in its way, an Albanian Lobrdes.
It is said that the ship which was transporting
the body of Bt. Nickolas to Naples was driven

:

a glass rool dnd sides, provided there is no danger

hostileto Prince

;

They are almost entirely employed in agriculture and in rearing cattle; and some parts of

GREENERY.

=

fe

WATER HORSES.

summoned him to réfiounce his candidature
-and recognize Prince Victor Napoleon as heir
«10 the throne .of France.——1It is reported mn
London that Earl Dufferin will succeed -Mr.
Go-chen as smbassador to Turkey.——The
Spanish ministry favors a conciliatory policy
in Cuba, and Hopes to report some progress in
the neg tiations for a commercial treaty with

igs

- commianded by the guns of thé allied: fleets.
\

_A CHEAP

0

or southeast side of the parlor,

managers of the * Ladies’ Deposit Company,”

Roman,

: :

@aorth, but. the work of destructign in these localities is as yet unknown.
The St. Gothard
tunnel contraetor§ have asked fora seven
bundred days’ extension of time’ in which to
complete the work. * The line will not be open
‘for traffic-until late in 1883.——The religious
dgerees have been” enforced against the
Carmelités throughout France.——Those Bonapart-

Boston, was formally opened
for
religious
services,
Sunday. = Dr.
Ellis
“preached
historical
sermon
in
the
morning
|. an
‘and in the afternoon dedicatory services were
held, a numberof clergymen taking part.
——Sarah E. Howe and Julis
A . Gould, the
.
1

reluctantly consented to cede to Montenegro,
“has a mixed population. According to the
last census there were 4,000 Turks, 2,000 Ro~

.

beyond the reach of many lovers of flowers, yet farmers at Tivoli on the Hudson is worth remem
who would not be able to spend a few dollars to | bering against a time of need. Certain farmers
erect and stock sucha greenery as I propose to
who did’t fancy spbmitting to an ‘early. blight * of
describe, and who could easily devote the few
their hopes and plants built fires in; the fields and
hours each week which it§ carefwodM require.
warmed up'the air so that thé frosts, which killed
_ The situationsfor a greenery should he the sotith the crops of their less provident neighborc, ‘did

road were blockaded in
snowdrifts * which
were from ten to twelve feet deep, while cattle,
horses and other live stock perished from the
.extreme cold. - Many disasters on. the lakes

been

has

*°.

'

officers of the United State’ in endeavoring to
avert further hostilities between the South
American
belligerents have proved ,of . no
avail, and the advance of the Chilianson Lima
has begun.. On the 22d ultimo the boom of
their guns at, Chorrillas and Callao were distinctiy heard.
The Turkiyh government is
busily engagéd-in arranging
the conditions and
D.
date of surrender of Dulcigno to the Montenegrins, - No further naval demonstrations are
_| expected in Turkish waters, and ‘the French
18nd German vessels of the allied fleet have

Geo.

;

s

:
“Arousing its Reailors.
of fire ata miduight 1s a startling |
In cold weather give one pailiul ata time three | Analarm
:
| thing, but not half"so startling to many who
times a day. This is enough unless you are w:
ing them regularly; then give a little
more, b i | hear it as would'be the- sudden knowledge of
not to exceed four pailsfula day. In warm weath- their own. dangerous "physical
condition.
er when they aré first brought in, first sponge out Thousands of thousands are hurrying ‘to their
the touth and nostrils well with cold water. Afeer graves because they are_carelessly indifferent
a few spongings they will wait for it to be done.
to the insidious inroads of disease and "the:

Rail- | quires an outlay of money and a devotion of time

along the line of the S)uthern Minnesota

my

:

HOW

“Evéry one who has had’ any experience with
window plants in winler-knows there are several
difficulties to be encountered, and that it is’ very
difficult, nay, impossible , to mdke planis grow in

al military force has been. ordered forward
from Gannison Citg.—Two cotton sheds,’ a
brick warehouse and two thousand bales of

been an-

lately

:

of.

the reservation, seems imminent, and addition-

swered earlier.
The distrust which the people naturally feel.
of verbal pledges drawn from candidates during
« political campaign; leads me to point. to my,
ast record as the best assurance of what may
expected in the future.
A
For the last fourteen or fifteen years I have
been a total abstinence man, aud have, in the

of the newspaper

-

/

an suffrage; inthe Senate 21 tod and in the
"House 30 to 27.——A conflict with, the Ute -a window with tie same thriffand vigor that they
Indians, growing out of the recent murders at

GENTLEMEN%-Your favor of the 27th ult.,

three days since, or

duty

every Christian and citizen to use his -influ-

N.' H., Oct. 6, 1880.

which arrived
during my
was mislaid, so that I did

:

Bund and Domestic,

ence to aid the governmeut in enforcing the
law against polygamy and bigamy in the Territories.—The Oregon Legislature has passed
the constitutional amendmentin favor of wom-

A

5

;
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Latest News,
In the Episcopal House of Deputies in New
York, on Saturday, a resolution was placed on

3

An Explicit Letter.
“As bearing on the temperance question in
New’ Hampshire, Hon. Charles H. Bell, the
Republican candidate fo: Governor, publishes

the following letter;

>

-

-

Helos

columus

di

:

A

:

